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INTRODUCTION

Our Mission

MEGAFORM is your partner to supply innovative 
and educational products and resources to the 
institutional market (clubs, schools, institutions) in 
the field of Physical Education and Well Being for 
all ages and abilities. Our company is based in the 
heart of Europe, in Belgium, and has been serving 
dealers all over Europe and beyond for 30 years. 
This year, for our anniversary, discover our brand 
new company’s logo!

Our constantly evolving product range includes 
quality products for (adapted) physical education, 
traditional sports items, innovative activity ideas, 
new sport games and sensory motor solutions 
meeting the special needs market requirements and 
many other accessories to organize any physical 
activity.

Our Brands

MEGAFORM brings its own branded products to 
the market and is proud owner of Spordas® and 
Stimove® brands.

We also distribute the following well-known 
quality brands : Park&Sun Sports ®, Sand Socks®, 
COMFY®, Skillastics®, PedaYoga®, Tangle®, ARK 
Therapeutics®, manimo®, Rubbabu® and more.

Our Core Values

Dynamism • Responsibility  
Open-mindedness

Team spirit • Sustainability

Our Commitment to the future of 
the planet :

MEGAFORM is an environmentally conscious 
company and takes some important measures to 
contribute actively to a sustainable development.

We received our first EMAS certification in 2012. 
EMAS (Eco Management and Audit Scheme) is an 
environmental management system that is the 
result of a willing commitment of a company.

We obtained the ISO 14001 certification in 2016. 
This label also stands for an environmental 
management system with the aim of helping 
companies to manage the impacts of their activities 
on the environment.

Our commitments are mainly based on reducing our 
environmental impact in terms of waste, mobility 
and energy. We also promote “green” products in our 
equipment purchases.

MEGAFORM ECO PRINT

As part of our commitment to 
environmentally responsible practices, 
this catalog is printed using paper 
from responsibly managed forests and 
verified recycled sources.

®

for traditional sports and physical education

for sports initiation and psychomotor activities

for sensory activities and adapted PE
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  Little Foam Bowling Set

A colorful six pin bowling set made from soft natural rubber foam covered 
with an easy-to-clean nylon. It's squishy and safe for young children.  
The tactile texture makes it fun to hold and engages kids in active play.  
Also appropriate and safe for children with many types of special needs.
Set contents : six bowling pins and one bowling ball.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M452241  15cm 

  Pair of 8-sided Creative Dice

With their 8 triangular sides (15cm on each side), these dice offer even more 
creativity. Each side has a different color and is covered by a transparent 
vinyl window into which you can slide a card describing a posture to take, an 
activity to perform, etc.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M452242  

  Set of 3 Glitter Knobby Balls

The Glitter Knobby Balls offer tactile stimulation, help processing tactile 
information and promote perception and circulation. Versatile balls that can 
be handled or touched and used for gymnastics exercises, body massage, etc. 
Inflatable, with needle valve.
Color: purple/orange/green.  
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492755 10cm 60g 

  Set of 3 Cooper-Ropes

The aim of this cooperative game is to carry a ball (placed on a base in 
the middle of the rope) from one place to another without it falling to the 
ground. In order to prevent the ball from falling off the base it is important 
to keep both sides of the rope taut. To do this, the two partners must 
communicate and adapt their strength quickly according to the other’s force. 
For more difficulty, obstacles can be integrated on the course.
Includes 3 ropes with soft rubber handles, 3 rubber balls and a storage bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492750  

  Sensory Sound Boccia Set

Boccia sport, taken from Boccia Paralympic discipline, can be played 
competitively or just for fun. This Sound Boccia Set allows people with visual 
impairments to also enjoy this game. It includes 13 hand stitched balls (6 red 
and 6 blue and one white jack) and a carry bag. Each ball has on every other 
panel a mirrored shield covering holes which under have a bell to emit sound.  
This design allows the bells (3 inside each ball)  
to be heard loudly by all players, assisting  
the visually impaired with the placement  
of their next shot.
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Diameter: 8,6cm. Weight: 275g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492516  red/blue

  Mini Boccia Set

This game set is a miniature version of our standard Boccia set. It enables to 
play indoors when there is not enough space to play the full game but is also 
perfect to be used with children. This set can even be played on a tabletop. 
Like the standard Boccia set, the Mini version contents 6 red and 6 blue balls, 
one white jack and a durable carrying case.
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Diameter: 5cm. Weight: 60g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492514  red/blue
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  Weighted Blanket with 
Adjustable Weight

Weighted blanket made from comfortable fabric 
provides proprioceptive feedback and a sense of 
stability. Grid-like stitching keeps each weight 
pocket in place and evenly distributed. Each weight 
pocket can be removed individually by means of a 
zipper to adjust the blanket weight to the user’s 
needs. We recommend choosing a weighted blanket 
that’s roughly around 10% of the user’s body 
weight. Remove weights prior washing.
Textile composition: 65% Polyester, 35% 
Cotton.  
Textile care advice: machine washable.  
Filling material: PP pellets.  
Dimensions: 100x150cm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592640 5kg grey

  Weighted Lap Pad with 
Adjustable Weight

This lap pad provides a proprioceptive feedback 
and a sense of stability to the user. The removable 
weights fit into square pockets which keep the 
weight evenly distributed. Each weight pocket can 
be removed individually by means of a zipper to 
adjust the blanket weight to the user’s needs. With 
its big size this lap pad is ideal to be used by an 
adult (on lap or chest) or as a small blanket for a 
child. Remove the weights prior to washing.
Textile composition: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton. 
Textile care advice: machine washable.  
Filling material: PP pellets. Dimensions: 40x60cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592645 2kg turquoise

  Set of 12 Smiley Face 
Squishy Balls
This cute Squishy ball is fun to look at and offers 
a tactile and visual experience that relieves 
anxiety, helps strengthen fingers and promote 
calmness. It is filled with smiley face spheres 
surrounded by a non-toxic gel in a soft, pliable, 
stretchy skin. This latex-free ball keeps the 
shape you’ve created by handling it. Ideal for 
home, work or classroom use. Balls are packed 
individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492902 7cm 110g 

  Set of 12 DNA 
Squishy Balls
This DNA Squishy Ball is filled with mini spheres 
in hot neon colors, offering an irresistible visual 
and tactile experience. It is fun to stretch, squish, 
squeeze and toss at home, at school or at work. 
Change the ball’s shape by manipulating it! Non-
toxic and latex-free, this fidget is a great stress 
reducer and hand strengthener. Balls are packed 
individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492900 7cm 100g 

  Set of 12 Glitter Bead 
Squishy Balls

This Squishy, non-toxic, latex-free ball is full of 
beads and glitter. You won’t resist this added 
sparkle effect! Squeeze, stretch, squish or toss 
the ball: it will keep the shape you’ve created. Use 
it at home, at work or at school as a great stress 
reducer and hand strengthener. Balls are packed 
individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492901 7cm 130g 

  Set of 12 Morph 
Squishy Balls
Our soft skin Morph Squishy ball is filled with 
sand material. This super fun fidget allows the 
user to stretch, squish and squeeze it many ways: 
make it long or flat, twist it, turn it into a ball or 
a funny shape... Possibilities are endless! It has a 
calming effect, reduces anxiety and strengthens 
fingers. Ideal for all ages from 3 years old: to use 
at home, at school or at work. Balls are packed 
individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492903 7cm 180g 

  Fleece Weighted Vest

Very soft and comfortable to wear, this therapy 
aid promotes awareness of body position without 
immobilizing the user. Weight packs are inserted below 
wearer’s center of gravity in concealed pockets at front 
and/or rear of vest to provide deep pressure and a 
calming sense of body stability. Vest closes with central 
zipper and adjusts in height and width thanks to velcro®-
fasteners.
Size X-Small: Waist: 61cm. Height: 30-41cm (adjustable)
Size Small: Waist: 76cm. Height: 38-51cm (adjustable)
Size Medium: Waist: 86cm. Height: 43-56cm (adjustable).
Textile care advice: machine washable.  
Filling material: metal sand.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Color

M592700 XS 1kg grey

M592701 S 1,5kg grey

M592702 M 2kg grey
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  Weighted Sequin Fidget

Attractive looking fidget with gentle weight (450g) that will help children 
to focus or relax but also stimulate fine motor movement. Perfect shape to 
hold in one hand or to place on a lap. Reversible shiny sequins easily flip 
over, providing a calming tactile input for fingers and a captivating visual 
sensation at the same time.  
Material : PET sequins backed with 100% Polyester mesh  
filled with very small steel beans.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color

M492815 8x20cm green/gold

  Sensory Sequin Panel

This tactile Sensory Panel is an effective way to develop creativity and to 
stimulate the senses by sight and touch. Dual colored sequins are appealing 
and eye-catching. Swipe your hand along them to make designs or just to feel 
the scaly feeling of the sequins as they flip over. Combine different colors for 
more fun and school use. Panels can be lied on a table or hanged on a wall. 
Material : PET sequins with 100% Polyester fabric backing, wooden frame. 
Surface washable only.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color

M492810 40x40cm blue-green/mat black

M492811 40x40cm pink/silver

M492812 40x40cm blue/silver

  Giant Weighted Sensory Caterpillar

This Giant Weighted Sensory Caterpillar is a great therapeutic tool to 
stimulate the child’s proprioceptive and tactile systems. The caterpillar is 
filled with 12 weighted bags (170g each) that can be removed easily to 
adjust the toy’s weight to the user’s needs or to wash the cover.
Use this weighted toy for kids with attention deficit, hyperactivity, anxiety, 
sensory information processing disorders, autism spectrum disorders, 
behavioral disorders... It aims to relieve physical and emotional stress, relax 
the child and provide a sense of comfort, understand the limits of his body 
and help to focus on other educational exercises.
Length: 135cm. Filling material: PP pellets.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592690 2,5kg green

  Gel-E-Seat Cushion

The Gel-E-Seat is a wonderful (wheel)chair cushion for individuals with 
special seating needs. Each gel-filled, tiny square provides the ultimate feel 
in both pressure-relief and wiggle-relief. Aside from its therapeutic seating 
properties, the Gel-E-Seat is also a unique weighted pad for the lap, legs or 
trunk. Perfect for use at home or in the classroom.
Weight : 900g. Size : 27x27cm.
Color: green. Material: PU.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592509  

  Saber Tooth Chew Necklace

ARK’s Saber Tooth Chew Necklace provides a safe, wearable, discrete, and 
cool solution for those who need to chew. Use this «chewelry» as an oral 
fidget (or even hand fidget) to help calm, soothe, and self-regulate during 
times of stress, to better focus during homework and other activities, for 
sensory oral motor input, and/or as a safe alternative to chewing/biting on 
fingers, knuckles, shirts, pencils, etc.
Comes in 3 color-coded toughness levels: standard - recommended for mild 
chewers, XT for «Xtra Tough» - for moderate chewers and XXT for «Xtra 
Xtra Tough» – for avid chewers.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Material density Color

M592605 medium grey

M592606 hard black

M592607 very hard grey

  Plush Marble Maze - Sensory Fidget

Very soft plush maze with wooden marble develops fine motor skills, 
provides fun and also enhances focus and attention. Perfect travel 
companion for anyone who likes to keep their hands busy.  
Exists in 2 shapes : red square and blue circle.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color

M492820 21x21cm (square) red

M492821 Ø19cm (circle) sky blue
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  Set of 12 Flag-A-Tag Football Belts

Ideal for Rugby or American Football initiation.  
These adjustable belts have flags that «pop» when pulled off the belt, 
simulating blocking or tackling: safety guaranteed.  
Sold in a set of 12 belts, 6 yellow and 6 green. Each belt includes two flags.  
Belt length: 115cm. Flag size: 42x4cm.
User: child/teenager/adult. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M401455  yellow/green

  Poull Ball Original Set

Discover our Original Poull Ball Set in 
which you will find two sturdy foam Poull 
Ball Cubes, two Big Red Bases, two short 
yellow poles, two platforms, a ball and 
practice instructions (in English, French, 
German and Dutch). Poull Ball is a very 
accessible and inclusive sport activity that 
allows the integration of all in a fluent and 
spectacular game (more information on 
page 11).
As from 8 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M410135  

  Hand Whistle

Simply squeeze the base of this hand whistle to 
produce a whistle sound. The handheld design 
reduces risk of spreading germs. The soft vinyl 
construction is comfortable to touch and includes 
grooves to improve grip.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M492752

  Set of 6 Saturn Balls

The Saturn foam ball flies like a flying disk 
and bounces like a ball!
You can catch and throw a Saturn Ball like a 
Frisbee or use two hands and catch it like a 
ball, or even shoot it with your feet.
It is softer and easier to catch than a 
disk. Turn it on its side and it bounces 
erratically, moreover it floats and skips on 
the water ! 
In schools, the Saturn Ball is perfect to 
work on tossing, catching, throwing and 
shooting skills, in teams or pairs.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M452165 20cm 
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  Badminton Air Shuttle 2.0 - Tube of 3

Official AirBadminton shuttlecock, approved 
by the Badminton World Federation (BWF). 
This AirShuttle 2.0 has been designed to 
offer good playing conditions in winds up to 
12km/h.
Level: competition. Practice place: outside.  
Flying base material: plastic.  
Flying feather material: nylon. Weight: 8g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492840 red

  Speedball Rotor Spin Tennis Set
The Rotor Spin Tennis Set is a classic outdoor game for 
all ages! This game has been inspired by Tether ball 
and is a way to work on precision and vision of the ball 
before reaching the tennis courts. This game can be 
played alone, with two players (match) or in relay.  
This set contents:
• 172cm pole with spiral shaped rotor on top (its unique 
design keeps balls constant rotating)
• two durable lightweight rackets 
• 1 tennis ball on tough nylon cord
• One base that should be filled with water or sand for 
added stability
Total height (base and pole) : 180cm.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M131320

  TriBall Fun 3-Way Volleyball Net 
System

The Park and Sun TriBall Fun Volleyball Set brings, literally, a new dimension 
to volleyball. Play team v. team v. team with the first-ever 3-way volleyball 
net. This lets you bring in more players (1 to 3 players per net section), keep 
more distance between players, allow new and exciting plays and create an 
unforgettable, colorful sports experience.
Each TriBall Net System comes equipped with quality materials. To keep 
the net system upright, it includes three telescoping steel poles (with 
three height adjustments), colorful three-way volleyball net (net section 
length: 2,44m), specialized TriBall boundary, kept upright with durable 
guylines with pulldown tension rings, and planted firmly with steel stakes, 
and a Soft Touch volleyball with hand pump. All of the equipment fits neatly 
into heavy-duty carrying bag - convenient when you’re on the go!
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111950  

  Portable AirBadminton Net

A lightweight portable AirBadminton/badminton/mini tennis net that can 
be set on any flat ground (grass, gym, concrete etc.). The net is 6,05 meters 
wide which is the size of an official AirBadminton or indoor double-player 
badminton court. Very easy to assemble and disassemble. Sturdy steel poles 
(height: 1,55m, diameter: 19mm) and very robust ground pipe. To use for 
badminton, just raise the end side poles. To use for mini tennis, lower it 
down. Comes with a convenient carry bag (90cm long).
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M561435  605cm 

  Megaform Silver Tournament 
Shuttlecocks - Tube of 6

Tube of 6 tough and durable shuttlecocks.  
Speed : medium.
Level: competition. Practice place: inside.  
Flying base material: liege.  
Flying feather material: nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M151141 white

  Megaform Bronze Shuttlecocks 
- Tube of 6

Tube of 6 tough and durable shuttlecocks with 
foam base. Ideal for school use and intitiation.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. 
Flying base material: EVA foam.  
Flying feather material: nylon. Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M151140 white
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  Poull Ball Starter Set with Inflatable 
Cubes

Our portable Big Red Base system is perfect for playing the new sport 
game Poull Ball (use the base together with our Short Post and Poull Ball 
Platform).
Our Poull Ball starter kit contents: 2 inflatable Poull Ball cubes, 2 Big Red 
Bases, 2 Short Posts, 2 platforms, 1 ball and 1 activity guide (in EN/FR/DE/NL).
As from 8 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M521045  

Poull Ball
Poull Ball is a new fair play sport that aims to give everyone 
the chance to evolve. It is a very accessible mixed sport activity 
that allows the integration of all in a fluent and spectacular 
game. The emphasis of the sport is on effort and positioning as 
opposed to violent physical contacts. The goal of the game that 
opposes two teams of 5 players is to knock down the target 
(multicolored cube) with a ball of 55cm diameter after at least 
3 passes without entering the forbidden circle zone. The game 
is done only by passes, which generates an empowerment of all 
the players of the team. The best point about Poull Ball is how 
easy it is to learn.

  Poull Ball Giant Ball

This robust giant ball has been specially 
designed for the practice of Poull Ball 
and has its own features such as its 
rebound and ease of handling (weight, 
touch, flight characteristics).
Color: green. Level: training and school. 
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Diameter: 55cm.  
User: child/teenager/adult. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M402268  

  Inflatable Poull Ball Cube

Inflatable cube with Polyester cover whose 6 faces are of different colors. 
This cube has been specially designed for our Poull Ball game but can of 
course also be used as a target (not as a seat!) for any other throwing game. 
Cube can be inflated with a regular ball compressor.  
Includes an activity guide for the Poull Ball Game (in EN/FR/DE/NL).
Weight: 1kg. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M410126 50x50cm

  Poull Ball Foam Cube

6 surface foam cube covered with a 
high quality PVC cover in 6 different 
colors (one color per surface). This cube 
is specially designed for the game Poull 
Ball. But of course you can use it as a 
target for other throwing games.  
This cube is not conceived as a seat.
Material: polyethylene foam covered 
with PVC. Weight: 1,5kg. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M410130 40x40cm  

  Poull Ball Original Set

In this Poull Ball Original Set you will find two sturdy foam Poull Ball Cubes, 
two Big Red Bases, two short yellow poles, two platforms, a Poull Ball ball 
and practice instructions (in English, French, German and Dutch).
As from 8 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M410135  
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This kit is ideal for introducing the new Cardiogoal sport, especially to young children (4 to 10 years 
old) and to wheelchair users. Cardiogoal is a new team sport based on attack-defense and offers a 
fast, effective game for cardio, endurance, speed, resistance, skill, technique, team spirit and fair 
play development. The activity guide included in this kit gives you ideas for working on motor skills, 
precision, positioning toward the goal, color and number recognition as well as a simplified version 
of the Cardiogoal game rules.
Set includes: 2 Mini Cardiogoal Goals, 2 sets of 3 Colored Twist Balls, 3 cards (1 yellow, 1 blue, 1 red) 
and an activity guide. Sold by: set.
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  Set of 3 Colored Twist 
Balls

Twisted American Football out of spiral shape 
foam for an easier grip. With PU coating for 
better durability. Ideal ball to play the new sport 
Cardiogoal.
Color: red/blue/yellow.  
Practice place: grass, inside, sand.  
Length: 23cm. Weight: 250g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Features

M440188 yellow, red, blue

  Mini Cardiogoal Goal

This lightweight, easy-to-assemble mobile goal is a valuable and easy tool for working on motor skills as 
tossing a ball to a vertical target center hole (diameter: 30cm). This goal also allows you to work on skills 
as coordination, memorization, color and number recognition, point scoring and first calculations. Above 
all, this vertical goal is ideal for learning the basics of the new sport Cardiogoal and is therefore the ideal 
tool for the introduction of this new fair play team sport to young children.  
This goal has been specially developed for children from the age of 4 till 10 and is 
excellent as well for adapted physical education (wheelchair users).
Carry bag included for easy storage and transport
Material: PVC. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M491190 50x100x150cm

Cardiogoal Sport
Cardiogoal is a new team sport that pits two mixed teams of 6 players against each other: 4 players on the field and 2 substitutes who enter and leave 
freely. The game consists of passing the ball through one of the three colored circles (yellow-blue-red) placed vertically at a total height of 3 meters. 
Each ring color corresponds to a number of points (red: 15 points, blue: 10 points, yellow: 5 points). The team with the most points wins the game.
Cardiogoal is a sport inspired by the Luc-léger test (endurance and speed test) and various other sports such as Ultimate, basketball, handball, or 
American football. Based on attack-defense, it offers a fast, effective game for cardio, endurance, speed, resistance, skill, technique, team spirit and fair 
play development (contact is prohibited). Cardiogoal can be played from a very young age and is also suitable for wheelchair players.  
This sport can be practiced anywhere: indoor, on grass, on sand or on synthetic ground.

  Mini Cardiogoal Starter Set

Ref.

M491192  

  Cardiogoal Pop-up Basket Starter Set

This kit is ideal for introducing the new sport Cardiogoal, especially to 
young children (as from 3 years old) and to people with a disability (such as 
wheelchair users). Cardiogoal is a new sport based on attack-defense and 
offers a fast, effective game for cardio, endurance, speed, resistance, skill, 
technique, team spirit and fair play development.
The activity guide included in this kit gives you ideas for working on motor 
skills, precision, positioning toward the goal, color and number recognition as 
well as a simplified version of the Cardiogoal game rules.
Set includes: 2 sets of 3 Cardiogoal Pop-up Baskets, 2 sets of 3 Colored Twist 
Balls made of foam, 3 cards (1 red, 1 blue and 1 yellow) and an activity guide.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491182  

  Set of 3 Cardiogoal Pop-up Baskets

These colorful baskets with convenient handles are a valuable and easy tool 
for working on motor skills as putting down a ball, throwing a ball (different 
throwing methods). They also allow you to work on skills as coordination, 
memorization, color and number recognition. Above all, these baskets are 
ideal for learning the basics of the new sport Cardiogoal and are therefore 
the ideal tool for the introduction of this new fair play team sport to younger 
children.
The baskets are appropriate from a very young age (3 years old) as well as 
excellent for adapted physical education.
Baskets are made of sturdy polyester fabric. Basket height: 65cm.  
Baskets can be folded flat for easy storage and transport.
Material: polyester. Diameter: 50cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491180
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Ref. Dimensions Type

M435450 100x100cm Non-adjustable
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  Cardiogoal Classic School Set

This kit is ideal ideal to practice the Cardiogoal sport at school.  
Our Cardiogoal Classic School Set includes: 2 Cardiogoal Aluminium Goals, 
2 Big Red Bases, 2 Short Yellow Posts, 3 Colored Twist Balls (1 yellow,  
1 red, 1 blue), 1 transport bag, 1 stopwatch, 3 color cards (1 red, 1 blue 
and 1 yellow) and an activity guide (in EN, FR, DE, NL).
As from 7 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491170  

  Cardiogoal Aluminium 
Goal

This goal has been specifically designed for our 
new Cardiogoal sport but it can also be used for 
other throwing games.  
It is adaptable on our Big Red Base 
(ref. M522000) and our Short Post (ref. M521020) 
- not included.  
The goal is composed of three colored  
rings, each with a diameter of 50cm.
Color: red/blue/yellow.  
Material: aluminium.  
Weight: 4kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M491160 160x50cm

  Mini Tchoukball Frame
Thanks to its smaller size this Mini Tchoukball Frame can be easily stored 
and transported.
Tempered steel frame inclined at 55° 
fitted with anti-slip floor guards and 
a strong reaction net. Ideal to play 
the Tchoukball game but also suitable 
to use as a re-bounder for handling 
exercices and for reflex training.
Color: blue. Accessories: delivered 
with net. Weight: 7kg. Foldable.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Type

M435460 76x76cm Non-adjustable

  Tchoukball Frame 100x100cm
Tempered steel frame inclined at 55° fitted 
with anti-slip floor guards and a strong 
reaction net. Ideal to play the Tchoukball 
game but also suitable to use as a re-
bounder for handling exercices and for 
reflex training.
Color: blue. Accessories: delivered with net. 
Weight: 12kg. Sold by: each.

  Adjustable Tchoukball Frame 100x100cm

Free standing adjustable Tchoukball frame in tempered steel. With antislip 
floor guards. Strong reaction net. For playing the Tchoukball game or for 
handling exercises and reflex training.
Color: blue. Accessories: delivered with net. Foldable. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Type

M435455 100x100cm Adjustable

Tchoukball Game
Tchoukball is a ball and team sport played with the help of two inclined frames that « rebound « the ball. It is characterized by the suppression of 
any form of physical aggression between opponents. This game has been discovered in Switzerland and promotes fair play: ‘we play with rather than 
against’, with ‘no aggression, and no contact’. To score a point, the attacking team makes passes. It must shoot the ball onto the frame so that, after the 
rebound, the ball touches the ground before being intercepted by the opposing team. 
Playing area: 40x20m or 20x20m including 2 forbidden zones in the shape of a semi-circle with a radius of 3m. 
Two tchoukball frames inclined at 55° (2 frames for bipolar, only one for unipolar). 
Two teams of maximum 9 players + 3 reserves. Substitution takes place in the middle of the field only after a point is scored. 
3 referees - 1 handball. 
Playtime: for men, 3x15min, for ladies and under 16 year-olds: 3x12min - with 5 min rest.
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  RampShot Set

Set includes two stackable ramps (made of 
polypropylene) with goal nets, four rubber game balls 
and game instructions. 
Ramp dimension: 57(w)x56(d)x18cm(h).  
Ramp weight: 1,5kg each.  
Ball diameter: 5,5cm.
Material: polypropylene. Weight: 3200g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M591650

RampShot

2-on-2 indoor or outdoor tossing game that keeps players active and 
highly involved.
RampShot is a very interactive game that develops motor skills, 
hand-eye coordination, teamwork and good fun. Three out of four 
players are involved in every play in RampShot which allows for 
increased physical activity and player involvement. Players toss 
and catch the ball for points and catch rebounds off the ramps for 
extra shots. The grooved top of the ramp guarantees unpredictable 
bounces which keep players on the move.
How to play ? Teammates stand on opposite sides of the playing 
area and work together to score points by tossing and/or catching 
the balls. 3 points for a shot directly in the net. 1 point if your 
teammate catches the ball on a fly after bouncing off the top of the 
ramp. If the shooter's toss is too short and hits the front of the ramp, 
the ball will bounce back in the shooter's direction. The opposing 
team member can now come in and catch the ball to gain an extra 
shot for their team. The first team to 15 points wins! 
RampShot offers 3 different versions of the game to play to 
accommodate all skill levels (see instruction guide and online videos). 
The game is best suited for children 10 years of age and above.
RampShot ramps are tough, portable, lightweight, stackable, and 
weather resistant.

  Pair of Junior Kendo Bats

Specially adapted for children from 8-12 years old, this bat enables to teach 
Kendo, a martial art, safely and with a minimal equipment (no protection 
needed). Kendo is about touching his opponent and, at the same time, 
avoiding being touched. The handle of the Kendo bat is divided in two parts 
by a ring to show the ideal position of both hands (mandatory). 
Bat diameter: 7cm. Weight: 330g.
Color: blue/orange.  
Material stick / handle: foam.  
Length: 66cm.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M490202

  Set of 4 RampShot 
Replacement Balls
Replacement balls for the RampShot game.  
2 yellow and 2 green.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M591652  5,5cm 

School Kendo
Martial arts have three dimensions which are combat, technique and 
self-defense. The purpose of Kendo in schools is to show that the 
strength ratio that is typical of martial arts can be used to stimulate 
the capacity for thinking. For this to happen, there must be no 
winners or losers, but learners.
The aim is to provide a reflection where school kendo is practiced 
as a game of touches, tricks and interactions. It is about touching 
the other in the context of adapted confrontations but respecting 
physical (controlling the touch) and social (respecting the other) 
equilibrium.
Martial arts are conceived as methods of education, and the physical 
and sports activities they use remain means of education. In this 
regard, we recommend that the practice of kendo remains supervised.
The golden rules:
- Do not hurt, do not hurt yourself, do not let hurt;
- the stake of the fight is not worth the other one' s integrity;
- free choice of partner ;
- the strongest one puts himself at the level of the other one to make 
him progress;
- to know how to interrupt the fight appropriately.
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  Bumball Outfit

Outfit specially designed to play Bumball.  
Available in two different colors to 
distinguish two teams.  
Bumball Outfit is also available in 
children size (6-12 years = XS) but 
without bottom part.
Dimensions of Bumball vests  
(height x width): XS: 52x37cm -  
S: 55x40cm - M: 66x45cm -  
L: 70x54cm - XL: 75x61cm.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color

M415101 XS red

M415102 XS blue

M415111 S red

M415112 S blue

M415121 M red

Bumball
Bumball is an innovative ballgame for both children and adults which 
is easy to learn and fun to play. The basic principle is that it is easily 
adjusted to match player’s physical and motor function skills.
How to play Bumball ?
Bumball is a velcro-ballgame involving two opposing teams. A soft ball is 
being passed between players which are allowed to catch the ball only 
with their velcro padded chest or bum.
A team scores when a player catches the ball in a goal zone (spot marker 
placed on the floor). The team with the highest score wins.
Bumball can be played outdoors as well as indoors. Outdoors, any surface – 
hard, grass or sand – can be used.
Educational assets of Bumball: hand-eye coordination, passes, running, 
breaking free from one’s opponent… 
Values of the game: teamwork, fair play, creativity, strategy, responsibility, 
commitment, conflict solving.

  Bumball Game Set

Ref. Characteristics

M415100 XS

M415110 S

M415120 M

M415130 L

M415140 XL

  Bumball Ball
Ball specially designed to play Bumball.
Color: black/white. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: 100% polyester. Diameter: 17cm. 
Weight: 200g. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M415000  

  Scratch’ball Game Set
Scratch’ball is a no-contact game, played by two teams of 6 players.
Catch the ball with your velcro glove!  Note that you will score points only if one part 
of your body is in contact with a spot marker of the same color as the thrower’s one! 
Scratch’ball is definitely an ideal educational tool:
· Provides a coeducational and intergenerational activity;
· Everyone can play Scratch’ball thanks to the easy rules, techniques, and absence of 
contact;
· Enhances teambuilding and tactics-elaboration in a funny way.
1 set consists of 12 gloves (for both right- and lefthanders), 2 balls and 12 colored 
spot markers.
Textile composition gloves: 100% Polyester. Textile composition ball: 100% Polyester.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M440174 child size

M440175 teenager size

Ref. Size Color

M415122 M blue

M415131 L red

M415132 L blue

M415141 XL red

M415142 XL blue

Our complete Bumball Game Set is composed of: 6 blue vests with velcro,  
6 red vests with velcro, 2 balls and a carry bag.
Vest textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Ball textile composition: 100% Polyester.
Size XS: without bottom part for children from 6 to 12 years old.
Sold by: set.
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  Spordas Skyfloater Ball

The Spordas Skyfloater ball has been 
developed for the practice of KIN-BALL®* 
sport. It can also be used for other 
cooperative games. Its durable, washable, 
double-stitched nylon cover ensures 
maximum durability of the ball, even after 
intensive use in a competitive environment. 
Under the cover, a large latex bladder gives 
the ball its spherical shape; it inflates and 
deflates quickly thanks to its wide opening. 
Delivered with a bladder.
Practice place: inside. Material: 100% nylon. 
Weight: 1000g. Delivered non-inflated.  
As from 10 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Color Diameter

M492595 black 122cm 

  Balloon Replacement 
bladder

Latex replacement bladder with large opening. 
Ideal to use for oversized balls as our Spordas 
Skyfloater Ball and Colored Cage Ball.
Sold by: each.

  Electric Balloon Pump

This handy inflator is very easy to use. Just press 
the upper tip of the compressor in order to inflate 
balloons. The inflator is suitable for balloon 
inflating and especially for cage balls (like our 
Spordas Skyfloater Ball or Spordas Colored Cage 
Ball) and Float-R Shapes (inflated in 1min.).
Size: 19x16x18cm. 220-240 Volts.  
Pressure: 2PSI.  
Airflow: 520 liters/minute.
Power: 400watts.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491102

  Spordas Colored Cage Ball

Very light and resistant oversized ball, ideal for cooperative games. Its 
durable, washable, double-stitched nylon cover ensures the ball will last for 
a long time, even after intensive use. Under the cover, a large latex bladder 
gives the ball its spherical shape; it inflates and deflates quickly thanks to its 
large opening. Delivered with a bladder.
Color: 6 colors. Material: 100% nylon.  
As from 8 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M492565 85cm 

M492575 100cm 

  Skyfloater Ball Starter Set
The ideal starter set to introduce the KIN-BALL® sport* in schools. For this 
new sport game with a huge, light ball, the ability to work as a team counts 
above all.
The set contains: one Spordas Skyfloater Ball, one Electric Balloon Pump and 
one 3-Teams Table Scoreboard.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492600  

  3-Teams Table Scoreboard

Foldable scoreboard with 6 equally sized number sheets allows scoring three 
teams at the same time! This gives you new and exciting game possibilities. 
Made of PVC and cardboard.
Height of figures: 14,3cm.  
Dimensions: 58x30,5cm.  
Numbering: from 0 till 99. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435302  

KIN-BALL® Sport*
Great teamsport played with three teams at the same time on one 
court, using a giant and light ball. The serving team calls the color 
of one of the opposite teams of its choice. The team that has been 
called has to catch the ball before it touches the floor and then 
serves it back to another team. If a team lets the ball fall on the 
floor, the two other teams score one point each. Players can use 
their whole body to keep the ball off the floor but only the upper 
part to serve the ball. 
The size and the lightness of the ball, along with the rules of the 
game, allow everyone to participate in the action; everybody touches 
the ball and every team scores points. This sport reaches the 
important educational objectives of cooperation, fitness, inclusion 
and sportsmanship. 
KIN-BALL® sport is recognized by several national associations of 
physical educators worldwide.

  Power Balloon Inflator
A fast and effective way to inflate all kinds of 
balloons. Filling a regular size balloon (30cm 
diameter) takes less than 2 seconds! Ideal inflator 
for Cage Balls. The impact-resistant body made 
of ABS plastic is durable and ensures optimum 
protection of the interior for a long lifetime.  
230 Volts. Airflow : 3600L/minute.
Power: 500watts. Weight: 1,2kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M715300

*The KIN-BALL® brand is a third-party brand.

Ref. Type

M713710 Ø 85cm - Large opening

M713711 Ø 100/125cm - Large opening
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  Set of 12 Memory Relay Poly Spots

These 12 colored Memory Relay Poly Spots have one number and one shape 
each. These spots enable you to set up the Memory Relay game: the first 
player runs and turns around a poly spot and shows it to his team.  
He then puts it back on the ground again, shape and number downwards. 
The following players try to find the poly spot double (number or shape). 
The team wins if all poly spots pairs have been found and brought back 
to the team. Educational assets of this game: offers a relay game in a fun 
way, trains memory skills, observation and orienteering initiation.  
Mix two colors for more difficulty and fun.
Diameter: 25cm. Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541550 red

M541551 yellow

  XPlore - Orienteering Game

Developed by sports professionals, this orienteering game is suitable for 
both in and outdoor use. 
It has been created  for children aged 5-12 to develop their:
· Sense of direction
· Familiarity with colors
· Team spirit
· Logical thinking
What’s more, children with reduced mobility or mental disabilities can also be 
included, making it a fun, cooperative game. 
The full game set comprises:
· 15 orientation course sheets (route on the front, answers on the back)
· 135 chips (15 chips in 9 different colors)
· 15 chip holders
· 9 buckets for collecting the chips
· 3 numbered cone covers (1-3)
· 1 storage box
· 1 activity guide  (in EN, FR, DE, NL)
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M451280 Xplore 5-8 years

M451290 Xplore 8-12 years (more challenging routes)

  All Round Goal

Shoot from every angle into this unique goal to create a range of exciting 
games! With one meter diameter this goal is perfect for all ages. 4cm thick 
collapsible tubing and nylon net makes it durable and easy to store. The 
large opening of this oversized goal allows you to use both large and small 
balls, as well as games including a large number of students. The net also 
attaches easily with Velcro®. The goal easily breaks down and fits into an 
included nylon carrying bag for easy storage and transportation. Activity 
guide and assembly instruction included.
Color: red. Material: PVC. Height: 0,9m. Diameter: 1m. Weight: 5kg. Foldable. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M131500  
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On the Move Skillastics (Half Pint Skillastics in the US) introduces young children (ages 3-5) or Special 
Needs adults to a variety of movement skills as well as encouraging creativity and imagination in a 
non-competitive but active environment. On the Move Skillastics promotes color, number and shape 
recognition helping to solidify these skills prior to entering grade school. But it happens on the move, 
featuring 36 age appropriate fun activities. With simple rules and easy to follow activities, On the Move 
Skillastics can be used by those who are not physical education experts with excellent results.
On the Move Skillastics brings the fun on for pre-school and is also an excellent resource for large 
classes or for those working with children or adults with special needs.
This package includes 36 activity cards, one color recognition die, one shape recognition die, detailed 
explanation of rules and how to teach each activity (in different languages) and a convenient nylon 
storage bag.
Age: 3-8 years old. Sold by: set.
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  On the Move Skillastics

Ref. Characteristics

M453020 FR/NL/EN/DE

  Color N' Shape 
Recognition Dice

Dice pair composed of one Color Recognition Die 
(one primary or secondary color on each side) 
and one Shape Recognition Die (blue die with 6 
different geometric shapes).  
Excellent tools for any gym or classroom activity.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M592120 15x15cm 250g 

  Nimbly® - Educational Play Mat

Move and learn while having fun with Nimbly® !
This innovative mat is designed for children between 2 and 10 years 
old, able-bodied or less able-bodied. It can be played alone or in 
groups with a maximum of 12 players. Developed in Canada (Quebec) 
by Dr Mariève Blanchet, a researcher in children’s motor skills, 
Nimbly® is particularly suitable for use in schools, extracurricular 
activities, therapeutic and family settings.
The Nimbly® mat aims to improve infant motor and cognitive skills 
in a fun way. It makes it possible to work on various skills such as 
recognising colors, shapes, numbers and letters; it stimulates the 
memory and learning of language and math skills.
In this game, the participants are «frogs» whose only instruction 
is not to fall into the water. One player at a time is on the mat and 
starts on the waterlily line in the center of the mat. The other 
players and/or the adult use the cards delivered with the game 
to specify the subject to work on and the different challenges to 
achieve.
The aim of the game is that the player finds the right answer and 
moves by jumping to it. Other variants of movement are possible to 
develop the child’s motor skills.
The upperside of the mat, made of polyester, offers a pleasant touch 
and the underside, made of natural rubber, is antislip. The mat can be 
used both indoors and outdoors. It can also be machine-washed and 
can be folded or rolled up without any risk of damage.
The Nimbly® kit includes 1 activity mat (183x91cm), game 
instructions (in 8 different languages : EN/ FR/ DE/ NL/ ES/ DA/ FI/ 
SV) and 108 cards with learning materials and challenges (the level 
of difficulty is specified on each card).
Age: 2-10 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492150  
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  Basketball Skillastics

A unique game mat displays 26 basketball drills to improve fundamentals. 
Each square is illustrated with cartoon characters and instructions. Classes 
are divided into teams and positioned around the mat. Dice are rolled, 
game pieces are moved around the board, and the team performs the drill 
according to the instructions of the player who rolled the dice. All teams play 
at the same time.  When each drill is completed, the next player takes a turn, 
and it’s a race around the board. Your entire class works on basketball drills 
at one time! Ideal to use with our Spordas Max 6 colors Basketballs.
Activity kit inlcudes:  
·   1,5mx2,1m reinforced nylon 
activity mat
·   six miniature reinforced nylon 
activity mats (51x69cm)
·   six colored foam dice
·   an illustrated instruction workbook 
(in different languages)
·   a handy nylon storage bag.
Age: 8-12 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M453012 NL/DE

M453013 FR/NL/EN/DE

  Fitness Skillastics

Fitness Skillastics features 26 fitness exercises, all approved by leading 
fitness experts, covering all four of the fitness components - flexibility, 
cardiovascular/respiratory endurance, muscle strength and muscle 
endurance. Three different colored numbers let you match drill repetitions to 
your students’ fitness levels. Includes 10 additional team-building activities 
and other instructional ideas. Your students will ask to play it over and over. 
Colorful cartoon characters highlight the major muscles used in each drill. 
The instructional manual identifies the muscles to help you teach muscle 
recognition.
Activity set includes:
·   1,5mx2,1m colorfully illustrated reinforced nylon activity mat
·   six miniature reinforced nylon activity mats (51x69cm)   
·   six various colored game piece bean bags 
·   six various colored dice
·   an illustrated instruction workbook  
(in different languages)
·   a handy nylon storage bag.
Age: 6-12 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M453014 FR/NL/EN/DE

  Set of 6 Spordas Max Basketballs 
Colored

Spordas Max Basketballs have an ultimate feel, look and life! Very soft touch 
and resistant thanks to their high quality cellular rubber coating. Butyl 
bladder covered with nylon wound guarantees a perfect round shape and 
rebound. Available in 6 colors for more fun and easy class organization!
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: cellular rubber. Sold by: set.

Ref. Size Color Age

M574261 5 6 colors 9 - 14 years old

M574271 7 6 colors As from 15 years old

Skillastics - More than just a game!
Skillastics® is a series of evidence-based oversized board games that develop children’s fitness & sport skills 
by fully engaging up to 100 children at one time in an organized, fun and non-competitive atmosphere.
Skillastics® games encourage all students regardless of age or ability to have a positive experience being 
physically active.
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Supersafe®
...removes fear of injury. DOM SuperSafe products are made with Skinex - DOM’s unique integral skin polyurethane system. 
SuperSafe Advantages: 
Unique oval-shape strengthens polyethylene shaft and offers stick control. Internal twin «I» beam ribs reinforce shaft for 
greater flexibility without shaft fatigue. Go ahead! Twist it! Skinex blade springs back. Skinex construction gives spongy 
core for safety; tough, flexible outer shell for durability. Blades, molded directly onto shaft, will not wear, peel, mark or 
damage gym floor. Antislip hand grip design to cushion impact for added safety.

  Floor Hockey Set

Floor Hockey Set for indoor use and ideal for initiation. Stick material: ABS 
shaft and PE blade. Shaft length: 80cm, total stick length: 95cm.  
Ideal stick size for children and teenager measuring until 1,50m.
- Large pack includes: 20 sticks (10 yellow and 10 blue), 3 white Unihockey 
balls, 2 pucks and 1 convenient storage bag.
- Medium pack includes: 12 sticks (6 yellow and 6 blue) and 6 white 
Unihockey balls.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M490990 12 sticks

M491000 20 sticks

  Floor Hockey Stick

Ideal stick for Floor Hockey initiation. Shaft length: 80cm.
Practice place: inside. Material stick / handle: thermoplastic polymer.  
Length: 95cm.  
Age: 8-13 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M491010 blue

M491011 yellow

  Supersafe® Field Hockey Set

This is the softest, safest field hockey stick thanks to its all-foam blade 
and it is excellent for all age groups. Its polyurethane head won’t peel or 
wear away. The durable 91,5cm polyethylene shaft features oval shape and 
antislip hand grip. Set includes 12 sticks (6 each red and yellow) and 6 no-
bounce vinyl balls (6,8cm).
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M826021 senior size

  Supersafe® Hockey Set

These hockey sticks are safer than traditional blades thanks to their tough, 
yet flexible, outer shell. Oval-shaped and reinforced polyethylene shafts. The 
Hockey Set includes: 12 hockey sticks Dom Supersafe® (6 each orange and 
yellow), 2 DOM-90 Supersafe® Pucks, 2  Supersafe® vinyl field hockey balls.
Available in Junior (76cm) and Senior (91,5cm) size.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M826009 junior size

M826012 senior size
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  SuperPuck DOM-84

DOM Bright Orange Hockey Puck is made from 
plastisol for increased durability and is safe as well 
as pliable. This official size, hollow, soft puck does 
not dent or split.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: PVC. Diameter: 7,6cm. Weight: 60g. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M826030 orange

  Floor Hockey Puck

This puck is perfect for Floor Hockey.
Practice place: inside. Material: polyethylene. 
Diameter: 7,6cm. Thickness: 2,5cm. Weight: 15g. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M491050 red

  Set of 6 Floor Hockey Balls

These rugged, plastic molded balls can be used for a variety of activities.
Practice place: inside, outside. Diameter: 7,2cm. Weight: 20g. Sold by: set.

  Set of 6 School Hockey Balls

This lightweighted non-bouncing ball 
made from mat vinyl rolls easily on 
the gymfloor, is easy to manipulate 
and is very safe to use. Ideal to be 
used to play Field Hockey indoors.
Practice place: inside. Material: vinyl. 
Diameter: 6,8cm. Weight: 60g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M826001 orange

  Set of 10 Curved Lines

Curve-shaped floor markers made of antislip vinyl material. 
These floor markers are ideal to create a circle or to delimit 
scoring zones for sports like Hockey and Handball.
Color: orange. Length: 40,5cm. Width: 7,5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541210  

Ref. Color

M591470 white

M591471 6 colors

  Super Soft Touch Polo Game

This Soft Touch Polo game is very similar to any kind of Hockey game but 
its big round and soft head together with the big foam ball makes it very 
accessible and safe to play for everyone. The foam ball is also very easy to 
send into the air making this game more fun. Urethane foam heads have 
molded skin that resists flaking and chipping.  
Set includes 12 sticks (6 each: blue and yellow) with straight, foam coated 
heads and 2 playballs.
Ball diameter: 15cm. Sticks available in two sizes.
Junior size: stick length 48cm, head length 30cm, head diameter 11cm.
Senior size: stick length 79cm, head length 30,5cm, head diameter 11cm.
As from 6 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M591750 junior size

M591751 senior size
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  Lacrosse Ball
Soft and safe ball. Ideal to use with our Lacrosse sticks.
Material: soft PVC. Diameter: 7,2cm. Weight: 85g. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M490001 yellow 
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  Soft Lacrosse Stick

Lightweight aluminium shaft with unbreakable soft TPU head.  
Ideal to play the Lacrosse game at school.
Material stick / handle: aluminium. Practice place: inside.  
Length: 100cm. Weight: 370g. Sold by: each.

  Super Foam Croquet Set

This indoor Super Foam Croquet Set is very fun and safe to play with.  
Vibrant colors, foam and soft rubber are used extensively and make it durable 
enough for all ages. Each mallet also has a 22cm super foam grip for positive 
control. The set comprises six pairs of colored matched mallets and balls.
Set includes:
· 6 foam mallets (63cm long. Head: 6,3cm diameter, 18cm long)
· 6 no-bounce balls (8cm) 
· 9 gates (15,2x15x2cm)
· 2 self-standing flags (height: 22,9cm).
As from 8 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M490102 blue

M490101 red

Ref.

M591700  

Lacrosse Game
Canadian Lacrosse — also referred to as Lacrosse — is a no-contact team sport in which 2 teams of 5 players compete against each other. 
Canadian Lacrosse is a game of precision and speed played with a rubber ball and sticks consisting of a handle ending in a basket. The players 
use the Lacrosse basket to catch the ball and then throw it to a partner or into the opposing team’s goal.

  Soft Lacrosse Set

Durable and safe Lacrosse set. Sticks with light aluminium shaft and 
unbreakable soft TPU head making them easier to handle for young children 
and children of all abilities. Total stick length: 100cm. Stick weight: 370g.  
Set composed of 6 red sticks, 6 blue sticks, 12 balls (7,2cm) and one 
convenient transport bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M490111  

  Sofcross-4 Lacrosse Set

This set is designed as a « 4 steps » learning system for the Lacrosse game. 
Learning begins with the head only, then one-hand play with short shaft. 
Third step will be short stick with two hands and then finally long shaft with 
two hands. Set includes 12 heads (25cm), 24 sticks (12 each; long 58cm and 
short 41cm), 6 Sofcrosse balls and 6 replacement straps. Made out of PP.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M591100  
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  Bonkerball Set

Can you imagine 6 simultaneous softball games being played at the same 
time and on the same court? All this is going on safely by being color 
controlled. To differentiate teams and avoid confusion, every set is shipped 
with 6 color-matched pairs of bats and balls.  
Bats are made of safe dense foam rubber with reinforcing plastic inner tube.
 Junior bat: length 69cm, weight 325g.
Senior bat: length 74cm, weight 390g.
Ball: diameter 9cm, weight 40g.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M511010 senior size

M511015 junior size

  Bonkerball Bat with Matching Ball

Excellent quality bat ideal for a first approach to baseball.  
Junior bat: length 69cm, weight 325g. Senior bat: length 74cm, weight 390g.  
Matching ball diameter: 9cm.
Color: on availability. Material: dense foam.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M511017 69cm 

M511013 74cm 

  Set of 6 Deck Tennis 
Rings

These Deck Tennis Rings are great to use 
for many activities: tossing, catching, rolling 
to another person, or as a target. They are 
also necessary for our Shuffleboard game set 
M551570. Ring weight: 210g.  
Outer diameter: 15cm.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M440115

  Set of 6 No-Bounce Balls

Made out of safe, dense foam rubber, these balls 
can be hit with any bat or stick. The balls fly true 
yet virtually «die» when hitting the ground: they 
will not rebound. Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570600 9cm 40g 

  Simply Shuffleboard Cues Set

This six colors’ set of Shuffleboard Cues works well with a variety of discs or 
rings (like our M440115). Whether you’re aiming at a line or you mark off an 
entire scoring area, this game is fun to learn and play.  
Perfect as an activity station or leg of a relay. Cues measure 84cm in length. 
Rings are not included in this set (see our item number M440115).
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551570

  Softball ball

Go ahead. Catch bare-handed!
Very durable, soft and safe. This ball can be used 
with our Supersafe Baseball Bat or any other 
bat for realistic play. Glove protection is not 
mandatory.
Color: neon yellow. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: polyurethane. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M826220 7cm 45g 

M826210 10cm 65g 

  Supersafe® Baseball Bat

The perfectly balanced Supersafe® Baseball Bat 
has a 2,50cm diameter grip and a cushioned 5cm 
barrel for safety. The inner 1,30cm splinter-free 
fiberglass rod provides strength and rigidity. 
Its sponge core provides safety and tough skin 
prevents peeling. Coupled with our DOM SoftBalls, 
there is no fear of catching bare-handed. 
Weight: 540g. Color: yellow/orange.  
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: foam.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M826200 71cm 

  Up Rite Safe Tee

Compact and light, the height adjustment range 
can be increased from 42 to 66cm. Molded from 
durable plastic with a weighted base, the design 
allows the tee to rock forward when hit, then 
returns automatically to its upright position.
Color: blue. Material: plastic. Weight: 1,6kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M511300
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  Set of 12 Practice 
Golf Balls

Lightweight practice golf balls made 
of sponge rubber for safe play. Has 
50% of the weight of a regulation 
ball and flies at limited distance with 
accuracy.
Color: yellow. Diameter: 4cm. 
Weight: 23g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M573041  

  Pop-UP Giant Target

Designed for golf, but with some imagination will work for bean bag tossing, 
flying disk targets, and you name it. Specially designed Hook-and-Loop Balls 
(M452281) stick to the target like glue to make scoring easier. Easily place 
target on the ground or gym floor, 
prop up one end, hang from a hook, 
or to our Big Red Base Post (tall 
size : ref. M521010) to vary the 
challenge as well. Made of heavy-
duty cloth over a flexible wire band 
to create a huge target that folds 
into its own small carrying bag. 
Balls, Big Red Base and Post not 
included.
Diameter: 200cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M452280

  Junior Swing 2-Way Putter

Superior, Safe and Sturdy!
Thanks to its skinex texture, the head 
provides maximum safety by reducing risk 
of injury. The head is securely fastened to a 
lightweight yet strong fiberglass shaft (with 
pro-quality grip). Finally, this unique putter 
is convenient for righties and left handers. 
Available in two different sizes (64cm and 
83cm).
Color: yellow. Practice place: grass, inside. 
Material: fiberglass. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Type

M826100 64cm bimanual

M826110 83cm bimanual

  Junior Swing 7 Iron

Virtually identical instructional characteristics 
to a traditional club (7 Iron), but with superior 
safety features. Pro-quality grip. A specially 
designed flexible shaft optimizes junior feel 
and playability. Use with any number of soft, 
plastic or real golf balls. 
Color: orange. Practice place: grass, inside. 
Material: steel. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Type

M826130 83cm right-handed

M826131 83cm left-handed

  Set of 8 Soft 
Hook-N-Loop Balls

Small Foam Balls with Velcro® dots. 
Ideal to play with our Hula Hoop 
Target Set (M452290) and the Pop-
Up Giant Target (M452280).
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M452281 7cm 

  Golf Initiation Set
This kit contains all necessary items to organize a 
golf class for beginners.  
This kit can be used inside or outside and offers 
safety features.  
Set includes 7 DOM Irons Right (83cm), 1 DOM 
Iron Left (83cm), 4 DOM Putters (83cm), 1 set of  
6 Golf Putting Targets, 24 Practice Golf Balls and 
a convenient transport bag.
As from 10 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M573045  

  Set of 6 Golf Putting 
Targets

The cup's flexible rubber-foam construction 
helps the ball to easily roll into it. Sold in a set 
of six colors for easy identification, team play 
or stations. Each putting target has a removable 
numbered flag. These durable targets can be used 
indoors and outdoors.  
Set includes 3 different shapes.  
Dimension: 23x16cm.
Material: soft rubber foam. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M573039

  Mini Golf Initiation Set
This kit contains all necessary items to organize a 
mini golf class for young students.  
This kit can be used inside or outside and offers 
several safety features.  
Set includes 6 DOM Putters (64cm), 6 colored 
Golf Putting Targets, 12 Practice Golf Balls and a 
convenient transport bag.
Age: 5-12 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M573047  
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  Pair of FingerLights

A great alternative to balloons, without the latex!
Regardless of their physical abilities, FingerLights 
make everyone in the room a participant. That’s 
because when fully inflated they’re so responsive 
that their panels will first stretch around the 
surface they hit (a finger, a nose or the top of a 
head) and then rebound off it. They’re so light 
that they’ll literally float around a room like 
bubbles. The unique panels and solid welds are 
very strong. FingerLights exist in 3 sizes.
Color: green/purple. Material: PU.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570320 25cm 16g 

M570321 35cm 27g 

M570322 40cm 36g 

  Set of 6 Fleece Balls

Small lightweighted and very safe balls. They are 
ideal for learning to play racket games such as 
our Loons.
Color: 6 colors. Material: 100% acrylic.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581640 9cm 13g 

  Set of 12 Fluffballs

Fluffballs are light and very easy to throw, to 
catch or to handle. Thanks to their soft fluffy 
texture, these balls definitely eliminate any 
risk of injury. Furthermore, fluffballs never roll 
away on hitting the ground, as their texture just 
absorbs the impact. Moreover, you won’t hear any 
noise when playing with fluffballs. Ideal for hand 
exercises and racket games.
Color: yellow. Material: 100% acrylic. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581620 7cm 5g 

M581630 9cm 11g 

  Pom Pom Ball

Rubber juggling ball. Highly tactile thanks to the 
numerous rubber tentacles. Easy to catch and to 
hold.
Color: multicolor.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452300 7,5cm 50g 

M452302 10cm 80g 

  Set of 6 Pom Pom Balls

Rubber juggling balls. Highly tactile thanks to 
their numerous rubber tentacles. Easy to catch 
and to hold.
Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452306 10cm 80g 

  Set of 6 Scarfballs

A clever combination of a scarf and a cotton ball!
The colorful scarfball provides a visual aid for 
tracking slow movement through the air.
Great to be used with our Loons Rackets or any 
Badminton Racket.
The scarf part is 27cm long.
Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452310 5cm 13g 

  Set of 3 Spiderballs

Very funny balls with tentacles that make them 
easy to catch. Roll a Spiderball and it applies the 
brakes, stopping as if by magic. This wonderful 
feature keeps it from straying far from a child who 
has just missed a catch.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581510  7cm 95g 

  Sure Katchball

The easiest ball to hold for beginners. Sure 
Katchball is very light and easy to catch and 
throw. It helps build confidence and self-esteem 
through the successful use of motor skills.
Color: multicolor. Material: vinyl.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581420  10cm 30g 
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  Balloon Balls Set

The balloon ball is light enough to float, but solid enough to be kicked or hit. 
Insert the balloon into the cloth cover and inflate it.  
Contains 4 nylon covers and 12 balloons. Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M440140  25cm 

  Mini Stability Ball

Multiuse mini exercise ball.
Workouts using the Mini Stability Ball will help to improve posture, balance, 
strength and flexibility with a major focus on lengthening and strengthening 
muscles. This ball is also a great tool for yoga and pilates. Children also love 
this soft ball. It inflates easily with a straw to a diameter depending on 
the desired firmness and deflates very quickly for easy storage. The ball is 
responsive to the touch and non-slip when placed against a hard surface. 
Withstands a weight of max. 100kg.
Material: soft PVC. Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Diameter Weight

M402235 red 17cm 108g 

M402236 blue 25cm 113g 

  Nylite Ball

These lightweight balls are made of nylon and waterproof foam.  
Easy to inflate thanks to their athletic air valve.  
These balls are ideal for teaching new team activities.
Color: multicolor. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M572332  21,6cm 80g 

M572331  30,5cm 117g 

  Set of 4 Softy Foam 
Footballs
Playballs with football design, for very safe play. 
Not suitable for outdoors. Assorted colors.
Color: blue/yellow/red/green.  
Material: light PU foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M130013 12cm 60g 

M130014 20cm 180g 

  Set of 24 Softy Foam 
Balls 7cm

Very safe play. Assorted colors. Can also be used 
for racket games.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Practice place: inside. 
Material: light PU foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M130010 7cm 15g 

  Set of 20 Softy Foam 
Balls 9cm
Small foam balls for very safe play. Assorted 
colors. Can also be used for racket games.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Practice place: inside. 
Material: light PU foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M130011 9cm 20g 

  Transparent Activity Ball

Inflatable transparent beach ball containing a cylinder with multicolored 
foam shapes rolling from one end to the other when the ball is in movement. 
This ball provides extra sensory input as it stimulates eye mobility, amplifies 
the product’s three-dimensional feature and is also a support for playful 
activities. Practice place: inside.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570200  32cm 110g 
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  Set of 6 Neon-Colored Foam Balls

High quality coated foam balls in bright neon colors. These colors are not only 
really attractive looking but also increase visibility. Medium bounce.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PU foam covered with elastomer. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452160 16cm 125g 

  Set of 6 Out-R-Coat 
Foam Balls

Out-R-Coat Foam Balls were designed to hold up 
to the extreme abrasive wear of rough surfaces 
like asphalt and concrete. The secret is in their 
coating: a special material that grabs onto and 
penetrates into the foam. Very easy to catch and 
to hold. Color: 6 colors. Material: foam. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570460 15cm 130g 

  Set of 4 Skin-Coated 
Foam Balls

Coated foam balls that are smooth, washable and 
non-toxic. Low bounce.
Color: blue/yellow/red/green.  
Material: PU foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452140 7cm 60g 

  Skin-Coated Foam Ball

This ball is smooth, washable and non-toxic.  
Low bounce.
Level: initiation.  
Material: PU foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color Weight

M452150 15cm red 65g 

M452175 17,5cm yellow 140g 

M452200 20cm orange 200g 

  Skin-Coated 
Football

Very flexible, washable, non-toxic 
and durable ball.
Color: red/black. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside. Material: PU 
foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440190 20cm 160g 

  Skin-Coated 
Volleyball

This ball is very flexible, washable, 
non-toxic and durable.
Color: blue/yellow. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside. Material: PU 
foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440192 20cm 220g 

  Soft Foam 
Volleyball

Compact, resistant and safe 
volleyball.
Color: yellow. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside.  
Material: dense PU foam.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452211 20cm 230g 

  Soft Foam 
Football

Compact, resistant and safe foam 
football.
Color: red. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside.  
Material: dense PU foam.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452213 20cm 320g 

  Junior Foam 
Football

Very soft and highly resistant foam 
football.
Color: blue/orange. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside. Material: PU 
foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452215 12cm 110g 

  Soft Foam 
Handball

Compact and bouncy foam handball 
for learning safely and without noise.
Color: orange. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside.  
Material: polyurethane foam.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452130 15cm 160g 
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  Innocent Playball - PVC free

This highly durable playball is one of the rare balls on the market made 
without any PVC and hence totally non-toxic for your body and for the 
environment. The material of this ball is silicone based and gives the ball 
a good rebound, an amazing elasticity, a chewy texture and shiny surface. 
Available in 3 sizes. Delivered inflated.
Practice place: inside. Material: silicone. Sold by: each.
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  SuperSafe Balls

Rotomolded ball that is seamless with the 
softness of foam and durability of vinyl. 
Microscopic bubbles are trapped in vinyl and 
provide a high tactile surface.
Color: yellow. Practice place: inside.  
Material: foam vinyl. Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Diameter Weight

M573610 softball 10cm 60g 

M573311 handball 15cm 165g 

M573411 American football size 5 16cm 140g 

M573410 American football size 7 17,5cm 320g 

M573110 volleyball 18cm 250g 

M573210 basketball size 3 18cm 190g 

M573211 basketball size 5 22cm 270g 

M573310 football 20cm 250g 

M573510 playground 21,6cm 270g 

  Set of 6 SuperSafe Sport Balls

Perfect set to introduce different sports 
to young children.  
This set contains one of each popular 
SuperSafe Sport Ball:  
1 Volleyball (M573110), 1 Playground 
Ball (M573510), 1 Handball (M573311), 
1 Basketball (M573210), 1 Football 
(M573310), 1 American Football 
(M573410).
Color: yellow. Practice place: inside. 
Material: foam vinyl.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M573680  

  SuperSafe Contact Ball

This lightweight ball is very soft and safe.  
Particularly adapted for traditional games like dodge ball 
where the aim of the game is to eliminate the opponant 
by touching him with the ball. The ball contact 
is totally safe thanks to the slower ball 
movement and the soft skin impact. When 
not totally inflated, the ball is very easy 
to grab and does not roll away since the 
shock is absorbed by the ball filled with 
small pellets. When totally inflated, the 
ball turns into a regular SuperSafe play 
ball with rebound.
Color: orange. Material: vinyl.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M573660  15cm 150g 

  Set of 6 SuperSafe PG Balls

Rotomolded playground balls that are seamless and have the softness of 
foam and durability of vinyl. Microscopic bubbles are trapped in vinyl and 
provide a high tactile surface.
Color: 6 colors. Material: foam vinyl. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M573520  21,6cm 270g 

  Set of 3 Smashballs

Very bouncy balls that are easy to grab thanks to their small size and soft 
texture. Ideal for many throwing games.  
This ball is also recommended for playing the Spikeball game.
Color: orange. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M520110  10cm 195g 

Ref. Diameter Color Weight

M492200 14cm  orange 140g 

M492210 18cm  blue 180g 

M492220 24cm  green 240g 
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  Set of 6 Colored All Balls

Multipurpose inflatable balls with a high-tactile 
surface. Can be used for juggling, paddle 
activities, baseball, hand squeeze activities and 
much more. Size, bounce and resistance can be 
adjusted through a standard valve.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570150  7,6cm 40g 

M570160  10,2cm 80g 

M570170  15,2cm 120g 

  Set of 6 Small Emotional Faces

Set of 6 colored balls representing 6 different emotions. Also ideal to use 
with our pocket parachute (M451230) where children try to throw the balls 
into the corresponding colored pockets of the parachute.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440125  10cm 66g 

  Pelletz-N-SuperSafe Ball

Rotomolded vinyl ball filled with pellets.  
This unique combination eliminates shock impact 
and roll-away frustration when used deflated. 
Pelletz-N-SuperSafe Ball can also be inflated (so 
that it has the same bounce and characteristics as 
all the «Super Securit» balls).
Material: vinyl. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M573650  15cm 150g 

  Set of 6 Emotional Faces

These colored balls represent 6 different emotions of human’s lives.  
Funny to use, especially for younger children.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440137  20cm 100g 

  Set of 6 Fruit Balls

Scented balls representing 6 different fruits. These balls are conducive to 
work on the imagination and good for interdisciplinarity.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440130  25cm 145g 

  Set of 6 Facial Balls

Scented balls representing 6 different funny facial expressions.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M440135  25cm 145g 

  Set of 6 E-Z Balls

E-Z Balls have a fantastic grip and a very soft 
feel. In addition, the ball material construction 
provides a very good bounce.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581130  10cm 85g 
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Rotomolded seamless balls. This process eliminates risks of shape distortion, 
seam breakage and air leakage. Very durable balls. Can be used on every 
surface. Warning: do not over-inflate.
Color: 6 colors. Practice place: inside, outside. Material: vinyl.  
As from 3 years old. Sold by: set.
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  Set of 6 Pebbles MultiUse Balls

What makes Pebbles so special are their bright colors and the virtually slip-
proof, super-high-tack synthetic leather material. Even though the properties 
of the synthetic leather are, in themselves, enough to assure adhesion 
between hand and ball, we added one more enhancement: the basketball-
like, embossed «pebble» finish.
Color: 6 colors. Material: synthetic leather. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574522  21,5cm 360g 

  Set of 6 Colored Poly PG Balls

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574110  12,7cm 150g 

M574120  15cm 210g 

  Set of 6 Utility Sequencing Balls

Highly resistant balls with a nylon wound butyl rubber bladder for maximum 
durability. Harder than a PG ball. Each ball is marked with a number 
translated in 4 languages (EN, FR, DE, ES) and illustrated by dots. This allows 
the introduction of cognitive activities.
Color: 6 colors. Material: rubber. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574010  21,5cm 420g 

  Poly PG Ball Blue

Rotomolded seamless ball. This process 
eliminates risks of shape distortion, seam 
breakage and air leakage. Very durable 
ball. Can be used on every surface.  
Warning: do not over-inflate.
Color: blue.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: vinyl.  
As from 3 years old.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574131  17,8cm 300g 

M574141  21,6cm 400g 

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574130  17,8cm 300g 

M574140  21,6cm 400g 

  Set of 6 Max PG Balls

Max PG balls have a bee hive texture formed by thousands of cells that flex 
freely under the slightest pressure. This pattern is deeply embossed into 
two plies of rubber. This structure is reinforced for maximum air retention 
and by polyester windings for maximum shape retention.  
Warning: do not over-inflate.
Color: 6 colors. Material: rubber. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M574490  21,6cm 400g 

  Set of 3 Play Balls

Durable play balls with modern orange design.
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M131490  21cm 120g 
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  Set of 6 Pyramidballs

Pyramid-shaped balls that bounce erratically.  
They are fun to catch, to kick or to chase.
Color: 6 colors. Material: vinyl.  
Sold by: set.

  Set of 6 Rubberflex Grabballs

Grabballs are among the easiest balls to catch in the world, and can be 
picked up, thrown or rolled with a single finger.  
These balls are ideal for throwing and catching activities.  
Rubberflex balls are molded in one piece and hence are very durable. 
Rubberflex technology allows us to give this series of Grabballs greater 
weight and strength and, as a result, near perfect roundness and shape 
retention.
Color: 6 colors. Material: natural rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581805  9cm 35g 

M581810  12cm 100g 

M581813  15cm 180g 

M581815  21,6cm 450g 

  WeaveBall

Our WeaveBall is an excellent way 
to introduce a variety of throwing, 
catching, and kicking skills. Made 
from woven plastic strips covered 
with a colorful foam-backed fabric, 
this ball will bounce and rebound 
like a typical low-bounce ball. 
The open web design and the 
tactile feel of the surface make it 
both easier to catch and to hold. 
Material: PE covered by neoprene.
Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581881  19,5cm 230g 

  Squelet Ball

The Squelet Ball has a transparent skin 
with magnificient color coming from 
the small plastic pellets inside.
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581900 7cm 100g 

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570450  18cm 400g 

  Set of 6 Stretchy Balls

You’ll love these balls’ amazing touch thanks to their funny tentacles! 
Our stretchy balls are designed to last and can be stretched and handled 
permanently, without shape distortion!
Color: 6 colors. Material: TPR. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M470140 12cm 75g 

M470142 25cm 240g 

  Set of 6 Slomo Bump Balls

A very light ball that moves slowly through the air.  
This slower movement provides more time for eye-tracking and a higher 
level of success for children.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570410 10cm 80g 

M570400 18cm 170g 
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  Set of 3 Grab-N-Balls

The outward grippy texture of the Grab-N-Ball is the same as the Roll-N-
Rattle’s one, while the chamber is filled with small PVC balls that silently 
glide off each other in a non-toxic gel.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570421 10cm 166g 

  Set of 6 Grab-N-Rings

When fully inflated, the Grab-N-Rings can be tossed, juggled, throwed like 
disks or rolled on their edges. The Grab-N-Rings are filled with resilient PVC 
balls and just enough non-toxic gel to silently glide off each other. These 
PVC balls highly encourage manipulation of the rings as fidgets, when 
partially deflated. They can also be used in the water and float on the 
surface.
Diameter: 18cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M570422

  Set of 3 Roll-N-Rattle Sensory Balls

When fully inflated, the small plastic beads fill only 1/3 of the ball’s chamber, 
and provide an audible feedback when the ball is rolled or shaken. These 
beads can also provide a deadening effect and turn the balls into bean bags, 
depending on the degree of inflation. Thanks to their bumps and tacky 
surface, the Roll-N-Rattle Balls are very easy to catch and to hold.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570420 10cm 125g 

  Set of 6 Success Balls

We bring you the absolute best, easy-to-see, fun-to-touch, easy-to-grasp, 
tactile balls you’ve ever laid your hands on. Watch your children touch 
and learn with delight! Made of EVA foam pellets surrounded by LYCRA® 
and mesh panels, these balls are the easiest to grab. Impact is absolutely 
painless. Also floats on water!
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581950  8cm 10g 

M581952  13cm 23g 

M581954  20cm 50g 

  Set of 3 Glitter Knobby Balls

The Glitter Knobby Balls offer tactile stimulation, help processing tactile 
information and promote perception and circulation. Versatile balls that can 
be handled or touched and used for gymnastics exercises, body massage, etc. 
Inflatable, with needle valve.
Color: purple/orange/green.  
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492755 10cm 60g 

  Set of 3 MudBalls

This set of three balls has three unique textures on the inside AND the 
outside. Each exterior has a bumpy, pointy, or smooth textured surface. 
Each inside is filled with large beads, small beads or sand. There is a hidden 
snake in each ball for an added surprise to get those fingers working. Use 
as a fidget or for an abundance of communication opportunities describing 
similarities and differences.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581925 10cm 260g 
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  Set of 6 Dive Animals

This set consists of 6 weighted 
animals: a starfish, a line, a crab, 
a sea lion, a turtle and a fish.  
Ideal for aquatic activities.  
Material: neoprene.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404320  

  Set of 6 Bean Bag Animals

These bean bags are filled with special plastic pellets, providing better hand 
conformity and more tactile feel. For additional cognitive value, each animal 
is sold in a set of 6 colors. These small animals add fun to your throwing, 
handling and juggling activities.
Sold by: set.

  Set of 10 Thera-Feel & Find Balls

These ten Thera-Feel and Find balls look the same…yet each of the five 
no-bounce ball-shaped bags has a match. The secret is revealed by carefully 
feeling what is inside. Each of the five pairs also has a different weight so 
one can sequence the pairs from lightest to heaviest. Plenty of language 
opportunities around in describing how each ball-shaped bag feels or sounds. 
Fluff, gel, pellets, beads and balls fill the pairs. Intriguing, tactile challenge.
Material: vinyl. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M592500 6cm 75g 

  Set of 6 Yuck-E-Ball Covers

These ingenious covers transform our Yuck-E-Balls into another sensory 
treat! Simply slip the Yuck-E-Ball into the sumptuous cover, zip up the 
opening and the rest is simply irresistible!  
Each of the six bright colors has a different texture.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M581141  6 colors

  Set of 6 Yuck-E-Balls

Balls filled with small PVC balls and non-toxic gel. This combination creates a 
fluid environment that offers an incredible tactile feedback and encourages 
ball manipulation.
Color: 6 colors.  
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581140  9cm 300g 

Ref. M501001 M501002 M501005 M501007

Frogs Rabbits Turtles Bears

  Set of 4 Sand Balls

These no-bounce, durable, weighted 
balls are just the right size for kids’ 
hands and pretty hard to put down. 
They are great to use as tactile 
stimulation tool and as bean bags. 
The extra weight leads to improved 
awareness and gross motor control.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581910 8cm 140g 

  Yuck-E Medicine Ball

Each ball’s weight is calibrated through a precise combination of smoothly 
rounded polymer balls that free float in a non-toxic gel. This allows Yuck-E 
Medicine Balls to form-fit themselves to the curves of the human body. 
Available in 3 different sizes and weights.
Areas of application: strength, tactile stimulation.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color Weight

M581171 12cm yellow 1kg 

M581172 16cm green 2kg 

M581173 20cm purple 3kg 
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  Set of 12 Economy 
Bean Bags

Bean bags sold in a set of 12 pieces (3 each: red, 
yellow, blue and green).  
Water resistant (machine washable at 30°). 
Size: 12x12cm.
Material: 100% nylon. Weight: 115g.  
Filling material: recycled polypropylene pellets. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502030  

  Set of 10 Textured 
Bean Bags

Set of 10 textured bean bags in assorted colors 
and textures ideal for tactile stimulation or 
cognitive therapy.  
10 different outer materials and colors.  
Size: 12,5x12,5cm. Weight: 75g.  
Filling material: recycled plastic pellets.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592461  

  Set of 6 Utility 
Sequencing Bean Bags

These bean bags were developed for inter-
disciplinary activities, including physical 
education and movement development. Good 
quality bean bags with hand conforming, full size 
plastic pellets, double-stitched reinforced vinyl 
shells and very soft corners.  
Numbers appear in English, Spanish and French.
Weight: 115g. Filling material: PVC pellets.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M501032  

  Set of 32 Nutrition Bean Bags

Set of 32 bean bags (11x11cm) with food images on the front and colors on the back (color depending 
on food group).  
Ideal to play with our Pocket Parachute (M451230).  
Set includes:
White (6x) = Dairy
Purple (6x) = Fruit
Green (6x) = Vegetable
Red (4x) = Meat
Orange (4x) = Starchy food
Black (2x) =  Sugar
Blue (2x) = Drink
Yellow (2x) = Fat
Size: 11x11cm.
Material: PVC. Weight: 60g.  
Filling material: recycled plastic pellets.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M501055  

  Set of 6 Edubug Bean Bags

These soft vinyl bean bags are perfectly shaped for a kid’s hand. Each bug 
is numbered from 1 to 6, with the numeral and matching dot(s) on one side, 
and the matching word and color on the other in English, Spanish, French and 
German. Ideal to train coordination and reaction skills.
Diameter: 8cm. Weight: 45g. Filling material: PVC pellets. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M501041  

  Set of 6 Pyramid Bean Bags

These bottom-weighted, pyramid-shaped bean bags are great for all types 
of throwing activities as they provide a better grip and more tossing control 
since they easily fit in the palms of students’ hands! They are also ideal for 
juggling activities. Thick cotton cover. Come in a set of 6 bright colors for 
easy class organization.
Diameter: 7,6cm. Weight: 125g. Filling material: PVC pellets. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403630  

  Numbered Bean Bags Set

Set includes 15 colored cotton bean bags with 
different numbers (from 0 to 9 plus 00 and 
000) and mathematical symbols (+, -, =). Ideal 
for balancing, throwing, catching, gripping and 
calculating activities. Comes with a cotton carry 
bag. Bean bag size: 11x11cm.
Weight: 115g. Filling material: PVC pellets.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403640  
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Rubbabu®, a unique 
conception!
Fun, didactic, safe and durable! Discover 
our range of Rubbabu toys. Rubbabu toys 
are the only ones in the world that are 
made out of natural rubber foam.
These soft, colorful fuzzy toys are 
perfect for ages 0-6 years or for 
therapy use. Rubbabu toys excite the 
imagination. Moreover, Rubbabu toys can 
be considered as ECO materials:
· They are made out of latex, that 
originates from a rubber tree or an 
Hevea;
· Raw materials are then biodegradable 
and renewable (an Hevea produces latex 
for 25 years approximately);
· They are made by hand, using 
mechanical processes instead of 
chemical processes.

  Rubbabu Ring Toss 
Game

A much-loved classic, made in a soft natural 
rubber foam, the Rubbabu Ring Toss Game is 
an enjoyable sport for the younger and older 
children.  
Set consists of one base and 4 soft rubber rings.  
A great children’s toy and also a useful tool for 
physical therapy.
Thickness: 3cm. Diameter: 20cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M452256

  Set of 6 Rubbabu Mini 
Sport Balls

Young children will love the velvety feel of these 
Rubbabu Sport Balls. These are ideal first balls 
and will encourage early throwing and catching as 
well as hand-eye coordination.  
This set includes 6 different sport balls in 6 
different colors including tennis ball, rugby ball, 
football, basketball, golf ball and baseball ball.
Color: 6 colors. Material: natural rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452259 10cm 95g 

  Set of 6 Rubbabu 
Sensory Balls

The velvety soft surface of these balls provides 
sensory stimulation. The perfect size for one-
handed or two-handed play. They bounce well 
making them versatile toys for many games. 
The soft material keeps young children safe and 
is great for kids with special needs. Great for 
developing fine and gross motor skills!
Color: 6 colors. Material: natural rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452255 10cm 95g 

  My first Finnish Skittles

Finnish skittles game for the young players. 
Made of 100% natural rubber foam, these colored 
skittles are very soft, do not hurt and are silent. 
For safe use indoors and outdoors. This game is 
perfect to work on tossing and precision skills but 
also on arithmetic and teamwork skills.  
The set consists of 12 numbered skittles, one bat 
and one carrying bag.
Material: natural rubber.  
Height: 11,5cm. Diameter: 5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M452278 6 colors

  Set of 6 Rubbabu 
Tactile Balls

These irresistible fuzzy and squishy balls keep 
kids safe and entertained for hours at end. The 
velvety soft and tactile surface provides sensory 
stimulation. The perfect size for one-handed or 
two-handed play. They bounce well making them 
versatile toys for many games. 
The soft material keeps young children safe and 
is great for kids with special needs. Great for 
developing fine and gross motor skills!
Color: 6 colors. Material: natural rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452272 10cm 95g 

  Set of 3 Rubbabu Mini 
Sensory Balls

Three textured tactile balls in bright colors and 
shapes that are fun to hold, rub and squeeze. 
These soothing and sensory balls are great as 
fidget toys, stress balls, or just to play with. 
They have the signature Rubbabu velvety feel. 
Packaged in a box.
Color: blue/pink/green. Material: natural rubber. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452275 5cm 50g 

  Little Foam Bowling Set

A colorful six pin bowling set made 
from soft natural rubber foam covered 
with an easy-to-clean nylon. It’s 
squishy and safe for young children. 
The tactile texture makes it fun to 
hold and engages kids in active play. 
Also appropriate and safe for children 
with many types of special needs.
Set contents : six bowling pins and 
one bowling ball.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M452241 15cm 
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  Set of 3 Educational Dice

12-sided dice with letters of the alphabet and 
one smiley. Ideal to play with in classrooms 
to learn words but also in combination with a 
physical activity.
Material: PU foam covered with elastomer.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M452120 19x23cm 125g 

  Small Reaction Ball

This small reaction ball is a bundle of energy and 
its bounces can be very erratic.  
Ideal for eye-tracking development.
Color: yellow. Material: rubber. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581110  6,4cm 80g 

  Big Reaction Ball

This Big Reaction Ball is a bundle of energy and 
its bounces can be very erratic. Compared to the 
Small Reaction ball (M581110) it has a softer 
feel and lower bounce. It’s easier to catch and 
recommended for all age groups.  
Ideal for eye-tracking development and footwork.
Color: yellow. Material: polyurethane.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581122  10,2cm 40g 

  Set of 12 UltraFoam 
Dice

UltraFoam Dice can be thrown and caught 
like balls, yet they add a new dimension to 
cognitive game possibilities. UltraFoam Dice are 
indestructible and very safe to play with and 
latex free.
Material: soft rubber foam. Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M591710 5,1x5,1cm 20g 

  Set of 3 Move Cubes 
15cm

Move Cubes provide physical educators and 
classroom teachers with unlimited possibilities 
of activities. Each side has a transparent vinyl 
window, into which you can slide a card up to 
10x14,5cm. You write the instructions on the 
cards to bring the movement story to life.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M592100 15x15cm 182g 

  Set of 6 Mini Move Cubes

Discover the mini version of our very popular 
Move Cubes. Such as their big brothers, the Mini 
Move Cubes provide teachers with unlimited 
possibilities for games and exercises. Each side 
has a transparent vinyl window, into which you 
can slide a card up to 8x9cm, perfect for standard 
playing cards for instance, or anyother activity 
instruction.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M592105 10x10cm 100g 

  Giant Foam Dice Pair
Giant soft dice pair.  
Colors according to availability.
Material: foam.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M130019 16x16cm 152g 

  Set of 10 Knead-A-Balls

Squeeze the Knead-A-Ball and within a few 
seconds it returns back to its full diameter. Made 
from breathable foam polymer that’s great for 
hand exercises. Also ideal for primary catch and 
throw activities or beginning striking skills.  
The balls are packed by 10 in a cardboard box.
Color: yellow. Material: polyurethane foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581210  6,5cm 24g 

  Pair of 8-sided creative 
dice

With their 8 triangular sides (15cm on each 
side), these dice offer even more creativity. Each 
side has a different color and is covered by a 
transparent vinyl window into which you can slide 
a card, describing a posture to take, an activity to 
perform, etc.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M452242
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  Catchball

It’s a fun way to simultaneously teach eye-tracking, hand-eye coordination, 
memory... and also mathematics. Identify the colors and add the points! All 
this is accomplished in complete safety as guaranteed by our soft vinyl, air 
inflatable, rotomolded construction. The ball has a 7,6cm diameter center 
core from which six 11,4cm spokes emanate. Each of the spokes has a 
numbered tip, coordinated to its specific color. Each time the ball is caught in 
flight the number value of the spoke caught can be added 
to or subtracted from that player’s score.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M581400  200g 

  Set of 3 Mini Torpedos

Our Mini Torpedo is ideal to work on throwing skills especially with young 
children. Its bright orange color and its construction make it easy to track and 
safe to handle. Can also be used for javelin throw initiation at a young age. 
Practice place: inside.
Color: orange. Material: soft rubber foam.  
Weight: 40g. Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M212155  22cm 

  Pocoball

Launch the Pocoball by holding its colorful 
multi-ribbon tail, twirl it and release it. It 
soars gracefully through the air like a little 
comet. Its tail makes it easy to see and 
serves as a catching aid.  
Perfect for throwing and catching activities.  
Ribbon length: 40cm
Color: multicolor. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581700  7cm 50g 

  Set of 6 Tail Balls

The integral polyurethane skin makes this ball easier for eye-tracking 
and catching. Eye-tracking is enhanced by the embedded ribbon in a 
complementary color.
Ribbon length: 46cm. Ribbon width: 5cm.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581710  7cm 160g 

  Pair of Giant Catch Tail Balls

After the success of our Tail Ball we are introducing its big sister: the Giant 
Catch Tail ball is made of a high quality soft foam ball in a mesh covered 
bag. This ball improves throwing skills since it enhances eye-tracking and 
catching and is therefore especially a great choice for young children.  
Total length: 91,4cm.
Color: blue/orange.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581720  10cm 90g 

  Tail Ball Thrower

The original thrower for Tail Balls made of PVC enables you to throw our Tail 
Balls very far.
Length: 65cm. Weight: 160g. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M440145
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  Set of 6 Catch-a-Balls

Catch-a-ball is ideal for hand-eye coordination improvement. Simply swing 
the tethered ball in the air and catch it. Detach the ball so that multiple 
players can play together. Made out of durable polyethylene.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M440110

  Foam Shuttle

This fun shuttle offers excellent flight properties.  
Can be used for Indiaca play or various racket games.
Color: red/yellow. Practice place: inside. Flying base material: foam.  
Flying feather material: goose feathers.  
Length: 25cm. Weight: 48g.  
Level: initiation.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M401800  

  Scoop Set

The Scoop Set helps enhancing hand-eye coordination and is great for 
any physical education class. Grip handle design provides a great lead-up 
throwing and catching game for lacrosse, tennis or baseball.  
Set includes 6 bats and 6 matching balls.
Ball diameter: 9cm.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M490010  

  Set of 6 Replacement Balls for Scoop 
Set

Set of 6 replacement balls for 
our Scoop Set (M490010).
Color: 6 colors. Diameter: 9cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M490011  

  Soff Ring Toss Set

The colors of the rainbow make this safe, Soff Ring Toss game a real favorite 
of young children. Foam rings with soft leather-like polyvinyl covering are 
easy to grasp and squeeze. Rings can also be used for rolling, tossing and 
catching activities. Set is composed of a base (diameter: 20cm), a small post 
(18cm) and six colored rings.
 Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509200

  Set of 3 Super Foam Swing and Hoop

Swing the ball forward and upward, then catch it in the hoop. The Super 
Foam Swing and Hoop is a toss and catch machine and improves hand-eye 
coordination without the ball chasing.
External ring diameter: 11,5cm. Ball diameter: 7cm.
Length: 38cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M504060

  Set of 3 Ultra Foam Ringz

Though our super foam covered rings have rigid, tubular-plastic cores, they 
are soft, safe and extremely grippy. Incredibly stable in both horizontal and 
vertical planes, they can be used as juggling rings or flying disks.
Diameter: 34cm. Weight: 230g. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509600
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  Ultimate Frisbee Disk

Good quality flying disk, easy to throw 
and to catch. Specially designed for 
school use.
Color: yellow. Level: initiation.  
Material: polyethylene.  
Diameter: 24cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M404301 130g 

  Set of 6 Foam Flyers

The integrated skin coating is tough enough to resist throwing and picking, 
yet friendly enough to eliminate any fear of catching.
Color: 6 colors. Material: polyurethane foam. Diameter: 21,6cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Weight

M509500 100g 

  Score Tossing Target with Disks

In and outdoor flying disk target 
with net. Three possible height 
adjustments (between 88 and 135cm). 
Goal can be used as a target for 
different throwing exercises and offers 
multiple game combinations.  
Target base can be filled with sand or 
water for improved stability.  
Delivered with 2 flying disks.
Material: PVC.  
Goal fixation type: weighted.  
Height: 1,35m.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M142100  Adjustable

  Set of 6 Color Twist Frisbees

Built to last for years with a rugged nylon outer edge sewn over a spring 
steel hoop, our Color Twist Frisbees are perhaps the most visual appealing 
flying disks around. The soft center hub is also great to learn “bumps” and 
other tricks without hurting a finger. Washable.
Color: 6 colors. Diameter: 24cm. Sold by: set.

Ref. Weight

M404305 100g 

  Softy Flying Disk

Soft fabric Flying Disk with sewn-in cotton cord 
at the edge. Safe and easy to throw and catch. 
Try to catch it with your head for more fun and 
a higher level of difficulty! The Flying Disk turns 
into a funny hat.
Color: 6 colors. Material: 100% polyester. 
Diameter: 24cm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M492700 63g 

  Set of 10 Activity Tossing Rings

Set contains 10 durable rings, each in a different color. You can use these 
versatile Activity Tossing Rings in every sport class: they can be thrown, 
juggled, gripped with hands and feet, balanced on the head, danced or you 
can tiptoe through them. You can also use it to work on color recognition.
Made of TPR.
Thickness: 1cm. Diameter: 14cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492730
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  Balls Eye Glove

The Balls Eye Glove is designed to make throwing 
and catching fun. It increases the success rate 
for beginners, and at the same time, provides 
a natural transition activity from throwing and 
catching to other games. It’s also a wonderful 
teaching tool for adapted classes with its 
oversized, hook-material, 26,7cm target area. 
Includes a Softee ball.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592420

  Hoop ‘N Target Bag

This transport bag can store up to 12 hoops with 
a maximum diameter of 60cm. It also has multiple 
hook patches for catching loop material objects 
and balls like our loop tennis balls (M509011). 
Hoop ‘N Target is designed with a rear handle to 
make it a hand-held target and a top handle for 
hanging the target on the wall.  
Balls and hoops are not included.
Sold by: each.

  Set of 3 Loop Tennis 
Balls

Colored tennis balls ideal to use with our Hoop 
‘N Target Bag since their material sticks to any 
Velcro surface.
Color: pink/green. Material: polyester.  
Diameter: 6,3cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509011  

  Hula Hoop Target Set

Transform your hula hoops! If you have two 75cm hoops, you have two targets at a price that any 
budget can afford. These targets can be hung on a wall or used on the floor to teach young children how 
to throw underhanded with any soft ball. It only takes a second to put the target around the hoop and 
even quicker to remove.  
Ideal to use with our Soft Hook-N-Loop Balls Ref. M452281 and our Hula Hoop Ring Ref M404262.
Diameter: 76cm.  
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M452290

  Pair of Softee Balls

Soft and light balls that stick to our Super Catch 
Hand Wrap, Balls Eye Glove or Hoop ‘N Target Bag.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Diameter: 7cm.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M509012  

  Super Catch Hand Wrap 
Set

Just put your hand in the path of one of our 
special balls and ... stick! The big advantage is 
that gloves are made for right and left hands. 
Complete set composed of two gloves and two 
Softee 7cm balls.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509014  

  Super Catch Hand Wrap

Just put your hand in the path of one of our 
special balls and ... stick! This glove is made for 
right and left hands. Ball not included.
Diameter: 7cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592400

Ref.

M509010

  Set of 8  
Soft Hook-N-Loop Balls

Small Foam Balls with Velcro® dots. Ideal to play 
with our Hula Hoop Target Set (M452290) and 
the Pop-Up Giant Target (M452280).
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M452281 7cm 
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  Can Toss Set

Develop your sharp skill and hand-eye coordination with this toss game set 
in can design and made of soft foam.  
This amusing tossing set includes 10 cans, 6 balls and a handy storage bag. 
For both indoor and outdoor play.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M440150

  Pebbles Bocce Balls Set

Pebbles Bocce Balls turn any surface into a bocce court and absorb the 
shock of impact. When thrown with the proper backspin, Pebbles Bocce Balls 
virtually stop right where they land. Moreover, their grippy pebble texture 
makes them very easy to hold in hands. Set includes four violet and four 
yellow 101mm bocce balls, one red 76mm jack ball and a carry bag. This 
game is suitable for disabled people.
Ball outside material: PVC foam. Inside material: PE and sand.
Material: synthetic. Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Diameter: 10,1cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M591480  

  Pop Up Goal N' Target

Three targets, three times as many uses!
It’s a quick goal, it’s a bullseye, it’s a number target. And…it sets up in a 
few seconds. Our Pop Up Goal N’ Target was created to give you a variety 
of options at a reasonable price. 
Use it as a football goal for your 
new players, to help teach proper 
throwing movements, or to reinforce 
beginning math concepts.  
The bullseye target is made of hook 
and loop material.  
Folds down into a convenient carry 
case.  
Dimensions: 1,2mx1,2m.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M452270

  Super Foam Bowling Set

This nearly indestructible foam bowling set is very soft and safe.  
The set includes 10 big pins (height: 38cm), 1kg ball, a vinyl setup sheet and 
a handy carry bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M591430  

  Indoor Gliding Foam Football

If you are looking for safe fun inside or accuracy training, this ball is the ideal 
product. The half football is made of soft foam and has a disk (material: ABS) 
on its underside that enables it to glide easily on almost any indoor surface 
and to stay on the ground. This ball also glides on a table and can be 
interesting for disabled people as well.  
Size: 7,5cm (H) x 15cm (L).
Color: black/yellow. Practice place: inside.  
Material: foam and ABS. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M826050 15cm 

  Dart Squirt Gun Set

It's an exciting cross between darts and squirt gun!
Put the dart around the gun, pull the inner tube and aim for the target. You 
can also play without the squirt guns by tossing the darts with your hand. 
Includes a 60cm (dia.) fabric board that folds up for storage, three red and 
three blue foam darts with velcro® tail, one blue and one red gun.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492250
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  Giant Target Chip

Each color of the target is a heavy-duty pouch.  
The pop-up frame is collapsible for easy transport.  
Diameter per colored zone: red 21,6cm, green 60,9cm, blue 101,6cm.
Textile composition: 100% Nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M440157

  Deluxe Playground Pack

This Deluxe Playground Pack includes: 
• 6 3-Legged Race Bands
• 2 Duck Walkers
• 2 pairs of Stilt Rolls
• 6 Small Emotional Faces 10cm
• 6 SuperSafe PG Balls 21,6cm
• 6 All Balls 15,2cm
• 6 Bean Balls 7cm
• 6 Hula Hoop Rings 65cm
• 6 Jump Ropes 215cm
• 6 Jump Ropes 270cm

Ref.

M213852  

  Entry Playground Pack

This Entry Playground Pack contains: 
• 6 Catch-A-Balls
• 2 pairs of Stilts Rolls
• 2 Super Duty Beach Balls 28cm
• 6 SuperSafe PG Balls 21,6cm
• 6 All Balls 15,2cm
• 4 Hula Hoop Rings 65cm
• 6 Jump Ropes 215cm
• 1 SuperSafe Basketball size 5
• 1 Skin-Coated Football size 4
• 1 SuperSafe Football 20cm 
• 1 Mesh bag (61x91cm) for easy storing and transport.
Age: 3-12 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M213850  

  Medium Playground Pack

This Medium Playgroud Pack includes: 
• 6 Catch-A-Balls
• 6 Out-R-Coat Foam Balls
• 6 Small Emotional Faces 10cm
• 6 SuperSafe PG Balls 21,6cm
• 6 Foam Flyers
• 6 Jump Ropes 215cm
• 1 SuperSafe Basketball size 5
• 1 SuperSafe Football 20cm
• 1 Moonhopper
• 1 Megaform ECO Bag (80x30x40) for easy storing and transport.
Age: 3-12 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M213851  

• 6 Skip-N-Hops
• 2 Moonhoppers
• 6 Global Game Paddles
• 6 Foam Tennis Balls 7cm
• 1 SuperSafe Basketball size 5
• 2 SuperSafe Footballs 20cm 
• 1 Megaform ECO Bag (80x30x40) 
for easy storing and transport.
Age: 3-12 years old.  
Sold by: set.
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  Global Games Paddle

Global Games Paddle features a unique table tennis paddle-shape. It is 
lightweight and has a grip size suitable for a wide range of users, from 
children to adults. Perfect to use with our All Balls (M570150), our Fluffballs 
(M581620), our Foam Tennis Balls (M452401) or anyother light ball.  
Balls not included.
Color: yellow. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside.  
Length: 34cm. Diameter: 20cm. Weight: 230g. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M561010

  Set of 6 Global Games Paddles

We also offer our Global Games Paddles in a set of 6 bright colors. These 
paddles feature a unique table tennis paddle-shape. They are lightweight 
and have a grip size suitable for a wide range of users, from children to adults. 
Perfect to use with our All Balls (M570150), our Fluffballs (M581620), our 
Foam Tennis Balls (M452401) or any other light ball.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. Length: 34cm. 
Diameter: 20cm. Weight: 230g. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561011

  Mono Fling Set

Mono Fling requires just one person per net, can involve groups or be played 
alone. Recommended ball sizes are 8cm or smaller.
Each net measures 53cmx25cm, with 30cmx25cm net surface.  
Set includes 2 nets and 2 balls.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551530

  Sling–N-Shoot Racket Set

Ideal rackets for catching and throwing activities.  
Contains 2 rackets and 1 ball. Racket size: 40x18cm.
Color: red/blue. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M440120

  Set of 6 Springy Rackets

Lightweight and handheld Springy Rackets act like mini trampolines to bounce the foam ball between 
2 players. This active game can be cooperative or competitive and is ideal for improving hand-eye 
coordination. Handles are made of rubber foam for extra grip and users from all abilities.  
Includes 6 rackets and 6 balls. Diameter: 30cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509620

  Set of 6 Replacement 
Foam Balls
Set of 6 replacement balls for our Springy Racket 
Set.  
Material: soft rubber foam.  
Diameter: 6cm. Weight: 20g. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M509622  
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  Set of 6 BadaLoons & 
balloons

BadaLoons are lightweight and easy to swing. 
Ideal for badminton initiation. Great to use use 
with fluffballs or balloons.  
Set includes 144 balloons.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside.  
Racket handle material: foam. Length: 58cm. 
Length racket handle: 13cm. Diameter: 24,4cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561025

  Set of 6 BoundaLoons

The BoundaLoon furthers inclusion with its twin-handhold design, allowing 
greater, two-handed control of the striking surface - a more basic and 
fundamental striking skill upon which your students can build.  
Additionally, use the BoundaLoon in two-person, cooperative teams.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Diameter: 43,2cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561040

  Set of 6 MegaLoons & balloons

Paddle with striking surface gives it trampoline-like responsiveness that, 
with very little effort, propels large balloons and light balls high into the air.
Set includes 6 paddles and 24 balloons.
Color: 6 colors.  
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Racket handle material: foam.  
Length: 62cm.  
Length racket handle: 13cm.  
Diameter: 46cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561030

  Set of 6 PaddleLoons

PaddleLoons were designed to meet the different skill levels of each 
student. Each paddle features a micromesh hitting surface that is precisely 
fitted to its geometrically shaped, heavy-gauge, steel frame. The frame is 
permanently anchored into an oversized foamgrip that can be securely and 
comfortably held. Each paddle has the same surface. Color: 6 colors.  
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Racket handle material: foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561021

  Set of 6 RacqaLoons

Ideal for tennis initiation. These paddles are 
the ideal tool to learn to play tennis in a funny 
way. Those lightweight paddles are made to 
last thanks to their rigid steel frame. Their foam 
handgrips have been developed for users from all 
ages and abilities.  
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside. 
Racket handle material: foam. Length: 55cm. 
Length racket handle: 13cm. Diameter: 31,5cm. 
Weight: 152g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561026

  Set of 6 TableLoons

Ideal for table tennis initiation.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside.  
Racket handle material: foam. Length: 36cm. 
Length racket handle: 14,5cm. Diameter: 21cm. 
Weight: 106g. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561050

The Loons concept
These paddles are simply the best 
way to learn any paddle game in a 
funny way. The very lightweight Loons 
Paddles are made to last, thanks to their 
rigid steel frame. Their foam handgrips 
have been developed for users from 
all abilities. The elasticized-micromesh 
striking surface gives it trampoline-like 
responsiveness that, with very little 
effort, will literally propel balloons and 
light balls high into the air. Moreover, 
you will never hear a single noise on 
using the Loons Paddles.
Ideal to be used with Fluff Balls, Success 
Balls, Scarfballs, All Balls, Tail Balls and 
small foam balls.
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  Angel-Stik Set

The Angel-Stik is the first baton specifically developed for children and 
beginners. Soft, springy, foam-covered center stick and handsticks create a 
non-slip grip. Taper, length and weight make the Angel-Stik a great learning 
tool. The half balls, with ribbons at the ends, make it easy to catch, speeding 
the learning process. Set includes one Angel-Stik and 2 hand sticks.
Length: 68cm. Weight: 270g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502070  

  Set of 3 Juggling 
Scarves

Scarves are the easiest objects to grasp and 
visually track. Perfect for some throwing, catching 
or even juggling skills.  
Set includes booklet with exercises.  
Scarf dimension: 40x40cm.  
Benefits :
•  Crossing midline 
•  Visual tracking 
•  Grasping
•  Motor planning
•  Strengthening
Color: on availability. Material: 100% nylon.  
Width: 40cm. Length: 40cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502020

  Set of 72 Juggling 
Scarves

Scarves are the easiest objects to grasp and 
visually track. Perfect for some throwing, catching 
or even juggling skills.
Material: 100% nylon. Width: 40cm. Length: 40cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502022

  Set of 3 Bean Balls

Designed for long lasting play and repetitive practice.  
PVC-cover and natural seeds filling.
Color: blue/yellow/red/green.  
Sold by: set.

  Set of 6 Juggle Bean Balls

Juggle Bean Balls are solid-colored balls that are especially easy to juggle 
because of their weight and tacky grip. Each color has a number making their 
value interdisciplinary. Filled with polypropylene pellets.
Color: 6 colors. Material: vinyl. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M502040 7cm 95g 

  Set of 3 Jugglebug 
Clubs

Set of 3 juggling clubs.
Material: polyethylene.  
Length: 48cm.  
Weight: 225g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M502060 red/blue/yellow

  Set of 6 Rhythm Flags

Rhythm Flags were developed as an enhancement to rhythm gymnastic and 
dance programs. Their large size provides an outstanding visual of the large 
sweeping movements they define. Made of supple nylon material (flags) and 
PE (small pellets).
Dimensions: 50x50cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502101  

Ref. Diameter Weight

M502048 5,5cm 80g 

M502050 7cm 95g 
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M531300 S green

M531310 M blue

M531320 L blue

M531330 XL blue
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  Stretch Bodysock

Designed specifically for spatial awareness and interaction through balance 
and resistance. Experience your body in a new way with this Stretch 
Bodysock by increasing body awareness, strength and creativity. Stretch 
Bodysock also creates a protective and imaginative space. Teachers use 
Stretch Bodysock to demonstrate concepts of shape, space and visual motor 
coordination. Each pillow case-like sack is constructed from four-way stretch 
Lycra® with a reinforced Velcro-closed entrance.
User sizes: Size S (from 1m to 1,20m children) - Size M (from 1,20 to 1,40m) - 
Size L (from 1,40 to 1,70m) - Size XL (from 1,70 to 1,90m).
Textile composition: Lycra® 89%, Polyester 8%, Nylon 3%. Sold by: each.

  Set of 6 Rainbow Hoops

Beautiful streamers provide visual excitement and a flowing movement. 
Easy-to-hold, the 12cm plastic ring is almost invisible which makes the 
ribbons appear to float.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M502200 30cm 

M502210 60cm 

  Set of 6 Rainbow Ribbon Wands

These beautiful, high-quality rainbow streamer ribbons come in sets of 
six different colors. Each streamer has long satin ribbon (180cm) with a 
plastic wand (23cm) that sparkles with the same color glitter as the ribbon. 
Rainbow Ribbons help your students work on range of motion, eye-tracking, 
balance and creative socialization.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M502220  

  Stretch-eze®
Band offers full body pressure during movement as well as exercise and is 
intended for individual use. It feels good and provides a calming effect. It 
offers enhanced motor control and coordination by activating bodycenter 
awareness and strengthening core musculature. Each band is 38cm wide and 
made from heavy-duty, circular nylon/LYCRA. Color may vary.
Small - Fits up to 1,57m students | Medium - Fits up to 1,65m students.
Textile composition: 80% Nylon, 20% Lycra. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size

M531341 S

M531342 M

  Set of 4 Sensory Floor Tiles

A wonderful visual and tactile experience, that really does 
encourage you to move around and explore the surfaces. 
They are very thin floor tiles with flowing colors that swirl 
around as you move on them. The tiles are filled with 
cosmetic liquid (non-toxic), completely sealed and have a 
non-slip bottom. The protective layer on the top is highly 
scratch and abrasion resistant. They will withstand any 
amount of jumping on and strenuous use by children and 
adults as well as the weight of wheelchairs and trolleys. 
They can also be used on a table top or any flat surface. 
It only needs a little pressure to create a dramatic visual 
effect.
Color: multicolor.  
Material: PVC, PE, water with cosmetic liquid (non-toxic). 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions

M592455 30x30cm

M592456 50x50cm

  Hula Hoop Ring

Fun way to enhance mobility, coordination and 
core strength. Made of PE. These round rings are 
perfect to be used with our Hula Hoop Target Set 
(M452290). Available in 3 diameters.
Size of hoop section: 20mm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color

M404260 50cm red

M404261 65cm blue

M404262 75cm yellow
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Kid-sized yoga mat made of absorbent microfiber 
that provides hours of fun at school, daycare, 
in the garden or at home. Discover 36 different 
yoga poses perfectly integrated in an attractive 
landscape design. This discovery mat introduces 
young children to yoga and offers many game 
possibilities (observing the drawings and 
describing what you see, reproducing the yoga 
poses identified among the drawings, telling a 
story based on the observed pictures...). This mat 
is therefore both educational and fun to use.  This 
thin mat can be used by itself or placed on top of 
a thicker yoga mat. Loop 
in corner for easy hanging 
and drying. You can also 
attach our PedaYoga 
Mini Cards to this loop to 
enable each kid to create 
its own session. 
Comes with a carrying bag 
for easy transport and 
storage. 
Fabric composition:  
80% polyester,  
20% nylon.  
Ideal for 4-8 years old.
Length: 130cm.  
Width: 60cm.  
Sold by: each.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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  PedaYoga Dice Pair

PedaYoga dice pair offers endless game 
possibilities when used in combination with 
our PedaYoga Mini Cards Poses and Emotions 
(M590035) ! Each side of these soft cubes 
features a transparent vinyl window where our 
Mini Cards perfectly fit in. Each die holds 2 sides 
of each color: red, orange and purple. You can use 
the colors to distinguish standing, sitting and 
lying Yoga poses. Use one die alone or combine 
several dice for a larger group activity or to 
manage a whole sequence of different poses.
Material: foam covered with PVC fabric.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Dimensions Weight

M590050 11x11cm 100g 

  PedaYoga Kids Mat

This kids-sized mat is durable and fun to use, 
perfect for your little yogi! This mat provides 
a stable, non-slip surface to ensure safety and 
comfort kids need to enhance proper alignment 
and maintain poses. The mat also features a great 
board game including 36 yoga poses.  
Perfect to animate any yoga class with little yogis 
or any home session.  
Ideal for ages 4-8.
Material: PVC.  
Length: 150cm.  
Width: 60cm.  
Thickness: 0,5cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M590020  

  PedaYoga Mini Cards 
Poses and Emotions
Create your own PedaYoga session with these 
fun illustrated cards! You can easily develop your 
own sequences of yoga poses using this card 
set and even manage to get kids talking about 
their emotions! Contents: 36 pose cards and 20 
emotion cards. The front of each Mini Pose Card 
features a pose and its name in four languages 
(EN, FR, DE, ES) while the reverse details 
instructions (in EN and FR). The front of each Mini 
Emotion Card features an emotion with its name 
in four languages. Cards are held together thanks 
to a removable ring to be attached to any other 
round support or to easily take some cards out. 
Card size: 9x10cm. Ideal for ages 4-8.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M590035  

  PedaYoga Starter Set

The perfect set to start with the PedaYoga method. 
Set contains: 56 mini cards poses and emotions, 
32 teacher pose sheets, 1 dice pair and 1 nylon 
carry bag to store and transport everything.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M590055  

  PedaYoga Teacher 
Pose Sheets
Have fun by inviting children to do poses, find 
pictures on their bingo cards and move around 
while learning to concentrate! This is an excellent 
tool for teachers and instructors since these 
cards are an essential visual tool to show children 
PedaYoga poses. The front side of each pose card 
features a pose and its name while the backside 
describes the pose in four languages (EN, FR, DE, 
ES). Contents: 35 x A4 cardboard pose sheets and 
12 PedaYoga picture bingo sheets.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M590030  

  PedaYoga Discovery  
Mat

Ref.

M590010  

PedaYoga method
PedaYoga is a playful method to introduce yoga to children. The mission of PedaYoga is to integrate yoga into the 
children educational system to help their development in concentration and stimulate their learning. PedaYoga also 
provides advice and tools that help children move, sleep better, promote their well-being, build their self-esteem and 
become aware of their bodies. The PedaYoga product range provides simple but effective tools specially adapted for 
bringing the yoga concept to children. No need to be a yoga professional to be able to use this simple mind-body program 
and to organize yoga sessions/moments in a class or with children at home.
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  See-Through Tunnel

This tunnel provides a safe, non-threatening way to encourage gross motor 
exercise and cross-pattering coordination. This durable, transparent mesh 
tunnel enables kids to see out and helps you provide better supervision. 
The unique see-through shell of the tunnel reduces feelings of enclosure for 
kids who may be nervous. Tunnel ends offer the ability to connect multiple 
tunnels thanks to their Velcro® parts. Folds flat.  
Includes a carry bag for easy storage and transport.
Color: black. Length: 250cm.  
Diameter: 50cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551435

  Megatunnel

Its dimensions make the Megatunnel one of the largest collapsing-spring 
crawl tunnels. The combination of its cavernous interior and vivid six-color 
design makes it one of the most inviting and visually exciting tunnels.
Color: 6 colors. Length: 370cm. Diameter: 91,4cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551430

  SuperCrawl Tunnel

This long tunnel offers a great environment for imaginative play and gross 
motor skill development.  
Spacious 50cm diameter tunnel made from resistant polyester fabric.  
Folds flat for easy transport and storage. Comes with a carry bag.
Color: red/blue/yellow. Length: 185cm. Diameter: 50cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551410

  SuperCross Tunnel

Children will have fun crawling and exploring tunnels as they enhance gross 
motor skills. This SuperCross Tunnel is visually stimulating and attractive and 
made out of a very resistant polyester fabric.  
Includes 1 junction and 4 tunnels that attach/detach quickly.  
Each of the four tunnels measures 91cm in lentgh and can be used seperately. 
Conveniently folds together.  
Comes with a carry bag.
Color: blue/purple/red/green.  
Length: 225cm.  
Diameter: 50cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551420

  Set of 6 Ultrafoam Crawlgates

These foam covered crawlgates can be used for crawling skills and also 
for throwing or kicking a ball or object through the arch. Crawlgates are 
made from safe and durable foam. The arches are stabilized by weights 
incorporated into the feet. The height can be adjusted between 53 and 
61cm simply by positioning the bases.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551550

  Obstacle Course Set

Set of 6 geometrical obstacles to create educational and playful courses.  
Set includes: 1 orange triangle, 1 red circle, 1 yellow square, 1 blue 
pentagon, 1 green hexagon, 1 red half oval and 6 black support bases.
Height: 70cm. Material: ABS and PP.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492740  
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  Set of 6 Ergonomic Scooters

These scooters have very strong wheels making them very durable but also giving them the quickest 
turning radius making it easier for children to move. Moreover, ergonomic details are build into the 
scooters to allow students to easily kneel, sit and hold the scooters.  
Not recommended for outdoor use.  
Maximum user weight : 80kg. Material: polypropylene. Length: 43cm. Width: 33cm.  
Age: 5-8 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M591510 6 colors

  Pair of Scooter Paddles

These paddles have a very tough PVC 
construction and polypropylene handle and are 
designed for a perfect fit for any child using 
scooters. Colors may vary. Handle diameter: 3cm.
Length: 46cm. Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M591550

  Ultrafoam Scootaddles

These scooter paddles are very resistant, shock 
absorbant and have a large easy-grip shaft. This 
assures a maximum control and offers a fatigue-
free gripping experience.  
Can be used as paddles or polo sticks.
Handle diameter: 3,5cm. Length: 89cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Variety

M591760 Set of 12 paddles  + 3 balls

M591761 Set of 4 paddles + 1 ball

  Multi Ramp for Bikes, 
Skates and Boards
The sturdy Multi Ramp is suitable for inline 
skates, scooters, skateboards and bikes. Use each 
side of the ramp individually (without the middle 
bridge) or all three parts together to form a 
complete ramp. Very easy to assemble.
Dimensions: 113x39,5x15,5cm. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M131315  

  Inflatable Animal Bouncers

Turn springballs into spring...animals!  
A funny way for children (3+) to enhance their balance skills.
Seat height: +/- 26cm. Dimensions: 55x29cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type

M402302 horse

M402304 cow

M402305 rabbit

Ref. Type

M402306 dog

M402307 hippopotamus

M402308 lion

  Moonhopper

Ideal play tool that trains both balance skills and 
movement coordination. Delivered deflated.
Ball diameter: 15cm.
Diameter: 37cm. Maximum user weight: 60kg. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M440160  

  Duck Walker

This rugged, simply designed product is one of the finest balance boards. It 
is molded in one piece from reinforced polypropylene. Children can rock side-
to-side, spin 360° on a smooth surface or walk like a duck. Color may vary.
Dimension: 60x12,7x9cm.
Maximum user weight: 90kg. Material: polypropylene. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M504030  
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  Mix-N-Mats Hopscotch

Made of 38 EVA-foam pieces: 10 numeral tiles and 28 border tiles.  
These tiles can be easily assembled to form a traditional hopscotch mat, 
numerical sequences or even bean bag targets.  
Suggested set patterns and storage bag included.
Dimension of a number element: 45,7x45,7cm. Thickness: 12mm.  
Dimension of a border element: 22,9x45,7cm. Thickness: 12mm.
Color: multicolor.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541690  

  Double Dutch Jump Ropes

Fast spring ropes in bright colors with plastic handles. Ideal for the Double 
Dutch game, the popular and dynamic form of jump roping where two long 
jump ropes are turned in opposite directions and one or more players jump 
simultaneously. An ideal activity to develop coordination and endurance.
Rope material: PVC. Sold by: pair.

Ref. Length Color

M436244 600cm blue

M436245 600cm yellow

M436246 600cm orange

  Set of 6 Hopsackers

Spordas Hopsackers take sack racing to a higher cognitive level. We made 
the bag floor flat, super stitched the seams for durability, and provided two 
easy grip handles. Next to its bright color, each sack has a number that is 
further supported by dot sets and words in English, French, German and 
Spanish.  
100% nylon.
Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M551110 Small - 63cm (height) x 28cm (dia.)

M551120 Large - 76cm (height) x 33cm (dia.)

  Set of 6 Jump Band Pairs

These elastic Jump Bands can be easily attached 
to the ankles and help develop balance, agility 
and coordination.  
Colorful 2,5cm wide elastic 
bands measure 240cm. 
Color: red
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M401458

  Set of 6 Skip-N-Hops

Skip-N-Hop requires coordination of different leg 
movements (rotation, skipping, hopping, etc.) in an 
attempt to twirl a ball tethered to one leg.
Ring diameter: 16cm. Ball diameter: 8cm.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M440100  

  Twirl And Jumping Stick

Using a single Twirl And Jumping Stick, children 
can jump by themselves, in pairs or in groups. 
A single rigid wand is used to set the 91,5cm 
ball-weighted rope in motion. The rope’s 91,5cm 
length is wide enough for two participants to 
jump side by side. Color: on availability.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M440104 76cm 

  Set of 6 Gradestuff Jump Ropes

Jump ropes with colored handles.  
Handle color for 215cm rope: red.  
Handle color for 270cm rope: blue.
Rope material: vinyl.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length Color

M591320 215cm 6 colors

M591300 270cm 6 colors
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  Set of 6 Beanless Airbags

These bags can be changed simply by adding or removing air. The more 
inflated it gets, the more it takes on the characteristics of a regular ball.
Color: 6 colors. Length: 12,5cm. Width: 12,5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M501061  

  Set of 6 Hedgehog Stones

Tactile Hedgehog Stones are like no other walk-on domes. Each is 
manufactured like half of a tactile ball with a convex undersurface that grabs 
onto a smooth surface like a suction cup. Step on one without shoes and be 
greeted by the stimulation of cushioned, smooth bumps. Hedgehog Stones 
are soft, yet return immediately to their inflated state, ready for the next 
user’s foot. They provide a unique sensory experience.
Color: 6 colors. Height: 5,5cm. Diameter: 9cm.  
Maximum user weight: 90kg. Weight: 0,08kg. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M470100

  Set of 6 Step-N-Stones

These air-filled PVC domes audibly release air and become flat when 
stepped or pushed upon. The stone instantly recovers its full shape when 
foot or hand is lifted. The different colors and numbers are useful for 
cognitive activities. Each stone is rotomolded in one piece and hence very 
durable. Numbered from 1 to 6.
Color: 6 colors. Height: 7cm. Diameter: 13,5cm. Maximum user weight: 90kg. 
Weight: 0,15kg.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541700

  Set of 8 Sensory Balance Pods

Use these Sensory Balance Pods made of bright, eye-catching colors to 
improve footing and balance while providing a stimulating, hands-on sensory 
experience. Create fun, active and healthy play and engaging games for kids 
who love to jump, climb and stretch. 
Set includes 4 domes with a bumpy surface and 4 domes with a sensory 
triangle surface.
Color: blue/yellow/red/green. Height: 8cm. Diameter: 15cm.  
Maximum user weight: 65kg. Weight: 0,23kg. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492735

  Frog Feet Jumper

An extra wide base made of EVA high quality 
foam makes this Frog Feet Jumper a fun tool 
to exercise balancing, jumping and hand-foot 
coordination. Indoor use.
Color: green/black. Length: 60cm. Width: 30cm. 
Height: 3cm. Weight: 0,4kg. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M504025

  Stilts Rolls

Stilts Rolls are made of PVC with reinforced rims 
and add a fun element to balance development.
Color: red. Height: 12cm. Diameter: 10,5cm. 
Weight: 0,14kg. Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M470120

  Big Foot Striders

These giant feet can be used to improve 
children skills like body awareness, balance, foot 
positioning and spatial relationships. Foot cut 
from ethafoam with strong nylon cord. Indoor use.
Color may vary.
Length: 53cm. Width: 23cm.  
Height: 3cm. Weight: 0,25kg.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M504021
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  Rocking Balance Beam

This Balance Beam is ideal to work on balance, 
proprioception and gross motor skills with young 
children (3 to 6). It can be used by itself laying on 
the floor, with its two bases on each side for added 
difficulty or even with one single seesaw base in 
the middle for highest difficulty.  
It is a fun addition to your obstacle course.  
Contains: 1 beam and 2 bases with connector piece.
Color: blue. Length: 80cm. Width: 14,5cm.  
Height: 10cm. Maximum user weight: 60kg.  
Weight: 1,7kg. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403612

  Mini Trampoline

Mini trampoline with 8 legs (with non-slip ends).  
Ideal for training or therapeutical use.
Not appropriate for an intensive use or group classes.
Maximum user weight: 100kg. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M436167 0,97m 

M436168 1,22m 

  Safer Pogo Bouncer

Specially designed for the institutional market, the Safer Pogo 
Bouncer gives you all the bounce with great control. When 
you land on the Pogo Bouncer, you hear a whisteling that 
encourages you to jump again! Made out of layered pieces of 
foam like rubber to provide maximum bounce and stability.  
Rope length: 76cm. Color: blue. Length: 25cm.  
Width: 12cm. Height: 7,6cm.  
Maximum user weight: 60kg. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M504040

  Kids Wooden Balance Board

This sturdy wooden Balance Board stimulates balance, coordination, 
strength, spatial and physical awareness in a playful way.  
It is perfectly sized for kids’ small feet and attractive  
looking graphics help to show where to place their feet.  
Highly durable wooden construction.  
Recommended for children 3 years of age and older.  
Materials from FSC-certified forests.
Maximum user weight: 80kg.  
Dimensions: 42x24x7cm. Material: plywood.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M436282 blue

  Wooden Rocking Tunnel

This Wooden Rocking Tunnel in attractive colors is both a rocker and 
a tunnel: it allows you to work your balance as well as your hand-eye 
coordination by crawling under or climbing over it. This tunnel is ideal for 
strengthening your legs and back muscles and improving your posture. 
The Rocking Tunnel is easy to assemble and does not take a lot of space. 
The four handles ease the movement and ensure safety when rocking. Made 
from FSC-labelled plywood, varnished, and painted with water-based paint. 
Delivered unassembled.
Length: 106cm. Width: 51cm. Height: 38cm. Maximum user weight: 50kg. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M410160

  Roller Tunnel

Get your kids' motor planning skills rolling with this kid-sized tunnel! Get the 
child inside the roller tunnel in a crawling position and he can use hands to 
move forward or backward. Around and around he’ll go, learning what it feels 
like to rock and balance with every turn and twist! Outer tunnel made of 
brightly colored foam and vinyl. Can be disassembled for easy transport and 
storage. Delivered disassembled.
Color: multicolor. Diameter: 86cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592427
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  Nimbly® - Educational Play Mat

Move and learn while having fun with Nimbly® !
 
This innovative mat is designed for children between 2 and 10 years old, able-bodied or less able-
bodied. It can be played alone or in groups with a maximum of 12 players. Developed in Canada (Quebec) 
by Dr Mariève Blanchet, a researcher in children’s motor skills, Nimbly® is particularly suitable for use in 
schools, extracurricular activities, therapeutic and family settings.
 
The Nimbly® mat aims to improve infant motor and cognitive skills in a fun way. It makes it possible to 
work on various skills such as recognising colors, shapes, numbers and letters; it stimulates the memory 
and learning of language and math skills.
 
In this game, the participants are «frogs» whose only instruction is not to fall into the water. One player 
at a time is on the mat and starts on the waterlily line in the center of the mat. The other players and/
or the adult use the cards delivered with the game to specify the subject to work on and the different 
challenges to achieve.
 
The aim of the game is that the player finds the right answer and moves by jumping to it. Other variants 
of movement are possible to develop the child’s motor skills.
 
The upperside of the mat, made of polyester, offers a pleasant touch and the underside, made of natural 
rubber, is antislip. The mat can be used both indoors and outdoors. It can also be machine-washed and 
can be folded or rolled up without any risk of damage.
 
The Nimbly® kit includes 1 activity mat (183x91cm), game instructions (in 8 different languages : EN/ 
FR/ DE/ NL/ ES/ DA/ FI/ SV) and 108 cards with learning materials and challenges (the level of difficulty 
is specified on each card).
 
Age: 2-10 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492150  
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  NUTRIMOVE Parachute Game

This parachute game allows numerous fun and physical activities while teaching children the importance 
of a healthy and balanced diet.
The parachute included in this set is divided into 8 colored panels where each panel can represent a food 
group (i.e. fruit, meat, drink...). Each colored panel also contains one pocket.
Many different activities can be played with this game set such as:
 · sending the bean bags in the right colored pocket of the parachute
 · recognizing the right food category the bean bags belong to
 · throwing bean bags into the pockets while other participants turn around with the parachute
Games can also be played by taking into account only the colored side of the bean bags (and not the 
food side).
The Nutrimove set contains:
 · 32 Nutrition bean bags
 · 1 Pocket Parachute of 3,6m
 · 1 Activity guide including  
different games (in EN, FR, DE, NL).
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Handles

M451240 3,6m 8

  Pocket Parachute

Parachute divided into 8-color panels, each panel containing one pocket. 
Parachute also features one central pocket (diameter: 20cm). Ideal to play 
with the Nutrition Game NUTRIMOVE. Textile composition: 100% Polyester. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Handles Weight

M451230 3,6m 8 1000g 

M451231 6m 16 2100g 

  Traditional Parachute

Very durable parachute made of high quality polyester with heavy duty 
handles. Traditional model with 4-color panels. Available in three sizes. All 
feature a central hole (hole diameter: 20cm for 3,6m and 6m parachute and 
40cm for 7,3m parachute).
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Handles Weight

M451200 3,6m 8 950g 

M451210 6m 16 2130g 

M451220 7,3m 20 3130g 

  Set of 32 Nutrition 
Bean Bags

Set of 32 bean bags (11x11cm) with food 
images on the front and colors on the back (color 
depending on food group). Ideal to play with our 
Pocket Parachute (M451230).  
Set includes:
White (6x) = Dairy
Purple (6x) = Fruit
Green (6x) = Vegetable
Red (4x) = Meat
Orange (4x) = Starchy food
Black (2x) =  Sugar
Blue (2x) = Drink
Yellow (2x) = Fat
Size: 11x11cm.
Material: PVC. Weight: 60g.  
Filling material: recycled plastic pellets.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M501055  
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  Fling-It Net Set

Fling-It Net Set requires a coordinated sling-shot motion to propel an 
object high into the air and even more coordinated effort to give it the 
proper trajectory. A group of players working together, throws one or more 
balls and/or objects into the air to be caught again by the same group or 
competing players. Made of rugged knotless nylon nets with reinforced 
handles. Contains: 2x1,2m square nets and 2 All Balls.
Length: 120cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551510

  Super Fling-It Net Set

Our Super Fling-It Net Set has double the size of our Fling-it Net Set. Like 
its small sister it requires a coordinated sling-shot motion to propel an 
object high into the air and even more coordinated effort to give it the 
proper trajectory. A group of players working together, throws one or more 
balls and/or objects into the air to be caught again by the same group or 
competing players. Contains one 2,40m square net and one All Ball.
Length: 240cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551520

  Octo the Octopus

Lightweight, made from 
premium nylon, this cute 
Octopus is ideal for bringing 
some variety to your 
parachute activities but it 
can also be used without 
parachutes. Can be inflated 
like any other beach ball or 
using a ball inflator.  
Height: 60cm. Width: 50cm.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551770

  Parachute Pack

All the accessories you need to organize your 
parachute games. This pack contains:
· 6 Bean Bag Frogs
· 6 E-Z balls
· 12 All balls
· 2 Heavy Duty Beach Balls
· 1 Mesh Bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551750  

  Super Parachute Pack

This parachute pack contains: 
.  Parachute Games Activity Guide (EN/FR/DE/NL)
·  6 Pom Pom Balls 
·  6 Edubug Bean Bags
·  6 Colored Unihockey Balls 
·  6 Small Emotional faces 
·  2 Finger Lights
·  1 Heavy Duty Beach Ball 
·  1 Mesh Bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551760  

  Set of 6 Two-Person Parachutes

These sturdy, Two-Person Parachutes bring a unique element of cooperation 
and teamwork tossing and catching. They may also be used in rhythm and 
dance for partnering activities as a way to join together without holding 
hands. Made from sturdy polyester with strong webbing handles on each end.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Handles

M451245  83x127cm 4

  Smiley Parachute

Bright yellow polyester parachute with smiling face design and large central 
pocket (diameter: 20cm). This parachute is verry funny for young children 
because the movements and tensions applied to the parachute can change 
the expression of the face.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Handles Weight

M451260 1,8m 8 390g 
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  Ultra Foam Rocket Jr

This game includes one 450g rocket and one 3,7m long twin cable. It 
helps to develop upper body and core strength, cooperative energy and 
coordinated movements for the 2 players while propelling the rocket back 
and forth along the cable. Can be used by players of any age, standing or 
seated.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551560

  Cooperative Blanket

Cooperative blanket allows children to explore space and discover 
cooperation activities. Designed for up to 13 children.  
Fiber composition: 80% Nylon, 20% Lycra.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M531100  5,8x1,5m

  Cooperative Band

It’s a flexible, heavy-duty, rubber tube, encased within a soft fabric cover. 
The Bands’ dynamics act to alter the effects of gravity. As group members 
develop trust in the Band and one another, they are encouraged to take 
those small risks that, once accomplished, help build individual, physical and 
emotional confidence. Children (adults, too) stand within the band and push 
outward until they reach a state of stability.
Outer material: 100% Cotton. Inner material: Rubber. Up to 6 to 12 children.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M531220 1,55m 

  Big Float-R Shape

Giant, colorful, feather light, air filled shapes that will literally float into the air. 
Every Float-R shell is specially made of tightly stitched, high quality nylon.
Height: 120cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Form

M551320 ball

M551330 cube

  Float-R Us Junior Set

The smaller size and lighter weight of these 
Float-R Shapes make them ideal for smaller 
groups, rooms and outdoor facilities.  
100% nylon.  
Sold in set of 3, one each: cube, cylinder and 
pyramid.
Height: 91cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M551340  

  Set of 3 Cooper-Ropes

The aim of this cooperative game is to carry a ball (placed on a base in 
the middle of the rope) from one place to another without it falling to the 
ground. In order to prevent the ball from falling off the base it is important 
to keep both sides of the rope taut. To do this, the two partners must 
communicate and adapt their strength quickly according to the other’s force. 
For more difficulty, obstacles can be integrated on the course.
Includes 3 ropes with soft rubber handles, 3 rubber balls and a storage bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492750
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  Set of 6 3-Legged Race Bands

These comfortable fabric covered elastic bands are great for three-legged 
races or other fun activities. Velcro® band allows for easy attachement and 
quick release.
Textile fiber composition: 100% Polyester.
Width: 4cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M570240  

  Activi-T-Blanket

Moving the Blanket from one point to another requires a coordinated shuffle. 
This is done by all “shufflers” lined up using both the six pairs of horizontal 
and five pairs of vertical foot loops. The Activi-T-Blanket can also be used for 
other activities including groups competing to see who gets first to the other 
side of the gym or in an activity that requires some students to drag the 
“Blanket” with other students on it. The Blanket is made of highly-durable 
and washable nylon and polyester fleece materials and can be folded easily.
Recommended age of users: 5-11.
Length: 213cm. Width: 91,5cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M531140  

  Cooperative Band Walkers

Designed to develop cooperation and balance since groups of 5 children 
must communicate and work together in order to be able to walk together. 
These Cooperative Band Walkers can be easily attached and detached using 
Velcro® cuffs. Suitable for outdoor and indoor use.
Textile fiber composition: 86% Polyester, 14% Nylon.
Length: 147cm. Width: 5cm.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M570245  

  Team Traks

Team Traks are manufactured from top-quality gym-mat vinyl with 5 pairs of 
securely anchored control ropes. Participants walk by using handropes.  
Team Traks encourage teamwork and coordination while developing balance. 
Up to 5 users.
Length: 250cm. Width: 15cm.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M551600  
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  Set of 6 MyKatchers

Make catching a successful experience!
Its ergonomically balanced construction and manageable size makes 
MyKatcher one of our most success-oriented catching products. It’s perfect 
for catching soft and light objects and balls in sizes ranging up to those that 
will easily fall through its official basketball-goal-size (diameter: 45cm).
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M553165

  Pursuit Ball

This product is a great, fun way to encourage the following skills: throwing 
and catching, chasing, fleeing and dodging, cooperation and team building. 
A cooperative game can be played where teammates attempt to gather 
their own colored balls the quickest and throw these into the mobile goal. In 
competition mode, teams try to put their colored balls into the other team’s 
goal while the goalie maneuvers to avoid them.  
Set includes: 1 green and 1 blue goal, 10 colored balls per goal, a transport 
bag (100% Polyester) and an activity guide (in EN, FR, DE, NL).
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M553175  

  Set of 6 TeamKatchers

TeamKatchers simultaneously develop verbal and physical communication 
skills as 2 to 3 partners work together to achieve a common goal. That goal 
is to catch balls and other objects in a mesh-net basket whose goal is nearly 
2 times that of a traditional basketball goal (diameter: 75cm).  
Each basket is attached to a hoop with velcro fasteners.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M553160

  Set of 6 Team Launchers

Propulsion requires the collective power of 3!
A team of three students works together to launch one or more foam and/
or plastic balls while others in the field catch and return them. The launching 
team has to cooperate to aim effectively. They also determine the height 
and distance objects travel by adjusting the angle of the launcher and the 
stretch of the bungee launching cords.
The Team Launcher is made of high quality, 20cm long ultra-foam handgrips 
and a sturdy, 28cm wire-loop reinforced mesh launching basket.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M553170
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  Big Red Base with 
Casters

This new generation Big Red Base 
allows one of our highly successful 
products to take a step forward. 
12cm wheels have been added to 
allow easy movement even when 
weighted with sand (max.20kg) or 
water.  
In addition, its plastic wall has been 
reinforced to make it even stronger.  
It is compatible with our other 
models and modular accessories.  
Post not included.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M522000

  Big Red Base Posts

This adjustable post fits into the Big Red 
Base’s support collars. Height adjustments 
are easily made with the push-buttons. 
Marked with men’s, women’s and junior 
volleyball heights as well as badminton.  
Big Red Base not included.
Material: aluminium.  
Type of section: round.  
Diameter: 3,5cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type

M521020 Short Post - 120 to 165cm

M521010 Tall Post - 150 to 244cm

  Lightweight Net

High quality net for badminton, tennis and volleyball. It is designed to fit 
your Big Red Base system (not included) with red Velcro ties. It also has a 
tension cable and a mooring cable on the under corners.
Big Red Bases and Posts not included.
Length: 6,1m. Width: 0,76m.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M521610  

Big Red Base System
The Big Red Base system is a 
foundation for expanding your line 
of sports, games and activities such 
as tennis, badminton, volleyball, 
basketball... The system’s design allows 
you to start small and expand as your 
program requirements and budget 
dictate. The Big Red Base can be filled 
with sand or water (maximum 20kg) 
for more stability and optimal use. The 
high quality, plastic constructed base 
is incredibly strong and tough. 12cm 
wheels have been added to make 
moving the base extremely easy even 
when filled.

  Pop-UP Giant Target

Designed for golf, but with some imagination will work for bean bag tossing, 
flying disk targets, and you name it. Specially designed Hook-and-Loop Balls 
(M452281) stick to the target like glue to make scoring easier. Easily place 
target on the ground or gym floor, prop up one end, hang from a hook, or to 
our Big Red Base Post (tall size: ref. M521010) to vary the challenge as well. 
Made of heavy-duty cloth over a flexible wire band to create a huge target 
that folds into its own small carrying bag. 
Balls, Big Red Base and Post not included.
Diameter: 200cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M452280  
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  Roundball Goal

The Roundball Basketball Goal allows you to combine the excitement of 
basketball with learning. Its net is what makes the goal unique. It has a pant-
leg design and a resulting random direction in which the ball feeds out.
Big Red Base (M522000) and Post (M521010) not included.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside, outside. Diameter: 45cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M521310

  Foot-Basket Game Goal

We designed the Foot-Basket Game goal head to work perfectly with our Big 
Red Base and Short Post. With the post set at its lowest height, the Foot-
Basket Goal will attach at exactly the official 2m height to play the Foot-
Basket Game. Big Red Base (M522000) and post (M521020) not included.
Practice place: inside, outside. Diameter: 100cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M521320  

  Back-To-Back Goals

Back-To-Back Goals are a combination of 2 basketball goals (46cm and 
56cm diameter) which fit easily into the tall or short post of our Big Red 
Base. Placed side by side, these basketball goals allow plenty of game 
combinations. These Back-To-Back Goals needs to be fixed to the post 
thanks to the Back-To-Back Goal Bracket (included).  
Big Red Base (M522000) and Post (M521010/20) not included.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M521212

Foot-Basket Game
A unique combination of football and basketball!
We believe that once you try it, you’ll agree that Foot-Basket 
is the most fun-filled, space efficient, cost effective football 
game ever designed. 0n top of it all, it develops kicking, passing, 
trapping and heading skills in an «inclusive» combination of the 
design of the game and its goal.
Game rules are quite similar to regular football. The difference 
with football is that everyone is shooting at a single round goal 
that stands in the middle of the field. This game is also great for 
inclusion since topnotch football players can have fun together 
with non-football players. The game has even proved exciting 
to highly skilled players who can use the goal (even with 
traditional size 5 balls) to perfect the accuracy and consistency 
of high arching passing and shooting skills.
The size and height of the Foot-Basket Goal has also proven to 
have a magnetic attraction for young basketball players.
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  Poull Ball Starter Set with Inflatable 
Cubes

Our portable Big Red Base system is perfect for playing the new sport 
game Poull Ball (use the base together with our Short Post and Poull Ball 
Platform).
Our Poull Ball starter kit contents: 2 inflatable Poull Ball cubes, 2 Big Red 
Bases, 2 Short Posts, 2 platforms, 1 ball and 1 activity guide (in EN/FR/DE/NL).
As from 8 years old. Sold by: set.

  Cardiogoal Aluminium Goal

This goal has been specifically 
designed for our new Cardiogoal 
sport but it can also be used for other 
throwing games.  
It is adaptable on our Big Red Base 
(ref. M522000) and our Short Post 
(ref. M521020) - not included.  
The goal is composed of three colored 
rings, each with a diameter of 50cm.
Color: red/blue/yellow.  
Material: aluminium. Weight: 4kg.  
Sold by: each.

  Cardiogoal Classic School Set

This kit is ideal to practice the Cardiogoal sport at school.  
Our Cardiogoal Classic School Set includes: 2 Cardiogoal Aluminium Goals,  
2 Big Red Bases, 2 Short Yellow Posts, 3 Colored Twist Balls (1 yellow,  
1 red, 1 blue), 1 transport bag, 1 stopwatch, 3 color cards (1 red, 1 blue and  
1 yellow) and an activity guide (in EN, FR, DE, NL).
As from 7 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491170  

  Poull Ball Platform

Platform specially designed for our Big Red Base system to play the Poull 
Ball game. Attached on top of the Big Red Base Post, it is perfect to hold the 
Poull Ball cube.
Weight: 635g. Dimensions: 30x30x0,5cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M521041
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  Tangle Jr. Textured

Tangle Jr. Textured is a bumpy and groovy manipulative. Fun to touch and 
explore with your fingers. In addition, its multiple colors and textures make it 
an intriguing toy for children.
Color: multicolor. Length: 17cm. Diameter: 3,6cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592342

  Tangle Jr. Classic Neon & Sparkle

Our “classic” Tangle Jr. is the perfect Tangle to get with you anywhere. 
This Tangle is so fun to twist and turn that many find it hard to put down! 
Beware, your imagination will come alive while playing with this Tangle!
Color: multicolor. Length: 17cm. Diameter: 3,6cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592335

  Tangle Jr. Fuzzies

This Tangle Jr. is fuzzy like the stickers, so much tactile and sensory fun that 
it makes it irresistible.
Color: multicolor. Length: 16cm. Diameter: 3,6cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592337

  Tangle Jr. Metallic

This Tangle is shiny and bright and its colors are simultaneously fun, unique, 
and elegant for kids and adults to wear and play with.
Color: on availability.  
Length: 17cm. Diameter: 3,6cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592338

  Tangle Relax Therapy

The Tangle Relax Therapy is a smaller 
version of the highly effective Tangle 
Therapy. This twisty device is great for 
smoking cessation and fine motor skills.
Color: blue/white/green.  
Length: 18cm. Diameter: 3,6cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592331

  Tangle Therapy

This twistable therapy device is a new ergonomic 
approach to hand therapy, smoking cessation and 
helps to build fine motor skills.
Color: blue/green/purple.  
Length: 20cm. Diameter: 4cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592330

Tangle - A brain tool
It is not until about the age of ten or twelve that the brain is fully communicating 
between both hemispheres. Movement is critical for cognition especially for young 
children because it provides the learner with the opportunity to utilize both sides of the 
brain. We all rely on movement in the learning experience.
Activities like manipulating a Tangle help children and adults stay engaged and focused 
by enhacing the attention. Tangles also help to relieve minor stress, to improve the range 
of hand motion and to strengthen finger muscles.  
Tangles can be used as from 3 years old.
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  Ellie Grip

Creates a strong grasp!
The adorable «sock» pal maintains proper grasp. Created by a therapist, the 
Ellie Grip teaches kids the elephant-strong way to hold a pencil.  
Each Ellie Grip has two properly located holes for the first finger and thumb. 
The rest of the fingers remain inside the sock.
Material: 100% polyester.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Color

M592471 right-handed red

M592472 left-handed blue

  Set of 12 Abiligrips

Abiligrips enable those with motor difficulty or weak grip to hold pencils, 
paintbrushes, eating ustensils and more without any slippage.
Material: latex free rubber foam.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M592411 bimanual

  Set of 3 Egg-Ohs! Pencil Grips

Adorable egg-shaped grips develop the small muscles of the hand needed to 
write with precision. Developed by a therapist and handwriting expert.  
Egg-Ohs! set contains three colored grips that will help the child in his 
learning.
Material: rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M592502 bimanual

  Set of 12 Grotto Grips
Eye and hand helpers, happier handwriting, a design innovation! 
Large, comfortable grip encourages proper finger placement. Covered finger 
spots and a partition make them virtually impossible to use incorrectly.
Material: rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M592504 bimanual

  Caterpinch

Caterpinch is an absolutely irresistible fidget that even you won’t want to 
put down! Each segment of the «caterpillar» is a securely sealed liquid that 
is «mushable».  An ideal tool for warming up fingers  
before writing, keeping busy fingers in one place  
and strengthening intrinsics.  
Not intended for mouthing. Size: 27x4cm.
Material: PU. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592503

  Gel-E-Seat Cushion

The Gel-E-Seat is a wonderful (wheel)chair cushion for individuals with 
special seating needs. Each gel-filled, tiny square provides the ultimate feel 
in both pressure-relief and wiggle-relief. Great seat fidget. Aside from its 
therapeutic seating properties, the Gel-E-Seat is also a unique weighted pad 
for the lap, legs or trunk. Perfect for use at home or in the classroom.
Weight : 900g. Size : 27x27cm.
Color: green. Material: PU.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592509
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  Easy Flow Tridget

Encourages manipulation and tactile awareness. 
How does it work? Each bulb is filled with 60% of 
green balls suspended between three bulbs in a 
non-toxic liquid. The green balls easily fall from 
one bulb to the other and one yellow tracking ball 
can also be manipulated and tracked through the 
three bulbs. Length: 26cm.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592407

  Fidget Wheel

Your little captains can easily grab onto the 
spokes or the wheel to manipulate the little 
enclosed PVC balls around the wheel, through 
the wheel or into the spokes. For an increased 
challenge, kids can be asked to match the ball 
colors to the spoke colors. The fidget encourages 
fine motor control and crossing midline.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592506

  Twidget

Attachable fidget with a short key chain that 
offers soothing visual input and captivating 
moving texture. A slight sound encourages 
rhythmicity. Tough and durable.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592408

  Twidgets 2-Bulb Tracker

Set of 3 Twidgets each filled with different 
colored balls (one blue, one green and one purple) 
and different amounts of fill (90%, 60%, 30%) as 
well as a one highly visible yellow ball to track 
from side to side. The reward is the popping 
noise made as the yellow balls passes from one 
chamber to the other. Each Twidget has a loop for 
attaching on your own key chain. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592409

The Fidget is a focus tool !

All of us have the need to fidget at times. Fidgets can help center our vision and hearing modes so we can better take in 
information through our senses. Many children with learning or attention issues may especially benefit from having a fidget.  
We offer a variety of textures and manipulative fidgets to suit every learner.

  Pair of Fidgety Finger Loops

The Fidgety Finger Loops will keep children engaged for 
hours.  
In the brightly colored loop, kids can work on tactile 
discrimination and sequencing while pushing a hidden 
ball through a maze of different colored and textured 
compartments.
The blue canvas loop offers similar fidgety fun but in a 
solid color to reduce visual stimulation, and with a mesh 
transition panel to add assistance with visual tracking of 
the target ball.
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M592421  

  GumFun Finger Strengthener

This finger strengthener is simple to play.  
Move all the gum from its stretchy lycra channels into 
the clear gumball globe. Use motor-planning, tactile 
discrimination, and small 
muscles to move the 
gumballs into their 
color-coded chambers. 
Tiny fingers don't even 
notice the work-out their 
muscles are getting.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592511

  Mini Breathing Sphere
The Mini Breathing Sphere magically expands from 13cm to 30cm and is 
very addictive! Physical therapists and yoga educators experienced that 
it works as a great visual to demonstrate breathing exercises by trying to 
match the inhale with the expansion of the sphere and the exhale with the 
collapse. This gives a nice visual for kids to slow down their breath, relaxing 
the nervous system. The sphere can be used for other fun things too like 
rolling, looking for shapes within the connecting lines and many other 
creative games. Can be used by adults as well.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592210
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  Set of 6 Yuck-E-Balls

Balls filled with small PVC balls and non-toxic 
gel. This combination creates a fluid environment 
that offers an incredible tactile feedback and 
encourages ball manipulation.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581140  9cm 300g 

  Set of 6 Yuck-E-Ball 
Covers

These ingenious covers transform our Yuck-E-
Balls into another sensory treat! Simply slip the 
Yuck-E-Ball into the sumptuous cover, zip up the 
opening and the rest is simply irresistible! Each of 
the six bright colors has a different texture.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M581141  6 colors

  Squelet Ball

The Squelet Ball has a transparent skin with 
magnificient color coming from the small plastic 
pellets inside.
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581900 7cm 100g 

  Set of 10 Textured Bean Bags

Set of 10 textured bean bags in assorted colors and textures ideal for tactile 
stimulation or cognitive therapy. 10 different outer materials and colors. 
Size: 12,5x12,5cm.
Weight: 75g. Filling material: recycled plastic pellets. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592461  

  Set of 10 Thera-Feel & Find Balls

These ten Thera-Feel and Find balls look the same…yet each of the five 
no-bounce ball-shaped bags has a match. The secret is revealed by carefully 
feeling what is inside. Each of the five pairs also has a different weight so 
one can sequence the pairs from lightest to heaviest. Plenty of language 
opportunities around in describing how each ball-shaped bag feels or 
sounds. Fluff, gel, pellets, beads and balls fill the pairs. Intriguing, tactile 
challenge.
Material: vinyl. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M592500 6cm 75g 

  Set of 3 MudBalls

This set of three balls has three unique textures 
on the inside AND the outside. Each exterior has 
a bumpy, pointy, or smooth textured surface. Each 
inside is filled with large beads, small beads or 
sand. There is a hidden snake in each ball for an 
added surprise to get those fingers working. Use 
as a fidget or for an abundance of communication 
opportunities describing similarities and differences.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581925 10cm 260g 

  Set of 3 Roll-N-Rattle 
Sensory Balls

When fully inflated, the small plastic beads fill 
only 1/3 of the ball’s chamber, and provide an 
audible feedback when the ball is rolled or shaken. 
These beads can also provide a deadening effect 
and turn the balls into bean bags, depending on 
the degree of inflation. Thanks to their bumps 
and tacky surface, the Roll-N-Rattle Balls are very 
easy to catch and to hold.
Color: red/blue/yellow.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570420 10cm 125g 

  Set of 3 Grab-N-Balls

The outward grippy texture of the Grab-N-Ball 
is the same as the Roll-N-Rattle’s one, while the 
chamber is filled with small PVC balls that silently 
glide off each other in a non-toxic gel.
Color: red/blue/yellow.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570421 10cm 166g 
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  Transparent Activity Ball

Inflatable transparent beach ball containing a cylinder with multicolored 
foam shapes rolling from one end to the other when the ball is in movement. 
This ball provides extra sensory input as it stimulates eye mobility, amplifies 
the product’s three-dimensional feature and is also a support 
for playful activities. Practice place: inside.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570200  32cm 110g 

  Set of 4 Sand Balls

These no-bounce, durable, weighted balls are 
just the right size for kids’ hands and pretty hard 
to put down. They are great to use as tactile 
stimulation tool and as bean bags. The extra 
weight leads to improved awareness and gross 
motor control.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581910 8cm 140g 

  Grabits

Grabits is a unique tool for grabbing and holding. 
It has the landing characteristics of a bean bag 
but is designed to be tossed like a horseshoe. 
The possibilities created by the flexibility and 
stretchability of the grip section, as well as the 
tactile stimulation, are endless. Grabits are filled 
with small PVC balls that move in a non-toxic gel.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592433

  Sensation Ball

Ball with two small hard plastic balls inside. 
As they roll, the user hears them while 
simultaneously seeing them. As an added 
measure of fun, the inside balls act as eccentric 
weights making the ball roll and bounce slightly 
erratic and unpredictable.
Color: transparent. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570210 17,8cm 90g 

  Set of 3 Rubbabu Mini Sensory Balls

Three textured tactile balls in bright colors and shapes that are fun to hold, 
rub and squeeze. These soothing and sensory balls are great as fidget toys, 
stress balls, or just to play with. They have the signature Rubbabu velvety 
feel. Packaged in a box.
Color: blue/pink/green. Material: natural rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452275 5cm 50g 

  Set of 6 Rubbabu Tactile Balls

These irresistible fuzzy and squishy balls keep kids safe and entertained 
for hours at end. The velvety soft and tactile surface provides sensory 
stimulation. The perfect size for one-handed or two-handed play. They 
bounce well making them versatile toys for many games. 
The soft material keeps young children safe and is great for kids with special 
needs. Great for developing fine and gross motor skills!
Color: 6 colors. Material: natural rubber. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M452272 10cm 95g 

  Set of 10 Knead-A-Balls

Squeeze the Knead-A-Ball and within a few seconds it returns back to its 
full diameter. Made from breathable foam polymer that’s great for hand 
exercises. Also ideal for primary catch and throw activities or beginning 
striking skills. The balls are packed by 10 in a cardboard box.
Color: yellow. Material: polyurethane foam. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581210  6,5cm 24g 
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  Set of 3 Glitter Knobby Balls

The Glitter Knobby Balls offer tactile stimulation, help processing tactile 
information and promote perception and circulation. Versatile balls that can 
be handled or touched and used for gymnastics exercises, body massage, etc. 
Inflatable, with needle valve.
Color: purple/orange/green.  
Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492755 10cm 60g 

  Set of 12 DNA Squishy Balls

This DNA Squishy Ball is filled with mini spheres in hot neon colors, offering 
an irresistible visual and tactile experience. It is fun to stretch, squish, 
squeeze and toss at home, at school or at work. Change the ball’s shape by 
manipulating it! Non-toxic and latex-free, this fidget is a great stress reducer 
and hand strengthener. Balls are packed individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492900 7cm 100g 

  Set of 12 Glitter Bead Squishy Balls

This Squishy, non-toxic, latex-free ball is full of beads and glitter. You won’t 
resist this added sparkle effect! Squeeze, stretch, squish or toss the ball: it 
will keep the shape you’ve created. Use it at home, at work or at school as a 
great stress reducer and hand strengthener.  
Balls are packed individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492901 7cm 130g 

  Set of 12 Smiley Face Squishy Balls

This cute Squishy ball is fun to look at and offers a tactile and visual 
experience that relieves anxiety, helps strengthen fingers and promote 
calmness. It is filled with smiley face spheres surrounded by a non-toxic gel 
in a soft, pliable, stretchy skin. This latex-free ball keeps the shape you’ve 
created by handling it. Ideal for home, work or classroom use.  
Balls are packed individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492902 7cm 110g 

  Set of 12 Morph Squishy Balls

Our soft skin Morph Squishy ball is filled with sand material. This super fun 
fidget allows the user to stretch, squish and squeeze it many ways: make 
it long or flat, twist it, turn it into a ball or a funny shape... Possibilities are 
endless! It has a calming effect, reduces anxiety and strengthens fingers. 
Ideal for all ages from 3 years old: to use at home, at school or at work.  
Balls are packed individually and sold in a box of 12.
Color: on availability. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492903 7cm 180g 

  Set of 6 Water Bead Squeeze Balls

These colorful, squeezable gel stress balls contain soft jelly water beads that 
can be squished, squeezed, and pulled for a satisfying sensory experience. 
These balls help to relieve stress or anxiety, promote focus and calmness 
and help reduce tension.  
Outside material : TPR. Small inner beads made of acrylate polymer.
Color: multicolor. Practice place: inside. As from 3 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M591635 6cm 100g 
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  Set of 4 Sensory Floor Tiles

A wonderful visual and tactile experience, that really does encourage you 
to move around and explore the surfaces. They are very thin floor tiles 
with flowing colors that swirl around as you move on them. The tiles are 
filled with cosmetic liquid (non-toxic), completely sealed and have a non-
slip bottom. The protective layer on the top is highly scratch and abrasion 
resistant. They will withstand any amount of jumping on and strenuous use 
by children and adults as well as the weight of wheelchairs and trolleys. 
They can also be used on a table top or any flat surface. It only needs a little 
pressure to create a dramatic visual effect.
Color: multicolor.  
Material: PVC, PE, water with cosmetic  
liquid (non-toxic).  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions

M592455 30x30cm

M592456 50x50cm

  Squidgy Fidgets -  
Circle Set

The colorful gel-filled (non-toxic) shapes are 
fun to squish — employing focus, attention, 
fine motor coordination and spatial relationship 
practice. They can be used to develop hand-eye 
coordination, dexterity and finger strength. The 
Circle Set can be manipulated with your fingers, 
hands and even feet!  
Set includes one 9cm and one 19cm circle.
Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592651

  Squidgy Fidgets - Tangram Set

The colorful gel-filled (non-toxic) shapes are fun to squish — employing 
focus, attention, fine motor coordination and spatial relationship practice. 
They can be used to develop hand-eye coordination, dexterity and finger 
strength. The Tangram Set is great to be used as a game, stimulates 
creativity, teaches color recognition and geometric shapes.  
It keeps both minds and fingers busy! It includes all seven  
shapes of a tangram puzzle that can be put together  
to form thousands of designs.  
Complete puzzle size: 16x16cm.
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592652

  Squidgy Fidgets -  
Finger Set

The colorful gel-filled (non-toxic) shapes are 
fun to squish — employing focus, attention, 
fine motor coordination and spatial relationship 
practice. They can be used to develop hand-eye 
coordination, dexterity and finger strength. The 
Finger Set is ideal for finger exercices and small 
hands but also to take anywhere with you.  
Set includes one small rectangle shape (10x4cm) 
and one small oval shape (10x5cm).
Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592650

  Squidgy Fidgets -  
Mini Timers Set

The colorful gel-filled (non-toxic) Mini Timers 
are fun to squish - employing focus, attention, 
fine motor coordination and spatial relationship 
practice. This set of 3 Mini Timers is ideal to take 
anywhere with you and can be used to develop 
hand-eye coordination, dexterity and finger 
strength. Placed vertically, the shapes make it 
possible to visualize the time passing by because 
the glitter will slowly slide to the lower part 
through the channel. Those fidgets will also learn 
the player to be patient.
Height: 10cm. Width: 5,5cm.
Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592653

  Sensory Sequin Panel

This tactile Sensory Panel is an effective way to develop creativity and to 
stimulate the senses by sight and touch. Dual colored sequins are appealing 
and eye-catching. Swipe your hand along them to make designs or just to 
feel the scaly feeling of the sequins as they flip over. Combine different 
colors for more fun and school use. Panels can be lied on a table or hanged 
on a wall. 
Material : PET sequins with 100% Polyester fabric backing, wooden frame. 
Surface washable only.
Sold by: each.

  Weighted Sequin Fidget

Attractive looking fidget with gentle weight (450g) that will help children 
to focus or relax but also stimulate fine motor movement. Perfect shape to 
hold in one hand or to place on a lap. Reversible shiny sequins easily flip 
over, providing a calming tactile input for fingers and a captivating visual 
sensation at the same time.  
Material : PET sequins backed with 100% Polyester mesh  
filled with very small steel beans.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color

M492815 8x20cm green/gold

Ref. Size Color

M492810 40x40cm blue-green/mat black

M492811 40x40cm pink/silver

M492812 40x40cm blue/silver
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  Wooden Rocking Tunnel

This Wooden Rocking Tunnel in attractive colors is both a rocker and 
a tunnel: it allows you to work your balance as well as your hand-eye 
coordination by crawling under or climbing over it. This tunnel is ideal for 
strengthening your legs and back muscles and improving your posture. 
The Rocking Tunnel is easy to assemble and does not take a lot of space. 
The four handles ease the movement and ensure safety when rocking. Made 
from FSC-labelled plywood, varnished, and painted with water-based paint. 
Delivered unassembled.
Length: 106cm. Width: 51cm. Height: 38cm. Maximum user weight: 50kg. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M410160

  Pair of GaitSpots

Provide auditory feedback for phases of gait.
A wonderful auditory tool for encouraging heel strike, toe off (push off), 
jumping, stepping, hopping or fluent gait. Each GaitSpot features 1 squeaker, 
1 heel/toe loop, and an adjustable hook-and-loop strap that enables the 
GaitSpot to fit on most shoes from size 19 (EU) through size 36 (EU).  
Just strap on a GaitSpot and their feet are ready to squeak.
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M592440  

  Rocking Balance Beam

This Balance Beam is ideal to work on balance, proprioception and gross 
motor skills with young children (3 to 6). It can be used by itself laying on 
the floor, with its two bases on each side for added difficulty or even with 
one single seesaw base in the middle for highest difficulty.  
It is a fun addition to your obstacle course.  
Contains: 1 beam and 2 bases with connector piece.
Color: blue. Length: 80cm. Width: 14,5cm. Height: 10cm.  
Maximum user weight: 60kg. Weight: 1,7kg. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403612

  Set of 6 Balance Sound Steps

These 6 colorful soft stepping pads make a sound when stepped/jumped on 
or off, and can be used to provide proprioceptive and auditory stimulation. 
These light pads encourage and reinforce your sense of balance and provide 
jumping fun! Ideal for addressing gravitational insecurities. Antislip surface 
on their backside. Outer surface material: PU fabric. Inner material: PE foam.
Color: 6 colors. Height: 5cm. Diameter: 25cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592387

  Roller Tunnel

Get your kids' motor planning skills rolling with this kid-sized tunnel! Get the 
child inside the roller tunnel in a crawling position and he can use hands to 
move forward or backward. Around and around he’ll go, learning what it feels 
like to rock and balance with every turn and twist!  
Outer tunnel made of brightly colored foam and vinyl.  
Can be disassembled for easy transport and storage. Delivered disassembled.
Color: multicolor. Diameter: 86cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592427

  See-Through Tunnel

This tunnel provides a safe, non-threatening way to encourage gross motor 
exercise and cross-pattering coordination. This durable, transparent mesh 
tunnel enables kids to see out and helps you provide better supervision. 
The unique see-through shell of the tunnel reduces feelings of enclosure for 
kids who may be nervous. Tunnel ends offer the ability to connect multiple 
tunnels thanks to their Velcro® parts. Folds flat.  
Includes a carry bag for easy storage and transport.
Color: black. Length: 250cm. Diameter: 50cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M551435
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  Air Stability Wobble Cushion & Pump

Versatile inflatable cushion can be used while sitting, standing, or lying 
on the floor. It can be used while seated to release accumulated energy, 
improve concentration and promote a good sitting posture.  
Used while standing it enhances proprioceptive and balance skills. 
Smooth bumps on one side of the cushion provide a tactile experience and 
can help improve difficulties with tactile defensiveness. The other side has 
smaller, less-dense tactile receptors.  
Durable PVC construction. Small needle pump included.
Height: 6cm. Diameter: 34cm. Maximum user weight: 200kg. Material: PVC. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M591630 green

M591631 grey

  BittyBottom

This pint-sized seat cushion is perfect for smaller bottoms. Each BittyBottom 
is molded to be a perfect fit and contains small PVC balls for a smooth 
experience. Cushions are ideal for kids who need to wiggle, fidget and move! 
Use on the ground, on a chair, during mealtime, circle time, and...just about 
any time!
Diameter: 20cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M545016  

  Core Disk

Inflatable Core Disk can be sat on or stood on. The Core Disk can be used to 
provide stability for positioning or can be free flowing for development of 
balance skills and trunk strength. The more air you add, the less effective 
the fillings are. Eventually, users are almost sitting or standing on air alone. 
The Core Disk is filled with small plastic pellets.
Color: yellow. Diameter: 30cm.  
Maximum user weight: 108kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M545010

  Gel-E-Seat Cushion

The Gel-E-Seat is a wonderful (wheel)chair cushion for individuals with 
special seating needs. Each gel-filled, tiny square provides the ultimate feel 
in both pressure-relief and wiggle-relief. Great seat fidget. Aside from its 
therapeutic seating properties, the Gel-E-Seat is also a unique weighted pad 
for the lap, legs or trunk. Perfect for use at home or in the classroom.
Weight : 900g. Size : 27x27cm.
Color: green. Material: PU. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592509

  Think-N-Roll Foot Roller

The Think-N-Roll easily attaches to the 
front of any standard classroom chair 
and provides a foot roller for "busy" feet. 
Made from soft, closed-cell foam, PVC and 
bungee cord, the Think-N-Roll provides a 
quiet ride!
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592445  
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Core for kids
The body’s core consists of several 
muscle groups that, when in their 
proper length and optimal “tone”, 
provide a steady support from which 
all other movements are initiated.
We have to encourage activities that 
will stimulate core stability during 
both static and dynamic activities. 
This is especially crucial when working 
with children who have special needs, 
as their bodily sense is already 
compromised.

  PedaYoga Starter Set

The perfect set to start with the PedaYoga method.  
Set contains: 56 mini cards poses and emotions, 32 teacher pose sheets,  
1 dice pair and 1 nylon carry bag to store and transport everything.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M590055  

  Megaform Fit Ball

Highly resistant therapy and exercise ball. Mostly adapted for fitness or 
prenatal gymnastic exercises. In addition to its high resistance, the Fit Ball 
has been developed to avoid all risk of burst.  
Maximum user weight: 45cm: 150kg ; 55, 65 and 75cm: 250kg.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color

M402239 45cm turquoise

M402243 55cm blue

M402244 65cm grey

M402245 75cm purple

  Sit-N-Play Kids Balance Ball

Our Sit-N-Play Kids Balance Ball is ideal for kids aged from 3 to 6 years old. 
They can play with it, train their balance but also sit and focus on other 
things. Includes an inflatable ring that stabilizes the ball for 
easier balance but is also useful to store the ball away when 
not in use. Antiburst ball. Material: PVC. Weight: 1250g.  
Maximum user weight: 100kg.  
Age: 3-6 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color

M403500 30cm blue

  Comfy Bean Bag Cushion

This versatile cushion provides a soft touch and comfort while seating in 
class or during mindfulness and yoga practice. This cushion improves the 
body position, relieves pressure from knees and is also an ideal tool for 
children who need to wiggle in class. The soft, stretchy fabric cover and 
small polystyrene pellet filling adapt 
perfectly to each body’s shape.  
Maximum user weight: 100kg.  
Cover fabric: Lycra.  
Care advice: hand-wash, air-dry.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color Diameter

M592680 green 33cm 

M592681 blue 33cm 

  Set of 6 Emotion Cushions

An essential component of the educational space! Those cushions are 
excellent support tools for learning and communicating emotions. They can 
also be used in a therapeutic setting for children and adults. Each cushion 
displays one of the 6 universal emotions: anger, joy, sadness, fear, surprise 
and disgust. Those cushions can be put on the ground or hung on the wall.
Easy to store.  
Diameter: 32cm.  
Material: cushions made of polyurethane  
foam covered with polyester fabric.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M410140  
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  manimo® Stress Ball

These stress balls stimulate senses as much as fine motor. 
Made from sparkly Lycra® for added visual stimulation, they 
have an awesome texture and make a great fidget toy. 
They are a source of comfort.  
Tough, durable and hand washable. Assorted colors.  
Outside fabric:  
Lycra®: 80% Polyester, 20% Spandex.  
Filling: high density PE. Color: on availability.  
As from 3 years old.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Weight

M592580  Half moon ball 110g 

M592581  Full moon ball 110g 

  Set of 6 Tactile Mini Mats

From soft as grass to scaly as snakeskin: each of these 
six Tactile Mini Mats is different - six structures and 
six colors to explore with your eyes and skin. The mats 
can be placed on the floor or table or hung on the wall 
- where children can explore them with their feet or 
hands. Engages children to touch and describe textures 
that feel like grass, glitter, sandpaper, plush, snake skin 
and carpet. These Mini Mats are designed for all little 
explorers who like to capture their environment with 
their senses.  
But it is also suitable for children with tactile perception 
disorders as they can train their external perception in 
a safe environment. The coating on the back ensures 
that the Mini Mats do not slip. The hole in the top edge 
makes it easy to hang them on the wall.
Each tile measures: 20x25cm.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Size Color

M592386 20x25cm 6 colors

  Pair of Sensory Gloves

If children’s hands keep getting into their mouth, this is the solution! The 
super-soft coral-like gloves distract your children so they won’t scratch or 
bite their fingernails. Use them to desensitize overly sensitive skin areas 
or address the senses while stroking or massaging the arms, back, face and 
neck of your fosterlings. This way you can relieve tension and nervousness 
in a pleasant way.
Dimensions: 16,5cm (length) x 8,9cm (width).
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Color

M592377  red

  Pair of Massage Balls

When rolled along the body these Massage 
Balls provide a kneading effect resulting in deep 
muscle release and increased blood flow to 
the affected area to promote healing. Massage 
Balls can also be used for a variety of massage 
techniques.
Material: PVC. Areas of application: relaxation, 
stress reduction, tactile stimulation. Sold by: pair.

Ref. Color Diameter

M592522 blue/green 6cm 

M592523 blue/green 8cm 

  Deep Pressure Roller

This soft foam roller provides deep pressure 
massage and is the perfect tool for sensory 
seekers and sensory under-responsive individuals. 
Kids love the feel of it and using it only a few 
minutes will increase their ability to focus. Use 
with adult supervision.
Color: variable. Material: latex free rubber foam. 
Length: 30cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M592521  

  Set of 10 Sensory Brushes
Sensory brush is a crucial tool for working with 
children or adults’ sensory impairments. It can 
be used for light massages all over the body to 
desensitize in case of tactile hypersensitivity, or 
to stimulate in case of hyposensitivity. Semi-rigid 
bristles. Ideal for clinic or home use.
Color: white. Material: LDPE. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M592382  

  Set of 5 Sensory Texture Mats

Set includes 5 Sensory Texture Mats with different shapes, 
colors and textures: 1 yellow circle with a circled surface,  
1 green square with a lined surface, 1 orange triangle with 
a triangular surface, 1 pink flower with a bumpy surface 
and 1 blue hexagon with a spiked surface.
Material: silicone. Diameter: 25cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492732  
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  manimo® Weighted Lizard

Lizard-shaped manimo®. Shiny fabric for increased visual stimulation. Its 
shape is ideal to be placed around neck, on shoulders, thighs or on chest.
Textile composition: 80% Polyester, 20% Spandex.  
Filling material: HDPE balls (high density polyethylene).  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592570 2kg blue

M592571 2kg green

  manimo® Weighted Dolphin

Dolphin-shaped manimo®. Velvety soft fabric. Its shape is ideal to be placed 
around neck, on shoulders and thighs.  
Available in 2 different weights.
Textile composition: 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex.  
Filling material: HDPE balls (high density polyethylene).  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592574 1kg purple

M592575 2kg blue

  manimo® Weighted Turtle 2-in-1

The weighted turtle is our first ever 2-in-1 manimo®! The body and shell 
(1kg each piece) can be placed on different areas of the body, for an all-
around comforting experience. Soft and lovable, it will become a favorite 
among children and adults.
Textile composition: 80% Polyester, 20% Spandex.  
Filling material: PE pellets. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592560 2kg blue

manimo® weighted animals
manimo® weighted animals are loving companion pets! They are children’s comforting companion 
and valuable partners for parents. manimo® helps children remain attentive in class, maintains focus 
for homework, alleviates excess energy or provides the necessary calmness for bedtime. They can 
also accompany a child during moments of relaxation, develop imagination, or simply be there to hug! 
manimo®’s weight ranges from 1 kg to 2,5 kg depending on the type, provides deep pressure to help 
a child feel where his body is in a space and is relaxing. manimo® can be placed as required on the shoulders and around the neck or on the child’s lap 
depending on the shape of each animal. Due to the animal’s weight, recommended use is 15 - 20 minute periods. As from 3 years old.

  manimo® Weighted Frog

The Weighted Frog is the heaviest manimo® weighted animal: it is perfect 
for grownups who can use it on thighs or chest. Made from sparkly Lycra® for 
visual stimulation. Textile composition: 80% Nylon, 20% Lycra.  
Filling material: PE pellets.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592565 2,5kg green

  manimo® Weighted Dog

The dog is human’s best friend! Chic and elegant, the manimo® weighted 
dog with velvet coating also allows to work on fine motor skills (the scarf 
can be handled) and can be a source of olfactory stimulation (the scarf can 
be perfumed). It can be used on the shoulders, chest, back or thighs.
Textile composition: 95% Polyester, 5% Spandex. Filling material: PE pellets. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592561 1kg grey

M592562 2kg grey

  manimo® Weighted Cat

The manimo® weighted cat is the ideal pet! Chic and elegant, the weighted 
cat with velvet coating also allows to work on fine motor skills (the ribbon 
can be handled) and can be a source of olfactory stimulation (the ribbon can 
be perfumed). It can be used on the shoulders, chest, back or thighs.
Textile composition: 95% Polyester, 5% Spandex. Filling material: PE pellets. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592563 1kg blue

M592564 2kg blue
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  Weighted Snake

A great companion at home or in the classroom! This plush snake is filled 
with approximately 2kg of beads. Soft and cuddly, it makes the perfect 
buddy to hang around your shoulders, to sit on your lap or to wrap around 
your body (to feel your body’s limits). The snake also stimulates imagination 
and symbolic games. Designed to provide deep 
pressure input throughout the day.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Length: 100cm. Filling material: glass beans.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592374 2,2kg green

  Weighted Cat

This weighted cat is as functional as it is cute! Gentle, comforting pressure 
allows the user to feel more grounded, focused, and secure. For use at 
home, school, or during therapy. It is also an ideal companion for adults with 
impairments or Alzheimer.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. Length: 36cm.  
Filling material: steel sand. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592373 1,9kg grey

  Weighted Teacher's Pet

Our pets Dachshund Dog and Dalmation Baby Dog are no ordinary pets: 
they are soft, huggable and weighted. Designed especially for handing to 
the child who is having trouble sitting still or focusing during desk time, 
dinnertime, etc.
These weighted dogs love to be held but are just as content sitting on the 
lap to provide the just-right-amount of input needed to calm your wiggler 
or alert the child with low tone. They are also great listeners for emergent 
readers (they never correct) and provide a great ear for challenged speakers.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Filling material: glass beans.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Type

M592434 0,91kg dalmatian baby dog

M592477 2,27kg dachshund dog

  Smiling Starfish

These 2 starfishes will attract any sensory 
seeking individual to their oh-so-soft tactile 
surfaces. In addition, they are weighted! They 
can be used individually as weighted pillows. 
When linked together, they can be used as a mini 
blanket. Large starfish weighs 1kg and is 60cm 
wide, and the small weighs 0,50kg and is 40cm 
wide. There are snaps on the starfish to hook 
them together if desired.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. 
Filling material: glass beans.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref. Weight Color

M592517 1,5kg yellow/green

  Shoulder Snake

Our Shoulder Snake is a weighted oh-so-soft to 
hug and touch, friendly looking snake that can be 
used for sensory integration therapy. It can be 
placed across the shoulders, on a lap or just held 
all the time providing wonderful deep calming 
pressure and a soft feel.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Length: 76cm.  
Filling material: PP pellets.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592370 1kg purple

M592372 2kg blue

  Mr. Veggie & Mr. Fruity

With their weight and soft touch Mr. Veggie & 
Mr. Fruity are great companions at home or in the 
classroom. Through their deep pressure input 
they provide relaxation, a better perception of 
the body's integrity and limits and an increase 
of attention. Their friendly look also stimulates 
creativity and storytelling.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Filling material: PP pellets.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color Type

M592394 1,05kg yellow Mr. Fruity

M592398 1,25kg orange Mr. Veggie

  Giant Weighted Sensory Caterpillar

This Giant Weighted Sensory Caterpillar is a great therapeutic tool to 
stimulate the child’s proprioceptive and tactile systems. The caterpillar is 
filled with 12 weighted bags (170g each) that can be removed easily to 
adjust the toy’s weight to the user’s needs or to wash the cover.
Use this weighted toy for kids with attention deficit, hyperactivity, anxiety, 
sensory information processing disorders, autism spectrum disorders, 
behavioral disorders... It aims to relieve physical and emotional stress, relax 
the child and provide a sense of comfort, understand the limits of his body 
and help to focus on other educational exercises.
Length: 135cm. Filling material: PP pellets.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592690 2,5kg green
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  Weighted Vest

Velvety soft and comfortable to wear, this therapy aid promotes awareness of body 
position without immobilizing the user. Weight packs are inserted below wearer’s 
center of gravity in concealed pockets at front and/or rear of vest to provide deep 
pressure and a calming sense of body stability. Vest slips over head easily and closes 
at sides with velcro®-fasteners. Weights are made from neoprene fabric which is filled 
with gray mineral sand.
Size X-Small: Waist: 61cm. Height: 30-41cm (adjustable)
Size Small: Waist: 76cm. Height: 38-51cm (adjustable)
Size Medium: Waist: 86cm. Height: 43-56cm (adjustable).
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Textile care advice: machine washable.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Color

M592525 XS 0,9kg red

M592526 S 1,4kg blue

M592527 M 1,8kg green

  Lay-On-Me Blanket

This is by far the softest weighted blanket in the market! With its soothing 
texture (fleece), green color and the weight evenly distributed throughout 
each of the 108 squares, it is the blanket you won’t ever want to share. 
An ideal calmer for sensory seekers and those needing weight to organize. 
Weights can not be removed.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Textile care advice: washable on surface only. Filling material: PP pellets. 
Dimensions: 76x86cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M592519  2,1kg 

  Pair of Abiliweights

These adorable weights are not only useful, they 
are attractive to kids of all abilities. Soft to touch, 
each weight features smileys and a secure hook-
and-loop closure. Fits wrists and ankles from 12 
to 27cm circumference.
Textile composition: 100% Cotton.  
Filling material: metal sand. Sold by: pair.

Ref. Weight

M592388  0,11kg 

  Ribbed Lap Pad

This soft, tactile, ribbed, corduroy lap pad is the perfect companion for the 
wiggly child. Its soothing surface provides a great outlet for fidgety fingers 
while providing an overall calming effect. Use on the lap or anywhere 
additional pressure is needed. An ideal tool for children with sensory 
processing disorders or those responding well to weight. Weights can not be 
removed.
Textile composition: 70% Polyester, 30% Cotton.  
Textile care advice: handwash. Filling material: glass beans, PP pellets. 
Dimensions: 38x28cm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M592392  1,3kg 

  Soft Velvet Lap Pad

Thanks to their deep pressure input, weighted Lap Pads help children to 
calm and organize themselves in a seated position. Lap Pads also encourage 
focus, attention and concentration. The irresistibly soft cover with dots 
provides tactile stimulation. Use under adult supervision.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Textile care advice: flat drying, handwash.  
Filling material: glass beans. Dimensions: 50x25cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592675  1,4kg red

M592676  2,3kg yellow

  Weighted Blanket

Weighted blanket made from soft, comfortable fabric provides proprioceptive 
feedback and a sense of stability. The weights fit into the channels, which 
keep them in place and evenly distributed.  
Includes a metal weight puller to help insert the weights in the channels.  
Remove the weights prior to washing. Blanket size: 90cmx122cm.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. Textile care advice: washing at 30°C. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Weight

M592548 3,7kg 
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ARK’s Z-Vibe® is an innovative vibratory tool for oral motor therapy and 
beyond. Use it to normalize sensitivities and to improve a variety of speech 
and feeding skills. The Z-Vibe® is highly recommended for individuals 
with low oral tone, oral defensiveness, and/or texture aversions who need 
sensory oral motor stimulation.  
Made in the USA out of medical grade materials.  
Z-Vibe includes a special Z-Vibe battery. 
Spare parts kit includes: 1 motor assembly,  
1 Z-Vibe battery, 2 compression springs,  
and 1 switch tip.
Sold by: each.
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  Jigglers Pair

Use the calming and organizing input of low-
intensity vibration and learn why Jigglers are 
a must! This chewable and durable oral facial 
massager is ideal for special needs therapy and 
oral stimulation. The elephant's ears are great as 
a spoon for orally defensive children.  
Battery not included. Battery Type: AA.  
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M592350  

  Octo Pad

Whether your kids like the soft furry face, smooth eyes, tactile tentacles, 
springy hair or just the weighted feel of the pad, this is surely the lap pad 
that will have your kids sitting. In addition, this great little pad vibrates with 
just the pull of a string!
Size: 34cmx60cm. 
Made of felt.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M592465 0,86kg 

  Vibrating Tactile Snake

This plush, friendly, lovable snake is the ideal partner for children who 
need to do a lot of squeezing and touching. Each of the 6 sections has a 
different feel (foam, memory foam, beads, vibration, marbles, quiet rattle), 
that encourages touch and manipulation giving hands and fingers a great 
workout. A terrific companion during circle time, homework time or snuggling 
down to sleep.  
Pull string vibrator.  
No batteries needed. 
Length: 86cm.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color

M592474 0,64kg green

  Z-Vibe

Ref. Type

M592535 Z-Vibe Royal Blue

M592536 Z-Vibe Spare Parts Kit

M592537 Z-Vibe Spare Battery

Why vibration ?

Did you know vibration offers calming and organizing input for most people?
The activation of touch receptors and deep receptors is why massage is so relaxing and invigorating. The mouth and face have enormous 
sensitivity. By providing chew opportunities that involve vibration, very often a child can organize and calm down. It is important to allow 
individuals to explore vibration on their own terms and pace. Whether an individual has hypersensivity or hyposensivity, vibration helps to 
“normalize” sensation.

  Set of 3 ChewEase 
Pencil Topper
Improves productivity and concentration!
Socially-appropriate, this pencil topper is almost 
invisible. Easily slides over the tip of a standard 
pencil to put self-regulation where you need it 
and when you need it. Improve work productivity 
and concentration. Nice for environments where 
chewing gum is not allowed. A lifesaver for 
homework, too! 
Length: 10cm. Material: PU. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Material density Color

M592357 soft transparent

  ARK's Krypto-Bite Chewable Pencil Topper

Does chewing on pen caps and pencil erasers sound familiar? ARK's Krypto-Bite Chewable Pencil 
Toppers are a safe solution for kids and adults who need to chew. Chewing can be a very effective way 
to help calm, self-regulate, and focus, so these chewy tools are a perfect pairing for homework, note-
taking, and more. They also add extra weight to the pencil for increased hand awareness and for helping 
the pencil comfortably rest in the web space between the thumb and pointer finger. They conveniently 
fit over standard HB pencils. Length: 7cm. They come in three different toughness levels: soft (navy 
blue) - recommended for mild chewers -, XT for "Xtra Tough" (turquoise) - recommended for moderate 
chewers - and XXT for "Xtra Xtra Tough" (royal blue) - recommended for avid chewers.
Material: TPE. Sold by: each.

Ref. Material density Color

M592590 medium navy blue

M592591 hard turquoise

M592592 very hard royal blue
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Ref. Material density Color

M592531 hard green

M592532 medium purple

M592534 textured purple

M592549 very hard royal blue
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  ARK's Brick Stick Chew Necklace

ARK's Brick Stick Textured Chew Necklace provides a safe, wearable, 
discreet, and cool solution for those who need to chew. Use this "chewelry" 
as an oral fidget (or even hand fidget) to help calm, soothe, and self-regulate 
during times of stress, to better focus during homework and other activities, 
for sensory oral motor input, and/or as a safe alternative to chewing/biting 
on fingers, knuckles, shirts, pencils, etc.  
Each pendant is sold individually with its own breakaway necklace cord.  
They come in three different toughness levels: soft (red) - recommended for 
mild chewers, XT for "Xtra Tough" (lime green) - recommended for moderate 
chewers and XXT for "Xtra Xtra Tough" (blue) - recommended for avid chewers.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Material density Color

M592543 medium red

M592544 hard green

M592545 very hard blue

  ARK Grabber®

ARK’s Grabbers® are medical grade chew 
tools for chewing, mouthing, and oral motor 
development. Use them to practice biting and 
chewing skills, exercise the mouth muscles, build 
oral tone, and provide proprioceptive feedback to 
the lips, tongue, cheeks, and jaw.  
The handle makes them easy to hold.
Material: TPE. Sold by: each.

  Chewlery Set
Chewlery is a great way to keep kids from chewing on their clothes, while 
letting them work through their chewing tendencies. It’s also great for oral 
motor stimulating activities. This collection of non-toxic, colorful, plastic 
jewelry includes necklaces (16cm) and bracelets (6cm) that «streeeetch».
Available in Regular (1cm) and Mega (2cm) width.
Material: polyurethane.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Material density Type Color

M592360 soft 1 Necklace and 1 Bracelet multicolor

M592368 soft Set of 7 Necklaces multicolor

M592369 soft Set of 7 Bracelets multicolor

  Blaster

This tool is a versatile and fun way to build respiration. One of the few 
mouth toys that provide both suck and blow opportunities. Place a bright 
pom-pom in the Blaster and watch the fun begin! Clamp on the end cap, and 
visually track the pom-poms back and forth.  
Great ocular and respiration choices. 12 pom-poms included.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M592514  multicolor

  ARK Krypto Bite Chewable Gem 
Necklace

ARK's Krypto-Bite® Gem Necklace provides 
a safe, wearable, and discreet solution for 
kids and adults who need to chew. Use 
this "chewelry" as an oral fidget (or even 
hand fidget) to help calm, soothe, and 
self-regulate during times of stress, or to 
better focus during homework and other 
activities. Each pendant is sold individually 
with its own necklace cord.  
Comes in 3 color-coded toughness levels: 
standard - recommended for mild chewers, 
XT for "Xtra Tough" - for moderate 
chewers and XXT for "Xtra Xtra Tough" – 
for avid chewers.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Material density Color

M592595 medium navy blue

M592596 hard turquoise

M592597 very hard royal blue

  Sensory Chew Necklace with Pendant
This chewy is a good sensory tool to allow children and adolescents to 
improve their self-regulation, concentration, to calm down or reduce their 
stress.  
Made of silicone, non-toxic, free of BPA, phthalates, cadmium and lead.
Material: silicone. Sold by: each.

Ref. Material density Type Color

M592555 medium Purple Circle purple

M592556 medium Blue Geo blue
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  Jingle Trainer

Lightweighted ball designed for individuals with 
special needs. It is a hand stitched, synthetic 
leather ball that adds an auditory component to 
your activities. Easy to handle, it is 25% larger 
than a regular volleyball and makes a noise 
whenever it is moving. The sound comes from 
metal bells suspended inside the ball.
Material: synthetic leather.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570500 27cm 300g 

  Set of 6 Sensation Bell 
Balls

Each ball has 3 small bells inside. The bells add 
both tactile and auditory feedback for the player.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570220 17,8cm 190g 

  Set of 6 Colored 
Blindfolds

Thanks to their solid fabric and embedded corners 
around the edges these Blindfold Goggles are 
100% light-proof.
Textile fiber composition: Nylon 65%, 
Polyurethane 25%, Polyester 10%. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color User

M570235 6 colors junior/teenager/adult

  Set of 6 Slow Motion Balls

The Slow Motion Ball™ is an innovative approach to teach kicking, tossing 
and catching skills for students with physical disabilities and developmental 
delays, as well as general physical education students. By carefully adding 
measured amounts of a granular medium inside the ball, and using a highly 
tactile surface, we have made the patented Slow Motion Ball™ easier to 
kick, dribble, and catch. The internal medium also regulates the speed and 
distance the ball travels, which is slower than traditional playground balls. 
For students with ambulatory challenges, this keeps the ball in closer 
proximity and provides for a meaningful opportunity to learn new skills.
Color: 6 colors.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M581175  20cm 225g 

  Slow Motion Football

Slow Motion is a weighted football 
with 285g of sand inserted into the 
ball, which allows the ball to remain 
in play. The slow motion of the ball 
allows repetitive trials, independent 
skill development for students with 
disabilities, sensory integration and 
coordination issues.
Color: white. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: polyurethane.  
As from 8 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Diameter Weight

M592551 5 21,6cm 695g 

  Sensory Football

Sensory is a weighted football with 
285g of steel shot inserted into it, 
which allows the ball to remain in play. 
The sound of the steel shot allows 
students with vision impairment to 
track the ball as the ball remains in 
close proximity.
Color: white. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: polyurethane.  
As from 8 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Diameter Weight

M592550 5 21,6cm 650g 

  GoalBall Trainer Ball

The very safe GoalBall makes it the perfect choice for training at all grade 
levels. Its integral-skin PU shell provides both structure required for full-court 
rolling and shock absorbtion on capture or impact. Most importantly: the 
jingling of the 3 sleigh bells inside can be clearly heard through its openings 
throughout the ball's entire roll cycle.
Color: orange. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M492531 16cm 220g 

M492530 23cm 600g 
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  Torball

Ball with low rebound and with bells inside.  
Available in official size and weight for Torball competition (size 3 ball) and 
also available in size 5 for initiation and training.
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: PU.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Diameter Weight

M401245 3 19cm 450g 

M401246 5 22cm 510g 

  Wheelchair Football

This football has been especially designed to be used with a wheelchair.
Level: competition.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: polyester covered by PVC coating.  
Diameter: 33cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M401247  

  Pair of Curling-Pushers 
with Handles

Pair of pushers with telescopic handles. These 
come in red and blue. For use by pushing the 
Curling stone by the flat of the pushing blade 
resting on the Curling stone handle. Ideal for 
wheelchair players and if you find it hard to bend 
down. The Curling Stones are not included.
Blade width: 13cm. Handle length: 70cm 
extending until 125cm.  
Made from aluminium and plastic.
Sold by: pair.

Ref.

M112133

  Curling Set

This Curling Game is suitable for both able-bodied and disabled people. It can be played individually 
(each player using 4 stones) or as a team of two players using two stones each.
This set includes 4 red and 4 blue Curling stones and a carrying bag.  
The Curling stones are made from rubber compound and contain 3 steel bearings in the housings 
underneath this enables the Curling stones to run over smooth flooring.
Each stone is 130g – 18cm wide – 8cm high including handle. Bag size 42cmx37cm. 
Total weight: 10,5kg.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M112132

  Curling House Target

Target can be used with Curling, Bowls and Boccia.  
The Curling stone, bowl or ball that is nearest the centre scores.
Sheet made out of vinyl. Dimensions: 120cmx120cm.  
Product comes in a cardboard tube.
Weight: 600g. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M112134  

  Curling Sliders Target

Sliders Target can be played with Curling, Bowls and Boccia.
Ever decreasing block of color with the hardest block to achieve being the 
smallest, if you land in the circle in the 
middle of each color block or just break 
the line then you double the score of 
that bowl, ball or Curling stone.
Vinyl sheet measures : 2,4mx1,2m. 
Color: maroon/white.
This product comes in a cardboard 
tube.
Material: vinyl. Weight: 1200g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M112135  
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  Boccia Referee Set

Referee set for Boccia competition. Contains a calliper, measuring tape, a 
referee paddle (red/blue side) and a carry bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492515

  Boccia Target

Boccia target measuring 224x230cm.
Material: PVC. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M492521  

  Boccia Set

Boccia is a perfect game of inclusion, requiring an underhand toss of a 
weighted, hand-held ball. The objective of the game is to place the ball(s) 
closest to the target (a small target ball, often called the «jack». This set 
includes 12 handstiched bocce balls (6 each: red and blue), one target ball 
(white), one meter (2m long) and a handy carry bag. Available in three 
different hardness. Soft density balls give an advantage in terms of play: 
they allow a more accurate play because they roll a little less than medium 
(or hard) balls.
From a technical point of view, the softer the ball, the easier the grip which 
can be important for certain wrist or hand handicaps.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Diameter: 9cm. Sold by: set.

Ref. Density Color

M492518 soft red/blue

M492520 medium red/blue

M492519 hard red/blue

  Boccia Ramp

This specially developed ball sending ramp is aimed at providing people who 
have high support needs with a means of independently propelling balls of 
various sizes.
The inside section slides out to increase ramp length up to two meters or it 
can be removed completely to provide two one meter ramps. The ramp can 
be held on lap or supported by an assistant. Extremely durable, constructed 
from Forex®.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M492523

  Mini Boccia Set

This game set is a miniature version of our standard Boccia set. It enables to 
play indoors when there is not enough space to play the full game but is also 
perfect to be used with children. This set can even be played on a tabletop. 
Like the standard Boccia set, the Mini version contents 6 red and 6 blue balls, 
one white jack and a durable carrying case.
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched. Diameter: 5cm. Weight: 60g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492514 red/blue

  Sensory Sound Boccia Set

Boccia sport, taken from Boccia Paralympic discipline, can be played 
competitively or just for fun. This Sound Boccia Set allows people with visual 
impairments to also enjoy this game. It includes 13 hand stitched balls (6 
red and 6 blue and one white jack) and a carry bag. Each ball has on every 
other panel a mirrored shield covering holes which under have a bell to emit 
sound. This design allows the bells (3 inside each ball) to be heard loudly by 
all players, assisting the visually impaired with the placement of their next 
shot.
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Diameter: 8,6cm. Weight: 275g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492516 red/blue
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  Megaform ECO Handball

Environmentally friendly ball. Also perfect for 
Tchoukball game. This ball offers exactly the 
same grip properties as cellular rubber balls.
Color: yellow. Level: training. Practice place: inside. 
Material: 25% recycled rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M579200 0 5 - 8 years old

M579210 1 8 - 14 years old

M579220 2 As from 14 years old

  Megaform Flashy 
Handball

Ball with a honeycomb structure with an excellent 
grip and a very good bounce. Very resistant. Very 
player-friendly and appreciated by players at all 
levels.
Color: yellow/pink. Level: training and school. 
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: cellular rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401604 1 8 - 14 years old

  Megaform Gold Handball

Excellent match ball with very good performance, 
outstanding grip and soft touch.
Level: competition. Practice place: inside.  
Material: PU. Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Color

M401500 0 5 - 8 years old green/blue

M401501 1 8 - 14 years old mauve/blue

M401502 2 As from 14 years old orange/blue

M401503 3 As from 15 years old yellow/blue

  Megaform Silver 
Handball

Good quality ball with a good grip.
Color: blue/orange. Level: training.  
Practice place: inside. Material: synthetic leather. 
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401510 0 5 - 8 years old

M401511 1 8 - 14 years old

M401512 2 As from 14 years old

M401513 3 As from 15 years old

  Mini Handball Goal

Mini handball goal with reinforced corners and back support bar for increased 
resistance. Delivered with sand-filled bags to place within the bottom PVC 
tubes for maximum stability. Net with Velcro fastenings.  
Mesh thickness: 2,4mm.  
Delivered unassembled.
Material: PVC. Color: red/white.  
Level: initiation.  
Dimensions: 240x100x170cm.  
Weight: 11,2kg.  
Non-foldable.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Goal fixation type

M401550 weighted

  Spordas Max Handball

Very resistant handball with a honeycomb 
structure providing an exceptional grip and a very 
good bounce.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: cellular rubber.  
Manufacturing method: 
pasted.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Color

M401530 0 5 - 8 years old green/white

M401531 1 8 - 14 years old red/white

M401532 2 As from 14 years old orange/white

M401533 3 As from 15 years old blue/white

  Spordas Soft Play 
Handball

This soft handball is especially adapted for 
children and young players. This ball is very easy 
to grasp and throw, has a good bounce and does 
not hurt young fingers.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. 
Material: PVC. Manufacturing method: molded. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Color

M403000 0 5 - 8 years old neon blue

M403001 1 8 - 12 years old neon yellow
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  Handheld Ball Rebounder

The Handheld Ball Rebounder is a transportable rebound 
wall that allows coaches organizing more effective 
trainings with their players and goalkeepers. Especially 
suitable for handball and goalkeeper training, it can 
also be used to train responsiveness for any other 
athlete. Its convenient size makes back passes in 
different heights and angles possible.  
Net with high rebound force.  
Metal frame.
Color: black. Material: metal.  
Weight: 2,6kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M435430 60x60cm
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Ref. Size Age

M572344 4 8 - 12 years old

  Spordas Street Soccer 
Ball

Street Soccer Ball with ribbed, tire-like texture, 
excellent for use on abrasive surface.
Level: leisure. Practice place: outside. 
Material: cellular rubber. 
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401240 5 As from 12 years old

  Set of 6 Spordas Dur-O-Sport Footballs

Dur-O-Sport line was built to 
meet the institutional market 
expectations. Durable rubber 
construction and affordable 
price made them a best buy 
for any school or recreation 
program.
Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Size Age

M574210 4 8 - 12 years old

M574220 5 As from 12 years old

  Set of 6 Spordas Max Footballs

Nylon winding football providing a very good grip and excellent control.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: set.

  Spordas Max Super Soft 
Touch Football

Football with super soft touch texture and highly 
visible color.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: cellular rubber. 
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M574311 4 8 - 12 years old

M574310 5 As from 12 years old

  Spordas EasyControl 
Football

We added weight to the EasyControl Football 
which lowers its bounces and makes it much 
easier to control and remain in play. This ball 
is perfect for beginners since it improves their 
success rate. It is also interesting for playground 
use since this low-bounce ball avoids disturbing 
non-participative students.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: cellular rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M401237 3 green 5 - 8 years old

M401238 4 orange 8 - 12 years old

TRADITIONAL SPORTS
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  Indoor Gliding Foam Football

If you are looking for safe fun inside or accuracy training, this ball is the ideal 
product. The half football is made of soft foam and has a disk (material: ABS) 
on its underside that enables it to glide  
easily on almost any indoor surface and to  
stay on the ground. This ball also glides on a  
table and can be interesting for disabled  
people as well.  
Size: 7,5cm (H) x 15cm (L).
Color: black/yellow. Practice place: inside.  
Material: foam and ABS.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M826050 15cm 

  Mini SwingSkill Football

The Mini SwingSkill Football is a small football 
attached to a rope (1,5m long). The ideal ball for 
football initiation and training since it enables 
to develop specific football skills (two-footed 
performance, ball control, passing accuracy), 
to react faster and to improve in rhythm and 
coordination. This ball improves the performance 
of all athletes for whom speed and precision  
of leg movements are essential (basketball, 
handball, tennis…).
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: TPU. Diameter: 15cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M401010  
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  Megaform Gold Football

Competition ball with a 32-panel pattern. 
Abrasion-resistant. Reliable play and good shape 
properties. Level: competition.  
Practice place: outside. Material: Embossed PU 
surface, 4-fold polyester coating.  
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401201 5 As from 15 years old

  Megaform Street 
Star Ball

Practice ball with a 32-panel pattern. With its 
grained surface and wax-protected seams this 
ball has been designed for street soccer and use 
on abrasive surface.
Level: initiation. Practice place: outside.  
Material: Embossed PU surface, 4-fold polyester 
coating. Manufacturing method: machine-stitched. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size AgeAge

M401014 5 As from 15 years old

  Megaform Trainer 
Football

Football with 32 panels and waterproof blocking 
valve. Excellent value for money.
Level: training. Practice place: outside.  
Material: TPU.  
Manufacturing method: hybrid construction.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401219 4 8 - 14 years old

M401220 5 As from 15 years old

  Megaform Sala Futsal Ball

Official indoor football, with reduced rebound.
Level: competition. Practice place: inside. 
Material: 3 layers of polyviscose covered  
with polyurethane.  
Manufacturing method: hybrid construction. 
Diameter: 19cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401231 4 As from 14 years old

  Megaform Silver Football

Hybride practice ball with a 32-panel pattern.  
For reliable play properties. Level: training. 
Practice place: outside.  
Material: made of 2 polyester layers covered with 
2 layers of PU coating.  
Manufacturing method: hybrid construction.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401213 3 5 - 8 years old

M401212 4 8 - 14 years old

M401211 5 As from 15 years old

  Megaform Star Futsal Ball

Football for safe and silent games.  
4 polycotton layers.
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside. Material: felt. 
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched. 
Diameter: 22cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401242 5 As from 15 years old

  Megaform Rubber ECO 
Football

Environmentally friendly football with material 
that gives an exceptional grip.
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: 25% recycled rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M401284 4 8 - 12 years old

M401285 5 As from 12 years old

  Spordas Max Pro 
Rubber Football

Very soft and resistant ball perfect for hard floors.
Level: initiation. Practice place: outside.  
Material: cellular rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M572340 5 As from 12 years old
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  PVC Football Goal

Goal made to last through long periods of outdoor or indoor 
use. A thick PVC provides outstanding rigidity to help 
these football goals maintain their true shape. Very easy to 
assemble. Supplied with anchors. Available in five different 
sizes. Goal dimensions are : width x heigth x depth.
Material: PVC. Level: leisure. Accessories: delivered with net. 
Non-foldable.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color Dimensions

M131300 white 74x60x46cm

M131301 white 120x90x60cm

M131302 white 153x100x80cm

M131303 white 244x150x108cm

M131304 white 300x200x110cm

  Fold-A-Goal

Pop-up goal very easy to set up and to store.  
Supplied with a handy carry bag.
Color: yellow. Level: leisure. Goal fixation type: anchors. Foldable. 
Dimensions: 122x76x76cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435350

  Foldable Aluminium Goal

Goal can be assembled and disassembled in less than 15sec.  
Suitable for in- and outdoor use. Structure diameter: 38mm.
Material: aluminium. Level: training. Accessories: delivered with net. Foldable. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color Dimensions

M435316 grey 120x80x60cm

M435317 grey 155x95x75cm

  Set of 4 Precision 
Arches

Set of 4 arches with PVC anchor heads. Ideal tool 
to enhance precision. Delivered with carry bag.
Color: yellow. Diameter: 40cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404110  

  Set of 4 Slalom Stakes

Set of 4 slalom stakes with plastic spikes. 
Delivered with carry bag.
Color: neon yellow. Length: 150cm. 
Diameter: 3cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404100  

  Set of 8 Telescopic 
Slalom Poles

Telescopic PVC poles with adjustable 
height from 90 to 170cm. Ideal for use 
on synthetic grounds. 2 fixing systems 
for in or on the ground: spikes for 
fixation on grass, weighted base for 
synthetic ground. 
Set includes: 8 telescopic poles, 8 spring 
pins, 8 bases and 1 carrying bag.
Color: neon yellow. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404090  
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Spordas Max Basketballs have  
an ultimate feel, look and life!  
Very soft touch and resistant  
thanks to their high quality  
cellular rubber coating. Butyl  
bladder covered with nylon  
wound guarantees a perfect  
round shape and rebound.  
Available in 6 colors for more  
fun and easy class organization!
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: cellular rubber. Sold by: set.
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  Set of 6 Spordas Dur-A-Ball Basketballs

Dur-A-Ball Basketballs are 
built to meet the institutional 
market expectations. Durable 
construction and affordable 
price make them a best buy 
for any school or recreational 
program.  
Rubber bladder covered with 
Polyester wound.
Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside. 
Material: rubber. Sold by: set.

Ref. Size Color Age

M574230 3 6 colors 5 - 7 years old

M574240 5 6 colors 9 - 14 years old

  Spordas Max Basketball 
Colored

Our popular Spordas Max colored Basketballs can 
also be ordered per single unit and per color!
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M574263 5 orange 9 - 14 years old

M574274 7 red As from 15 years old

  Spordas Max BB Trainer

25% lighter than a regular size basketball, 
Spordas Max BB facilitates training exercises and 
ball handling among young people.  
The three colors enhance its visibility and 
increase successful shooters.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Material: rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age

M572210 5 9 - 14 years old

M572211 6 As from 14 years old

  Spordas StreetMax 
Basketball

The stripes of the StreetMax Basketball are so 
vivid that when spun quickly, black literally turns 
into gold. Visuals aside, the StreetMax Basketball 
features the cellular technology cover and its 
nylon wound and butyl bladder guarantee its 
round shape and excellent rebound.
Level: training and school. Practice place: outside. 
Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M574290 5 black 9 - 14 years old

M574291 7 black As from 15 years old

  Set of 6 Spordas Max Basketballs Colored

Ref. Size Color Age

M574261 5 6 colors 9 - 14 years old

M574271 7 6 colors As from 15 years old

  Spordas Max Basketball

Spordas Max basketballs are built with quality 
Japanese nylon windings for maximum durability 
and butyl bladder for maximum air retention. In 
addition, the structure provides a super soft touch 
and maximum grip.
Level: training. Practice place: inside.  
Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M574260 5 orange 9 - 14 years old

M574270 7 orange As from 15 years old

Discover also our 
Basketball Skillastics 
concept on page 19

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Spordas Max Hands-On 
Basketball

A great ball to teach the art of shooting. Clear 
color-coding to visually provide hand placement 
cues for both right and left handed shooters and 
ball rotation. Excellent grip and easy play. Butyl 
bladder with Nylon wound guarantees a round 
shape and perfect rebound.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Material: cellular rubber. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M571110 5 yellow/orange 9 - 14 years old
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  Dribble Aid Goggles

Unique design of these glasses helps condition 
players to dribble and handle the ball without 
looking down to the ball.
Material: soft Plastic. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M492500 white

  Hang-A-Hoop

This hoop can be instantly attached 
to virtually anything via an 
integrated clip. Its design allows 
suspension for heights  
that will bring the most success  
for the player.  
Not appropriate for an intensive use.
Practice place: inside. Material: PVC. 
Accessories: delivered with net. 
Diameter: 45cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M509100

  Megaform Bronze 
Basketball

Good basketball for practice.  
Excellent quality/price ratio.
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: rubber. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M401099 5 orange 9 - 14 years old

M401101 7 orange As from 15 years old

  Megaform ECO 
Basketball

Basketball convenient for an intensive outdoor 
use. This ball contains around 25% of recycled 
materials. Ideal for training.
Level: training and school. Practice place: outside. 
Material: 25% recycled rubber. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M401130 5 green/black 9 - 14 years old

M401131 7 green/black As from 15 years old

  Megaform Elite 
Basketball

This basketball with a nylon wound butyl bladder 
is very resistant and has an excellent rebound 
on every playground. The very grippy texture is 
worthy of the best basketballs.
Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Color Age

M401139 4 orange 7 - 8 years old

M401140 5 orange 9 - 14 years old

M401141 7 orange As from 15 years old

  Megaform Silver 
Basketball

Institutional quality basketball with nylon 
windings and butyl bladder. Good grip.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. 
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

  Adjustable Basketball 
Goal-Set
Portable Basketball Goal adjustable in height from 
100 to 150cm (6 different ring heights).  
Easy assembly.  
Delivered with basketball (18cm) and pump. 
From 3 years old. Level: leisure. 
Accessories: delivered with net.  
Goal fixation type: weighted. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403310  

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Floor Basketball Hoop

A lightweight and portable basketball goal 
ideal for younger children and wheelchair 
users. Designed for basketball, this goal is also 
great for numerous other tossing, throwing, or 
shooting drills that revolve around accuracy. 
2cm thick steel tubing allow for good durability. 
Includes rubber feet (to protect the floor). 
Basketball not included.  
Weight: 1,85kg. Upper ring diameter: 45cm. 
Level: initiation.  
Accessories: delivered with net.  
Dimensions: 51x76cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M521050  

  E-Z-Goal

Spordas E-Z Basketball Goal can be easily adjusted 
from 1m to 1,8m in height. Regulation goal Rim 
featuring 4 non-marking wheels of 10cm allows 
easy movement around a gym, from room to room 
or from the inside to the outside. The wheels are 
equipped with brakes to immobilize the goal.
Accessories: delivered with net. Width: 0,46m. 
Height: 1,8m. Color: black. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M591560  

Ref. Size Color Age

M401110 5 orange 9 - 14 years old

M401111 7 orange As from 15 years old
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  Megaform Rugby Ball

This ball with excellent grip is ideal for club training and school use.
Level: training. Practice place: inside, outside. Material: rubber.  
Manufacturing method: machine-stitched. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Age

M401402 4 350g 10 - 14 years old

M401401 5 440g As from 15 years old

  Spordas Max Hands-on American 
Football

The Hands-On Max American Football is designed to offer proper grip for 
passing, to both right and left handed players. Alternating, orange and yellow 
panels provide visual feedback of a correctly thrown spiral. Ball provides 
maximum durability and easy grip with its butyl bladder and nylon winding.
Level: initiation.  
Practice place: outside, synthetic grass. 
Material: cellular rubber.  
Manufacturing method: pasted.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Age

M571140 7 400g 12 - 14 years old

  Spordas Max American Football

Spordas Pro American Football offering leather-like realism is soft, easy to 
hold, easy to throw, easy to catch and easy to control.
Level: training. Practice place: outside, synthetic grass.  
Material: cellular rubber. Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Age

M572420 6 400g 9 - 12 years old

M572422 7 500g 12 - 14 years old

  Spordas Max Rugby Ball

Thanks to its enhanced surface with the Max Super Grip and its visible 
colors, this Spordas Max Rugby Ball is easier to hold and to see. It’s great for 
introducing the sport.
Level: initiation. Practice place: outside. Material: cellular rubber. 
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Weight Age

M572510 3 310g 5 - 9 years old

M572520 4 400g 10 - 14 years old

M572500 5 440g As from 15 years old

  Twist Ball

Twisted American Football out of spiral-shape foam for a better and easier 
grip. Ideal for beginners.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Length: 23cm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Features Weight

M440193 orange - with PU coating 250g

  SuperSafe Balls

Rotomolded ball that is seamless with the softness of foam and durability of 
vinyl.  
Microscopic bubbles are trapped in vinyl and provide a high tactile surface.
Color: yellow. Practice place: inside. Material: foam vinyl. Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Diameter Weight

M573411 American football size 5 16cm 140g 

M573410 American football size 7 17,5cm 320g 

TRADITIONAL SPORTS
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  Rip Tag Rugby Set

Introduce Rugby with our Rip Tag Rugby Set, safety guaranteed.  
This set includes: one Spordas Max Rugby Ball (size 4 ball for Junior set and 
size 5 ball for Senior set) and 24 Rip Tag Bands.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M594120 junior size

M594122 senior size
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  Set of 24 Rip Tag Bands

Rip Tag Bands help to develop reflexes, quickness, agility and balance while 
offering fun. Rip Tag Bands can be worn at wrist, arm or leg for varying the 
challenge of the activity or the skill of the player. It allows kids to simply 
play tag, capture the flag, put tags on instead of tearing off or initiate 
American Football.  
Sold in set of 24 straps with 12 of each color. Black strap measures 28cm for 
the under 12 years old set and 38cm for the 12-18 years old set.
Color: red/yellow. Sold by: set.

Ref. User

M594100 under 12 years old

M594101 ages 12-18

  Set of 6 Flag Rugby Belts

Durable and adjustable, these flag belts feature two nylon flags that are 
attached to two notched sliding velcro parts that can be slided along the 
length of the belt to provide a great fit for all users. Very durable heavy duty 
nylon belt with a plastic buckle for easy fit and adjustment. When a player's 
nylon flag is grabbed, this counts for clear tackle identification (when used 
for Rugby initiation).  
One belt includes two flags.  
Flags are available in two colors  
(orange and blue).
Belt length: 110cm.  
Flag size: 41x5cm.
User: child/teenager.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M572491  orange

M572492  blue

  Spordas Flag Rugby Game Set

This set is ideal to introduce the Rugby sport without fear of injuries. When 
a player’s nylon flag is grabbed, this counts for clear tackle identification. 
Set contains: 
- 5 Spordas Max Rugby balls (3 x size 4 and 2 x size 5 balls), 
- 12 Blue Flag Rugby Belts, 
- 12 Orange Flag Rugby Belts, 
- 1 Duffle Bag for easy transport, 
- 1 Activity Guide with exercises for Rugby initiation  
(in EN, FR, DE, NL).
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M572495  

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Set of 12 Flag-A-Tag Football Belts

Ideal for Rugby or American Football initiation. These adjustable belts have 
flags that «pop» when pulled off the belt, simulating blocking or tackling: 
safety guaranteed. Sold in a set of 12 belts, 6 yellow and 6 green.  
Each belt includes two flags. Belt length: 115cm. Flag size: 42x4cm.
User: child/teenager/adult. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M401455 yellow/green
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  Spordas Max Super Soft Touch 
Volleyball

Volleyball with super soft touch texture. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside. Material: cellular rubber. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M574320 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Set of 6 Spordas Max Volleyballs

Volleyballs which provide a super soft feel and excellent control.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. Material: cellular rubber.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M574325 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Soft Touch VB-Trainer

Our VB-Trainer volleyballs are lighter than regulation volleyballs and also 
totally «stingless». VB-Trainer balls feature specially fabricated free floating 
bladders.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Material: synthetic leather. 
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M572115 5 As from 10 years old 250g

M572114 7 As from 12 years old 270g

  Spordas Light VB Trainer

Thanks to the fact that this volleyball is 25% larger and at the same time 
40% lighter than a regulation size volleyball it makes it the perfect ball to 
learn how to play volleyball without any fear. Its synthetic-leather surface 
allows the ball to rebound which is ideal for volleyball initiation exercises.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Material: synthetic leather. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M579120 7 As from 8 years old 170g

  Spordas Soft Play Volleyball

Robust and durable volleyball with high rebound yet very soft to touch and 
not harmful for young hands.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. 
Material: PVC. 
Manufacturing method: molded. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M403002 4 9 - 13 years old 220g

TRADITIONAL SPORTS
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  Megaform Beach Volleyball

Outstanding training beach volleyball. Ideal for recreation beach volleyball 
tournaments. Official size and weight.
Level: training. Practice place: outside, sand. Material: polyurethane. 
Manufacturing method: hand-stitched. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M401331 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Megaform ECO Volleyball

This volleyball provides a very soft and comfortable touch.  
Made of eco-friendly, biodegradable and non-PVC materials.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Material: TPE.  
Manufacturing method: machine-stitched. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M410314 4 10 - 12 years old 240-260g

M410315 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Megaform Elite Volleyball

This ball with its honeycomb structure is particularly soft. It allows for 
playing without any fear because it is very pleasant and comfortable.
Level: training. Practice place: inside. Material: polyurethane.  
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M401315 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Megaform Flashy Volleyball

Volleyball with a honeycumb structure and soft touch. Very resistant 
(waterproof), very player-friendly and highly appreciated by players at 
all levels. Level: training. Practice place: inside, outside. Material: rubber. 
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M401602 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

  Megaform Silver Volleyball

Good quality volleyball.
Level: training. Practice place: inside. Material: polyurethane.  
Manufacturing method: machine-stitched. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M401322 4 10 - 12 years old 240-260g

M401321 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Megaform Gold Volleyball

This soft ball with excellent grip is also ideal for school use.
Level: training. Practice place: inside. Material: polyurethane.  
Manufacturing method: pasted. Sold by: each.

Ref. Size Age Weight

M401301 5 As from 13 years old 260-280g
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  Spiker Steel Sport Volleyball Net System

Spiker Steel Sport set is designed for recreational players. This volleyball net system offers great playing 
performance thanks to quality components and easy set-up.
The Spiker Steel Sport has a two-color net which allows the consumer to flip the net to have the Neon 
Green or Purple as the top or bottom net tape. The net is held in place with plastic net clips and adjusts 
to three heights labelled on the pole Men’s, Women’s and co-ed. The net design allows maximum net 
tension.
Set includes:
· 3-piece steel poles 
· 9,75 x 0,9m sleeved net with net clips
· Double guyline set with pull-down 
tensioner
· 25cm ABS ground stakes
· 9 x 18m pre-measured high visibility 
boundary with corner anchors and cord 
winder for storage
· 18-panel machine-stitched Soft Touch 
volleyball
· Handpump 
· Nylon equipment bag with carrying straps
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111810  

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Spiker Pro Volleyball Net System

The Spiker Pro net system is made with quality components and is easy to 
set up. 
It is designed with a three-piece pole which upper pole section is in 
aluminium and telescopes over the two lower steel pole sections in order to 
easily adjust playing height (3 height adjustments: men, women and co-ed). 
Portable net system includes:
· 3-piece poles with aluminium top and steel center and base
· 9,75 x 0,9m sleeved net with 5cm tapes and net clips
· Double guyline set with pull-down tensioner
· 25cm ABS ground stakes
· 9 x 18m pre-measured high visibility neon webbing boundary with corner 
anchors and cord winder for storage
· 18-panel machine-stitched Soft Touch volleyball
· Handpump 
· Nylon equipment bag with carrying straps
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111900  

  TriBall Fun 3-Way Volleyball Net 
System

The Park and Sun TriBall Fun Volleyball Set brings, literally, a new dimension 
to volleyball. Play team v. team v. team with the first-ever 3-way volleyball 
net. This lets you bring in more players (1 to 3 players per net section), keep 
more distance between players, allow new and exciting plays and create an 
unforgettable, colorful sports experience.
Each TriBall Net System comes equipped with quality materials. To keep 
the net system upright, it includes three telescoping steel poles (with 
three height adjustments), colorful three-way volleyball net (net section 
length: 2,44m), specialized TriBall boundary, kept upright with durable 
guylines with pulldown tension rings, and planted firmly with steel stakes, 
and a Soft Touch volleyball with hand pump. All of the equipment fits neatly 
into heavy-duty carrying bag - convenient when you’re on the go!
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111950  
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  Spectrum 2000 Volleyball Net System

The Spectrum 2000 professional level volleyball net system offers great 
performance and is a snap for quick set-up and portability.
Portable volleyball net system includes :
 · 4,5cm telescopic, 2-piece «Aircraft-Aluminium» poles
· Professional sleeve net (9,75 x 0,9m)  with 5cm bindings
· 25cm forged steel groundstakes
· 6,5mm pull-down guyline system with rings
· Pre-measured boundary with corner anchors 18 x 9m
· Cord winder and heavy duty transport bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M11120500 blue

M11120501 yellow

M11120504 orange

  Spectrum Classic Volleyball Net System

The Spectrum Classic volleyball net system provides professional-grade 
game play, quick set up and easy portability.  
Available with premium quality net or with traditional net.  
Volleyball net system includes :
· 5cm telescopic, 2-piece «Aircraft-Aluminium» poles
· Professional sleeve net (9,75 x 0,9m) with 7,5cm bindings
· 30cm forged steel ground stakes with bag
· 8mm pull-down guyline system with handles
· Pre-measured 18 x 9m boundary with corner anchors
· Cord winder and heavy-duty transport bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Characteristics

M11110500 blue

M11110501 yellow

M11110504 orange

M111155 premium quality net

  Spectrum Precision Trainer

Practice your setting and spiking with the Park&Sun® Spectrum Precision 
Trainer! 
This training aid provides a portable and convenient target to work on 
precision skills for volleyball, football, soccer and many other sports. 
The welded steel frame is very durable and can be adjusted to various 
heights and angles to fit to player’s age and level and depending on the 
activity.
- Adjustable target heights of: 270cm, 290cm, 310cm and 330cm; can be 
lowered till 193cm thanks to its low-profile target adaptor.
-  Adjustable angles : 45, 90, 135 or 180 degrees.
The sturdy steel frame has a stable base (dimension: 112x76x109cm) and 
rubber swivel wheels in the front for moving the unit.
The yellow two-piece target hoop has a diameter of 61cm and includes a 
long catch net for ball retrieval.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M142210  

  Spectrum Youth Volleyball Net System

This Park&Sun volleyball set allows children of all ages to learn the 
fundamentals of volleyball with a set-up that fits their needs and provides a 
fun learning experience.
This Spectrum Youth net system is designed after our top-rated Spectrum 
net systems for professional-level volleyball. The telescopic, aluminium 
poles feature a push-button locking system that easily adjusts to 12 
different height settings. Depending on the child’s age and playing abilities, 
the height can be set as low as 1,14m and includes the official men’s and 
women’s volleyball heights and additional heights in-between.
The net system features our regulation size Spectrum net (L: 9,75m x H: 0,91m) 
which is pre-attached to the poles. 
Guylines with padded pull-down handles, allow for quick adjustments that 
ensure the net remains taut. Also includes a pre-measured boundary cord 
(18m x 9m) and a carry bag making transporting and storing convenient.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111210  

TRADITIONAL SPORTS
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  Bag for Spectrum Systems

Heavy duty bag with full zipper for all our Park&Sun Spectrum net systems.
Color: black. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M115100 145x36x3cm

  Boundary Cords and Anchors

Boundary cords and anchors to delimit your 
playing field in the grass or on the sand.
Width: 0,6cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type

M114420 boundary cord 9x18m

M114422 boundary cord 8x16m

M114611 set of 4 anchors

  Webbing Boundary Cord

Webbing boundary cord with four corner anchors. UV-protected.  
Adjustable to 8x16m or 9x18m. Sold by: each.

Ref. Width Type

M114452 2,5cm blue

M114453 5cm black

  Pool Volleyball Net System

Take the game of volleyball into the water with the Park&Sun Sport’s Pool 
Volleyball set.  
This set is designed specifically for easy assembly and portability.  
The 4cm two-piece telescoping PVC poles make it easy to set up.  
The net is 6,4 meters long and the support bases can be filled with sand 
(max. weight: 12kg) or water (max. weight 6,40kg) for your convenience. 
Two 25cm stake anchors for net tension and the two 4,5m tension adjuster 
cords and you have a recipe for a fun day in the pool.  
Offers playing heights of 59cm, 81cm, 91cm and 102cm.
Set contains:
• 0,91m x 7,32m sport level  
volleyball net
• 2 pvc poles
• 2 x blue bases (fill with sand  
or water)
• 2 x 25cm ABS ground anchors
• 2 x 4,6m tension cords
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M111200  

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Beach Sand Adapter Kit for Portable 
Volleyball Set

*NEW : now with lightweight-durable aluminum augers!
Turn your volleyball net system into the ultimate beach volleyball set with 
ease with the Park and Sun Sports volleyball sand adapter beach kit.  
This kit is designed to provide the best guyline anchoring system to 
maintain maximum net tension for your volleyball set on the sand. With pole 
plates that keep your pole from settling into the sand and the bungee and 
stake anchors provide additional corner support to keep your boundary in 
place.  
Set includes:
- 4 aluminum augers with cord and carabiners (height: 40cm)
- 2 pole plates (dia 16,50cm)
- 4 sand boundary anchors with 25cm plastic stake and bungee with 
S-Hooks
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M114630  

  Sand Stake and Disc Set

Anchoring system for beach, sand or grass. Easily secure your portable 
volleyball net system to hard soils or switch to soft sand surfaces with this 
set. It includes : 4 steel stakes (length : 30,5cm), 4 stake discs (to fix at 
bottom of stakes), 4 hair pins, 2 pole plates (dia : 16,50cm).
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M114635  
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BLACK NEBULA PINK

X-Small (34-35,5) M118002 / M118022

Small (36-38,5) M118003 M118043 M118023

Medium (39-43,5) M118004 M118044 M118024

Large (44-46) M118005 M118045 /

X-Large (46,5-48) M118006 M118046 /

XX-Large (+48) M118007 / /

BLACK TURQUOISE

X-Small (34-35,5) M118202 M118212

Small (36-38,5) M118203 M118213

Medium (39-43,5) M118204 M118214

Large (44-46) M118205 /

X-Large (46,5-48) M118205 /

BLACK RAINFOREST

Small (36-38,5) M118510 M118520

Medium (39-43,5) M118511 M118521

Large (44-46) M118512 M118522

X-Large (46,5-48) M118513 M118523

XX-Large (+48) M118514 /
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  Classic Sand Socks

Sand Socks were designed for use by both the professional and the casual 
beach or water sports athlete. Sand Socks provide protection and comfort for 
the occasional visitor to the beach or water while providing enhancement of 
an athlete’s athletic abilities in the surf or sand.
Sand Socks are the ideal protection from hot or cold sand and beach hazards. 
Sand Socks’ reinforced neoprene soles protect against heat, cold, sharp 
objects, and dirt while the fine mesh lycra tops let feet breathe during 
workouts and keep out sand, mud, and dirt. The elastic neoprene and lycra 
construction forms for a snug fit allowing you to retain the feel of the sand 
for quickness and mobility.
Sold by: pair.

  Sprites Sand Socks

Sprites Sand Socks are for those who want to look great and play great too! 
Sprites keep your legs cooler with a barefoot-feel this summer because of 
their low-cut design! Perfect for slipping on and off with a snug-fit neoprene 
band before running off to play a game!
Like our Classic Sand Socks, Sprites Sand Socks let you move faster and jump 
higher with the neoprene Action Flex Sole designed for beach volleyball, 
sand soccer, and other beach sports. Protect your feet from hot, cold, or 
rocky sand. Neoprene heel and toe protects your feet from blisters and 
chafing. Breathable spandex uppers complete the barefoot feel. Sand Socks 
are lightweight and dry quickly.
Sold by: pair.

  Elite Sand Socks

Like our Classic Sand Socks, Elite Sand Socks were designed to provide 
protection and comfort for athletes in the sand.
Elite Sand Socks offer improved performance over traditional Sand Socks for 
the more competitive athlete:
- A snug, more athletic fit
- Thicker sole for improved performance
- Neoprene side panels for arch and side-of-foot protection
- Low enough to be cool and high enough to keep sand out
Sold by: pair.

TRADITIONAL SPORTS
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  Spordas Tennis Racket

Instructional rackets designed for physical education use. These rackets are 
very light yet durable. Strings are top quality nylon for long life.  
Available in four sizes, each size has its own color.
Level: training and school. Frame material: aluminium.  
Racket handle material: PU.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Grip Weight Age

M561220 53cm 0 210g 7 - 9 years old

M561230 61cm 1 250g 10 - 12 years old

M561240 64cm 1 270g 13 - 15 years old

M561250 68cm 3 295g As from 15 years old

  Global Games Paddle

Global Games Paddle features a unique table tennis paddle-shape. It is 
lightweight and has a grip size suitable for a wide range of users, from 
children to adults. Perfect to use with our All Balls (M570150), our Fluffballs 
(M581620), our Foam Tennis Balls (M452401) or anyother light ball.  
Balls not included.
Color: yellow. Level: initiation.  
Practice place: inside, outside.  
Length: 34cm.  
Diameter: 20cm.  
Weight: 230g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M561010

  Set of 6 Global Games Paddles

We also offer our Global Games Paddles in a set of 6 bright colors. These 
paddles feature a unique table tennis paddle-shape. They are lightweight 
and have a grip size suitable for a wide range of users, from children 
to adults. Perfect to use with our All Balls (M570150), our Fluffballs 
(M581620), our Foam Tennis Balls (M452401) or any other light ball.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside, outside. Length: 34cm. 
Diameter: 20cm. Weight: 230g. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561011

  Set of 6 RacqaLoons

Ideal for tennis initiation.  
These paddles are the ideal tool to learn to play tennis in a funny way. 
Those lightweight paddles are made to last thanks to their rigid steel frame.  
Their foam handgrips have been developed for users from all ages and abilities.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. 
Racket handle material: foam. Length: 55cm. Length racket handle: 13cm. 
Diameter: 31,5cm. Weight: 152g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561026

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Set of 6 Colored All Balls

Multipurpose inflatable balls with a high-tactile surface. Can be used for 
juggling, paddle activities, baseball, hand squeeze activities and much more. 
Size, bounce and resistance can be adjusted through a standard valve.
Color: 6 colors. Material: PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Weight

M570150  7,6cm 40g 

M570160  10,2cm 80g 

M570170  15,2cm 120g 
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  Set of 6 Foam Tennis Balls

This high density foam ball is impregnated with a substance that offers 
greater resistance and exceptional longevity even when it is used on an 
abrasive surface such as asphalt or concrete. It has an excellent rebound for 
a foam ball and the quality of the rebound is also reinforced by the perfect 
spherical shape of the ball.
Color: red/yellow.  
Practice place: inside.  
Material: foam.  
User: child/teenager.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M452401 7cm 

M452411 8,8cm 

  Kwik Net Tennis

Our fantastic Kwik Net system available with adjustable net length (3m and 
6m net included) and also adjustable in height (0,76m for mini tennis or 
1,5m for badminton).
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M561420  

  Practice Tennis Balls Pack

Pack of 48 excellent quality balls in a sturdy storage bucket.  
Extra duty needled felt (45% TTI wool needled felt) and natural rubber.  
The rebound height from dropping the ball at a height of 254cm is 140cm.
Color: yellow. Level: training. Practice place: inside, outside.  
Material: hard rubber covered with felt.  
Weight: 58g.  
User: teenager/adult.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter

M452440 6,6cm 

TRADITIONAL SPORTS

  Portable and Adjustable Pickleball 
Net Set

Pickleball is a racket sport that combines aspects of tennis, padel, badminton 
and table tennis. It is played with a racket and a perforated plastic ball on a 
badminton court over a tennis-like net. Pickleball is usually played in doubles 
but also singles for those looking for a greater challenge. It is an all-season 
sport that can be played both indoors and outdoors. Pickleball is great fun to 
play for all ages and levels of play. The rules, equipment and dimensions of 
the game create a unique sport that provides long and dynamic exchanges 
throughout the game. This sport develops hand-eye coordination, agility and 
strategy.

The game of pickleball or tennis goes where you go with this Portable 
Pickleball Set. Set up a pickleball or tennis match anywhere with a flat 
surface. This quick and easy, super-portable pickleball tennis net is perfect 
for practice or a friendly game. The 81cm tall net goes over the metal frame 
via easy side sleeves, and features high-visibility top tape and easy tension 
straps. The regulation 6,4m net (plus 10cm wide sleeves on each side) is 
adjustable to lengths 5,5m and 4,6m for use on smaller playing areas. The 
support frame is made of durable tubular metal and consists of a 6,4m 
crossbar and two 3cm (dia.) x 91,44cm (h) end supports.
Set includes an adjustable net, 2 wooden pickleball paddles with soft grip 
handles, 3 plastic pickleballs and a carrying bag with full zipper.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M114800  

  Pickleball Paddle Set

Combine this paddle set with our Portable Pickleball Set (M114800) to play 
a double game! Set includes: 2 wooden pickleball paddles with soft grip 
handles, 3 yellow balls and a carrying bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M114802  
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  Megaform Bronze 
Badminton Racket

Lightweight quality badminton racket with T 
reinforced. Ideal for beginners.  
Non-slip PU grip. Nylon strings.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Frame material: aluminium. Shaft material: steel. 
Weight: 100g. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M151101 66,5cm multicolor

  Megaform Gold 
Badminton Racket

Lightweight quality badminton racket with T 
incorporated. Ideal for advanced players.  
Non-slip PU grip. Nylon strings.
Level: training. Practice place: inside.  
Frame material: aluminium. Shaft material: steel.  
Weight: 105g. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M151105 66,5cm multicolor

  Megaform Silver 
Badminton Racket

Lightweight quality badminton racket with T 
incorporated. Ideal for intermediate players.  
Non-slip PU grip. Nylon strings.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. 
Frame material: aluminium. Shaft material: steel. 
Weight: 100g. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M151103 66,5cm red/black

  Spordas Economy Badminton Racket

Durable racket with nylon strings ideal for school use.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. Frame material: aluminium. 
Shaft material: hardened steel. Racket handle material: PU. Weight: 95g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M561320 66cm blue/yellow

  Spordas Mini Badminton Racket

This badminton racket with a full size head and a center of gravity closer to 
a young player’s hand is easier to handle. This racket increases success for 
young players.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Frame material: aluminium.  
Shaft material: steel. Racket handle material: PU. Weight: 110g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M561310 51cm blue/yellow

  Spordas Mini Light Badminton Racket

Very small and very light racket ideal for young children but also perfect for 
people with less strength.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside. Frame material: aluminium.  
Shaft material: hardened steel. Racket handle material: PU. Weight: 80g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M561300 47,5cm blue/black

  Spordas Twin Shaft Badminton Racket

Badminton racket built for heavy duty usage and maximum durability.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. Frame material: steel.  
Shaft material: hardened steel. Racket handle material: PU. Weight: 155g. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M561340 66cm blue/yellow
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Shuttlecocks

Tube of 12 very light shuttles in 4 highly visible 
neon colors.  
Ideal for young children.
Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Flying base material: PVC.  
Flying feather material: synthetic. Length: 7,5cm. 
As from 3 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M151150 multicolor

  Portable Badminton & Mini Tennis Net 5m

A lightweight portable badminton/mini tennis net that can be set on any flat ground (grass, gym, 
concrete etc.). The net is 5 meters wide which is the size of a regular badminton single court.  
Very easy to assemble and disassemble. Sturdy steel poles (height: 1,55m, diameter: 19mm).  
To use for badminton, just raise the end side poles. To use for mini tennis, lower it down.  
Comes with a convenient carry bag (90cm long). Total weight: 2,54kg.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M561430  

  EVA Foam Base 
Shuttlecocks Tube

Tube of 12 tough and durable shuttlecocks.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. 
Flying base material: EVA foam.  
Flying feather material: nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M151152 white

  Natural Cork 
Shuttlecocks Tube

Tube of 12 tough and durable shuttlecocks.
Level: training and school. Practice place: inside. 
Flying base material: liege.  
Flying feather material: nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M151151 white

  Badminton Air Shuttle 
2.0 - Tube of 3

Official AirBadminton shuttlecock, approved by 
the Badminton World Federation (BWF). This 
AirShuttle 2.0 has been designed to offer good 
playing conditions in winds up to 12km/h.
Level: competition. Practice place: outside.  
Flying base material: plastic.  
Flying feather material: nylon. Weight: 8g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M492840 red
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  Retractable Table Tennis Net

Portable, compact and convenient, this net is 
ideal for table tennis initiation and very easy to 
install anywhere. Clip it on any table, board or 
even on a wooden bench up to 5cm thick and 
turn it into a tennis table.  
Designed with spring clip system, easy to set up 
and set off.  
Can be extended up to 2m long.
Material: polyethylene. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435216

  Swing Ping Pong

Swing Ping Pong is a fantastic training tool to encourage movement in the wrist, hands and arms.  
It also develops hand-eye coordination and motor skills.
Simply attach onto a doorframe, roof or gymnastic bar with the included velcro, pull down the ball and 
try different strokes and various heights. The string is up to 240cm long.  
Great reward, as the ball always returns to the user.
Suitable for children from the age of 3, with or without disabilities, for the elderly, and for those 
undergoing rehabilitation for brain injury. Repetitive training can strengthen and create new 
relations between nerve synapses. Ideal for Occupational Therapists, looking to gain better wrist 
and hand movements in a fun way.
Use your own bats, or they can be purchased seperately (i.e. M435250).
Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435214

  Set of 6 TableLoons

Ideal for table tennis initiation.
Color: 6 colors. Level: initiation. Practice place: inside.  
Racket handle material: foam. Length: 36cm. Length racket handle: 14,5cm. 
Diameter: 21cm. Weight: 106g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M561050
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  Unbreakable Table Tennis Racket

Specifically designed for institutional use, this virtually unbreakable, highly 
durable table tennis racket has a good grip and good performance in play. 
It has been designed for learning and intensive practice of table tennis. 
Weatherproof bat, also suitable for intensive outdoor use.
Material: TPE, PP. Width: 15cm.
Color: green. Level: initiation. Length: 25,5cm. Weight: 185g. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435220

  Megaform Bronze Table 
Tennis Racket

A 2-star racket ideal for beginners and 
institutions. 1,5mm sponge. 
Speed: 50. Spin: 45. Control: 100.
Color: red. Level: initiation. Weight: 170g.  
Handle: concave. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435250

  Megaform Silver Table 
Tennis Racket

3-star racket ideal to learn the different effects 
for an accurate and versatile play. 1,5mm sponge.
Speed: 70. Spin: 75. Control: 100.
Color: red. Level: training and school.  
Weight: 175g. Handle: concave. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435251

  Megaform Gold Table 
Tennis Racket

Excellent 4-star racket ideal for an intensive use. 
1,5mm sponge.
Speed: 75. Spin: 80. Control: 100.
Color: red. Level: training. Weight: 180g.  
Handle: concave. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435252

  Box of 6 Table Tennis 
Balls 2*

Box of 6 durable table tennis balls. Level: 2-star.
Color: white. Level: training and school.  
Practice place: inside. Material: ABS. Diameter: 4cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M435260

  Bucket with 60 Table 
Tennis Balls

Bucket filled with 60 table tennis balls ideal for 
school use.
Color: orange/white. Level: initiation. 
Practice place: inside. Material: ABS. Diameter: 4cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M435270

  Set of 10 Small 
Numbered Spot Markers

Small Round Spot Markers are numbered from 0 
to 9. Made of TPR with a non-slip surface on back 
side. Ideal to be used as targets for sports like 
table tennis or as activity station markers in a 
small facility.
Color: red. Diameter: 10cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541520  
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  Foam Javelin

Practice javelin with excellent flight properties. 
Color may vary.
Practice place: inside. Material: foam. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Length

M212120 70g 75cm 

  Foam Javelin Pack

Set of twelve javelins complete with a protective carrying bag. 
Recommended for primary age children.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M213800

  Graduated Mat

PVC graduated mat for quick measurement for all kinds of throws.
Length: 10m. Width: 25cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M212080  

  Practice Javelins

Javelins made from aluminium alloy with a chromium steel tip. With cord grip. 
Metallic paint finish. Ideal for school use.
Practice place: outside. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Length

M224103 300g 182cm 

M224104 400g 192cm 

M224105 500g 205cm 

  Turbo Javelin
Initiation javelin. Suitable for outdoor use on grass or any other soft surface. 
Soft tip in rubber assures total safety. Color may vary. We recommend the 
300g javelin for children aged 8-10, the 500g javelin for children aged 11-
14 and the 600g, 700g and 800g for children from 15. The 400g javelin has 
the same length as the 300g and is used in special olympics training and 
competition. Javelins from 500g are delivered in 2 pieces in order to ease 
transport and storage.
Practice place: outside. Material: plastic. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Length

M213630 300g 69cm 

M213631 400g 69cm 

M213632 500g 112cm 

  Vortex Ball
This solid foam ball with javelin design moves 
precisely at high speed while making a whistling 
sound. It can reach distances of up to 100m. 
Foam body eliminates the fear of catching.  
Playful preparation for throwing in athletics. 
Practice place: inside, grass.
Color: on availability. Material: foam.  
Weight: 120g. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M212150  32cm 

  Set of 3 Mini Torpedos

Our Mini Torpedo is ideal to work on throwing 
skills especially with young children. Its bright 
orange color and its construction make it easy 
to track and safe to handle. Can also be used for 
javelin throw initiation at a young age.  
Practice place: inside. Color: orange.  
Material: soft rubber foam.  
Weight: 40g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M212155  22cm 

Ref. Weight Length

M213633 600g 106cm 

M213634 700g 183cm 

M213635 800g 183cm 

Ref. Weight Length

M224106 600g 223cm 

M224107 700g 232cm 

M224108 800g 262cm 
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This Stretch Band is an ideal training tool for athletics and for rehabilitation. 
The band can also be turned into a horizontal bar for high jump or into a 
spare net. Bands can also be fastened together easily.  
Stretch Bands are extendable from 4m to 8m or from 8m to 16m.
Color: red. Sold by: each.
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  Cast Iron Shot

Economy range, cast iron shots in different 
weights and colors. Balanced and tared weight.
Practice place: outside. Material: cast iron.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Diameter

M221200 2kg 8cm 

M221202 3kg 9,4cm 

M221204 4kg 10,2cm 

M221205 5kg 11cm 

M221206 6kg 11,6cm 

M221207 7,25kg 12,5cm 

  Soft Discus

Lightweight hollow vinyl discus designed for 
children’s hands.  
Ideal for use with children at the primary level.
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: soft PVC. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Diameter

M212110 0,2kg 16cm 

  Soft Hammer

Durable soft vinyl construction. Safe for practice 
and competition throwing. For primary age use. 
Rope length: 60cm.
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: PVC. 
Diameter: 13,4cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight

M212100 350g 

M212101 500g 

  Rubber Discus

Strong and solid discus that is color-coded at 
center for easy identification.
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: rubber.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Diameter

M221100 0,5kg 13cm 

M221101 0,6kg 16cm 

M221103 0,8kg 17,5cm 

M221104 1kg 18,5cm 

M221106 1,5kg 20,5cm 

M221107 1,75kg 21,5cm 

M221108 2kg 22cm 

  Soft Shot

Ideal for learning javelin throwing and shot put. 
Made of soft and durable vinyl, it can be used 
during indoor and outdoor training sessions.  
Ideal for young children.
Practice place: inside, outside. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Diameter

M212092 0,2kg 5cm 

M212090 0,6kg 9cm 

  Wooden Discus

Steel rim (accounting for 70% of the total 
discus’ weight) with highly resilient, laminated 
veneer plywood side plates and center plates. 
Nicely balanced for a high performance and 
recommended for top throwers. 
2kg discus is IAAF certified.
Practice place: outside. Material: wood.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Diameter

M221120 0,6kg 16cm 

M221121 1kg 19cm 

M221122 1,5kg 20cm 

M221123 2kg 21cm 

  Long Jump Mat
Foldable, graduated mat for long jump from a standing position.  
Delivered with one take-off mat of 100x50cm and one graduated landing 
mat of 200x50cm. Maximum long jump distance: 250cm.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M212020 300x50cm

  Stretch Band

Ref. Dimensions

M400650 4-8m

M400651 8-16m
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  Foldable Hurdles

Plastic foldable hurdles.  
Very durable and light ; fast to set up and easy to transport.
Level: initiation.  
Material: polypropylene.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Color

M212220 20x50cm red

M212230 30x50cm green

  Hurdle Set

Introduces children to hurdling in easy progressive stages. 
All hurdles are 50cm wide.
The set contains:
· 4 hurdles of 50cm height
· 4 hurdles of 40cm height
· 4 hurdles of 30cm height
· 4 hurdles of 20cm height
· 4 rhythm poles
· 1 carry bag.
As from 5 years old. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M213860  

  Training Hurdle

This lightweight hurdle is ideal 
for training.  
Safe and easy to dismantle.  
The height is adjustable.
Material: PVC. Sold by: each.

Ref. Adjustable height Color

M520121 35 - 60cm red

M520120 60 - 105cm blue

  Adjustable Speed Hurdle

This Adjustable Speed Hurdle is perfect to strengthen the overall physical 
condition but also to work on the amplitude of movement and on rebound. 
This hurdle is also a great tool to initiate hurdle races.  
Can be adjusted to 3 different heights (16, 23 and 30cm).
Material: PVC. Folding feet. Sold by: each.

Ref. Adjustable height Color

M404154 16 - 23 - 30cm orange

  Set of 6 Aluminium Relay Batons

Round edged batons made of 
lightweight anodized aluminium.  
Official size and weight. IAAF approved.
Color: on availability.  
Material: aluminium.  
Diameter: 3,8cm. Weight: 60g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M221312  30cm 

  Set of 6 Junior Relay Batons

Colorful lightweight batons for practice.
Color: 6 colors. Material: polyethylene. 
Diameter: 3cm. Weight: 57g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Length

M221310  30cm 

  Starting-block ACTION

75mm wide steel, painted slotted channel. With 
solid aluminium cast lightweight pedals that are 
adjustable by use of a spring mechanism. 30cm 
long, powdered coated plates with 15mm spikes 
for synthetic tracks and 3 anchor pins for a stable 
grip.
Level: training. Material: aluminium.  
Pedals adjustment: 4 different angles.  
Length: 84cm. Width: 35,5cm.  
Weight: 5,6kg. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M221300

  Starting-block DYNAMIC

This competiton level starting block has 15mm 
long spikes on the lower surface to secure the 
block firmly on the ground. Features pedals that 
are adjustable. 75mm extruded aluminium slotted 
channels with a carry handle on each end.
Level: competition. IAAF approved.  
Material: aluminium.  
Pedals adjustment:  
4 different angles.  
Length: 82,5cm.  
Width: 7,6cm.  
Weight: 5,1kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M221301

  Starting-block OLYMPUS

Features one of the world’s finest starting blocks. 
100mm anodized, 8mm thick slotted, one piece 
aluminium extruded channel with aluminium 
pedals with a spring mechanism for adjusting. 
Channel with broad stainless steel (rust proof) 
plates with spikes for synthetic tracks and anchor 
pins for firm grip on tracks.
Level: competition. IAAF approved.  
Material: aluminium.  
Pedals adjustment: 4 different angles.  
Length: 98cm. Width: 43cm.  
Weight: 10,8kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M221302

Ref. Dimensions Color

M212060 40x50cm yellow

M212070 50x50cm blue
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Ref. Color

M600100 black

M600101 navy blue

M600102 royal blue

M600103 sky blue

M600104 red

M600105 green

M600106 black/red

Ref. Color

M600111 black

M600112 white

M600113 royal blue

M600114 lagoon

M600116 red

M600117 pink

M600118 green

M600119 yellow

M600120 orange
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  Set of 12 Animal 
Print Silicone Caps
Thick swim cap with animal design.  
Ideal for children aged 2-8.
Material: silicone. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M600018 Pink | Nemo

M600020 Grey | shark

M600022 Black/yellow | penguin

M600140 Orange/black | tiger

  Set of 20 Adult 
Latex Caps
Single colored swim cap for adults.
Material: latex. Weight: 30g. Sold by: set.

  Set of 50 Adult 
Polyester Caps
Colored swim cap. Machine washable.  
Material: polyester.  
Sold by: set.

  Set of 12 Adult 
Silicone Caps
Single colored swim cap for adults  
(except ref. M600079).
Material: silicone.  
Weight: 50g. Dimensions: 22x19cm. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M600000 white

M600001 black

M600002 silver

M600004 lagoon

M600005 petrol

M600006 navy blue

M600007 sky blue

M600008 turquoise

  Set of 12 Atlantide 
Goggles

Broad frame for more comfort and better eye 
protection. Easy and fast headstrap adjustment. 
Individual case pack.
Field of view: wide. Nasal bridge: monoblock. 
Glass type: 100% UV protection, anti-fog. 
Material: silicone.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color User

M600050 pink adult

M600051 blue adult

  Set of 12 Competition 
Goggles

Standard swimming goggles with a narrow frame. 
Three different nose sizes (S-M-L) included. 
Individual case pack.
Field of view: panoramic. Nasal bridge: changeable. 
Glass type: 100% UV protection, anti-fog. 
Material: silicone.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color User

M600052 blue adult

M600053 grey adult

  Set of 12 Kids Color 
Goggles

Fun introductory goggles for kids. Soft frame and 
double headstrap. Side release clips for easy and 
fast headstrap adjustment. Individual case pack. 
Recommanded for ages 4-10.
Field of view: standard.  
Nasal bridge: monoblock.  
Glass type: anti-fog, in "high impact" 
polycarbonate. Material: silicone. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color User

M600042 yellow/pink child

M600043 yellow/blue child

  Set of 12 Poseidon 
Goggles

Quick adjustable silicone head strap. Easy 
adjustable buckle system. Individual case pack.
Field of view: wide. Nasal bridge: monoblock. 
Glass type: 100% UV protection, anti-fog, in "high 
impact" polycarbonate.  
Material: silicone.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Color User

M600145 black adult

  Set of 50 Junior 
Polyester Caps
Single colored swim cap.  
Machine washable. Ideal for children aged 2-8.
Material: polyester. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M600107 navy blue

M600108 red

Ref. Color

M600010 red

M600011 magenta

M600012 light pink

M600015 orange

M600016 yellow

M600017 fushia

M600069 emerald

M600079 red (junior size)
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COMFY® CONNECTOR – the 
construction element to create 
new play options with the COMFY® 
NOODLE Ø7cm. For use in or 
outside the water.  
Available as Sleeve (without 
holes), Connector Holed (with 
one hole) and Connector Pro 
(with 2 holes).  
Color: yellow.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type Dimensions

M600195 Connector Sleeve (1-2 Noodles) Ø 10cm

M600196 Connector Holed (2-4 Noodles) Ø 10cm

M600216 Connector Pro (2-6 Noodles) Ø 10cm

  Set of 24 COMFY Noodles

These PE, rotproof foam noodles are perfect to learn swimming, guarantee 
fun and offer the best safety according to DIN EN 13138-2. The swim 
instructor can hold the COMFY Noodle while pulling the student through 
the water. These foam bars can also be used outside the water for activity 
courses, balance exercises, fitness training... Possibilities are endless! 
Available in assorted colors (6 of each color).
Length: 160cm. Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Type Color

M600215 Ø 7cm Classic blue/yellow/red/green

  High Quality Kickboard

Kickboard made of foam and covered with a heat-
sealed canvas for greater resistance.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions User Color

M600211 44,5x29,5x3,5cm adult blue/yellow

  Kickboard with Handles

Dense EVA foam kickboard with integrated 
handles.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions User Color

M600212 44x33x3cm adult blue

  Kickboard

Very dense EVA foam kickboard.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions User Color

M600217 36,5x25,5x2,5cm child red

M600204 44x30x3cm adult blue

  Pull Buoy

Pull Buoy made of very dense EVA foam. 
Can be placed at thigh or calf height to 
immobilize legs and enable an intensive 
arm training.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions User Color

M600202 23,5x8x13cm senior blue/yellow

  Aqua Jogging Belt

Broad nylon belt adjustable with buckle.  
Can be used for aquatic fitness,  
swim school or aqua jogging.
Material: EVA foam.  
Dimensions: 73x24x4cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color Maximum user weight

M600207 blue 100kg  

  Super Duty Beach Ball

Heavy duty beach ball with reinforced 
welding designed for the school and 
recreational market.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M570300 28cm 

  Set of 6 Dive Animals

This set consists of 6 weighted animals: 
a starfish, a line, a crab, a sea lion,  
a turtle and a fish.  
Ideal for aquatic activities.  
Material: neoprene.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404320  
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  Rhythmic Ladder

Rhythmic Ladder is the ideal tool for sprint and 
coordination exercises.  
Delivered with transport bag.  
Number of rungs: 10.  
Spacing between rungs: 35cm.
Color: black/yellow. Length: 400cm. Width: 40cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404140

  Double Rhythmic Ladder

Double Rhythmic Ladder for training, speed racing 
and coordination. This ladder particularly helps to 
train lateral movements.  
Delivered with transport bag.
Color: black/yellow. Length: 450cm. Width: 80cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404141

  Set of 8 Speed Hurdles

Excellent for speed or jumping drills!
Lightweight plastic hurdles in two heights (15cm 
and 30cm) are great for agility stations where 
athletes work on hopping, jumping, stepping or 
bounding skills. Run around them, or move over 
them to improve agility.  
Set of 8 hurdles: 4 hurdles 46(l)x23(w)x15cm(h) 
and 4 hurdles 46(l)x23(w)x30(h) and carry bag.
Level: training. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404152

  Adjustable Speed Hurdle

This Adjustable Speed Hurdle is perfect to 
strengthen the overall physical condition but also 
to work on the amplitude of movement and on 
rebound. This hurdle is also a great tool to initiate 
hurdle races. Can be adjusted to 3 different 
heights (16, 23 and 30cm).
Material: PVC. Folding feet. Sold by: each.

Ref. Adjustable height Color

M404154 16 - 23 - 30cm orange

  Hexagonal Agility Ring Set

Hexagonal Agility Rings are a versatile and fun training tool which can be constructed in many ways 
to enhance your workout or activity. The focus is on speed! It can be connected as a speed ladder 
or set out as agility rings to work on changing directions and speed reactions. The rings can also be 
transformed into 23cm hurdles or into basketball dribbling trainers. 
Not suitable on slippery surfaces. Easy to fold for storage and portability.
Set contains: 6 hexagonal rings (diameter: 51cm), 6 two-way clips, 12 connector sticks, an assembly 
guide and a transport bag.
Color: neon yellow. Width: 51cm. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M492720

  Set of 12 Flat Hoops

Set of 12 flat hoops ideal to lay on the ground or to be used in combination 
with our Multipurpose Base (M404225) and Clips (M404258).  
Delivered with transport bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Color

M404130 40cm red/blue/yellow

  Hoops Set

This set of rhythmic hoops consists of 20 hoops and 25 connecting pieces 
which allow you to create your own paths and activities.  
Delivered with a carry bag.
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Color

M404142 39cm blue/yellow/red/green
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  Yuck-E Medicine Ball

Each ball’s weight is calibrated through a precise combination of smoothly 
rounded polymer balls that free float in a non-toxic gel. This allows Yuck-E 
Medicine Balls to form-fit themselves to the curves of the human body. 
Available in 3 different sizes and weights.
Areas of application: strength, tactile stimulation. Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color Diameter

M581171 1kg yellow 12cm 

M581172 2kg green 16cm 

M581173 3kg purple 20cm 

  Medicine Ball

Medicine ball recommended for overal physical preparation and also throwing 
and receiving exercises. Can be used both indoors and in water.
Level: training. Practice place: inside, water. Material: rubber.  
Areas of application: strength.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Weight Color Diameter

M436291 1kg green 18,5cm 

M436292 2kg grey 19,2cm 

M436293 3kg blue 23cm 

M436294 4kg purple 23,2cm 

M436295 5kg black 27,5cm 

  Stretch Band

This Stretch Band is an ideal training tool for athletics and for rehabilitation. 
The band can also be turned into a horizontal bar for high jump or into a 
spare net. Bands can also be fastened together easily.  
Stretch Bands are extendable from 4m to 8m or from 8m to 16m.
Color: red. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions

M400650 4-8m

M400651 8-16m

  Drag Parachute

Drag parachute in nylon enabling to work on speed with natural resistance. 
Resistance level: medium.
Chute diameter: 122cm.
Textile composition: 100% Nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404150

  Set of 5 Plyometric Platforms
Fully stackable set containing one each of 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75cm 
platforms. Heavy-duty steel construction with fully welded frames and solid 
ribbed rubber top and bottom to prevent skidding.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404143

  Speed Jump Rope

The durable rope favors super-fast and easy turning. Furthermore it is 
excellent for physical preparation. Strong, injection-molded plastic handles.
Rope material: PVC. Handle length: 11cm. Sold by: each.

Ref. Length Color

M436241 270cm blue

M436242 300cm black
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  Pilates Ring

The Pilates Ring adds light resistance to exercises 
when squeezed and helps target specific muscle 
groups. Besides engaging your core, the ring 
helps to tone hips, inner thigh, chest, and arms. 
Ring with two foam-covered handles for easy and 
comfortable manipulation.
Color: black/white. Diameter: 37cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436266  

  Mini Trampoline

Mini trampoline with 8 legs (with non-slip ends).  
Ideal for training or therapeutical use.
Not appropriate for an intensive use or group classes.
Maximum user weight: 100kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter

M436167 0,97m 

M436168 1,22m 

  Mini Stability Ball

Multiuse mini exercise ball.
Workouts using the Mini Stability Ball will help to improve posture, balance, 
strength and flexibility with a major focus on lengthening and strengthening 
muscles. This ball is also a great tool for yoga and pilates. Children also love 
this soft ball. It inflates easily with a straw to a diameter depending on 
the desired firmness and deflates very quickly for easy storage. The ball is 
responsive to the touch and non-slip when placed against a hard surface. 
Withstands a weight of max. 100kg.
Material: soft PVC. Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Diameter Weight

M402235 red 17cm 108g 

M402236 blue 25cm 113g 

  Foam Pilates Roller
This Foam Roller allows you to perform a variety 
of revalidation and fitness exercises. It can 
restore blood circulation and relaxes muscles, 
which helps to recover more quickly and regain 
mobility. This roller is also ideal to perform 
Pilates exercises since it will help you to vary 
and intensify the effectiveness of your postures, 
through instability.
Color: blue. Diameter: 15cm. Weight: 550g.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Length

M600240  90cm 

  Megaform Fit Ball

Highly resistant therapy and exercise ball. Mostly adapted for fitness or 
prenatal gymnastic exercises. In addition to its high resistance, the Fit Ball 
has been developed to avoid all risk of burst.  
Maximum user weight: 45cm: 150kg ; 55, 65 and 75cm: 250kg.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color

M402239 45cm turquoise

M402243 55cm blue

M402244 65cm grey

M402245 75cm purple

  Pair of Massage Balls

When rolled along the body these Massage 
Balls provide a kneading effect resulting in deep 
muscle release and increased blood flow to the 
affected area to promote healing.  
Massage Balls can also be used for a variety of 
massage techniques.
Material: PVC. Areas of application: relaxation, 
stress reduction, tactile stimulation. Sold by: pair.

Ref. Color Diameter

M592522 blue/green 6cm 

M592523 blue/green 8cm 

  Soft Weighted Hula Hoop

This large and very durable Hula Hoop ring is covered with high density, soft 
foam in rainbow colors. Thanks to its bigger size it is easier to work out with. 
Its heavier weight helps slim and tone the body’s core muscles, while the 
high- density foam padding provides extra protection against discomfort.  
So much fun to exercise waist muscles and enhance movement skills. 
Assembly and dissassembly for easy storage and comes with a storage bag. 
Suitable as from 10 years old.
Color: multicolor. Diameter: 65cm. Weight: 0,6kg. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404280  
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  Megaform ECO Mat

Comfortable, high quality gym mat with non-slip surface.  
Made of eco-friendly materials (TPE), biodegradable and without PVC.  
This mat is very comfortable thanks to its 16mm thickness.
The shorter mat (140cm) is ideal for smaller facilities or for children.  
We recommend to clean the surface of the mat 
regularly with a damp cloth soaked in soapy water.
Weight: 1,99kg. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Eyelets Color

M436257 140x60x1,6cm With eyelets blue

M436259 180x60x1,6cm With eyelets blue

  Sit-N-Play Kids Balance Ball

Our Sit-N-Play Kids Balance Ball is ideal for kids aged from 3 to 6 years old. 
They can play with it, train their balance but also sit and focus on other 
things. Includes an inflatable ring that stabilizes the ball for easier balance 
but is also useful to store the ball away when not in use.  
Antiburst ball.
Material: PVC. Weight: 1250g. Maximum user weight: 100kg.  
Age: 3-6 years old. Sold by: each.

Ref. Diameter Color

M403500 30cm blue

  Square Wooden Balance 
Board

This square shaped board can be used to 
strengthen and condition the lower back, improve 
balance, body awareness and develop joint 
mobility and reaction skills. It is also ideal for 
rehabilitation and fitness beginners since it only 
moves in two opposite directions and is thus 
easier to use than other balance boards who 
can wobble into any direction. Antislip surface. 
Materials from FSC-certified forests.
Maximum user weight: 160kg.  
Dimensions: 50x50cm. Material: plywood.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436280

  Kids Wooden Balance Board

This sturdy wooden Balance Board stimulates balance, coordination, 
strength, spatial and physical awareness in a playful way. It is perfectly 
sized for kids’ small feet and attractive looking 
graphics help to show where to place their feet.  
Highly durable wooden construction.  
Recommended for children 3 years of age and 
older.  
Materials from FSC-certified forests.
Maximum user weight: 80kg.  
Dimensions: 42x24x7cm.  
Material: plywood.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M436282 blue

  Round Trainer Balance 
Board

Very convenient Balance Board to enhance 
balance and stability. It is often used in 
rehabilitation and physical therapy and adapted 
both for fitness beginners as for experienced 
athletes. This Round Trainer Balance Board is 
very sturdy and safe since made of top-grade 
materials. Antislip surface.  
Materials from FSC-certified forests.  
The wider base of this board (lower sphere 
diameter: 8cm) provides greater stability.
Diameter: 39,5cm. Maximum user weight: 160kg. 
Material: plywood. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436286

  Wooden Balance Board

Wooden balance board ideal for rehabilitation or 
to develop core strength and balance.  
Antislip surface.
Lower sphere diameter: 8cm.
Height: 6cm. Diameter: 40cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436267

  Air Stability Wobble Cushion & Pump

Versatile inflatable cushion can be used while 
sitting, standing, or lying on the floor. It can be 
used while seated to release accumulated energy, 
improve concentration and promote a good 
sitting posture. Used while standing it enhances 
proprioceptive and balance skills. Smooth bumps on 
one side of the cushion provide a tactile experience 
and can help improve difficulties with tactile 
defensiveness. The other side has smaller, less-
dense tactile receptors. Durable PVC construction. 
Small needle pump included.
Height: 6cm. Diameter: 34cm.  
Maximum user weight: 200kg. Material: PVC.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Color

M591630 green

M591631 grey
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  Stopwatch

Economy stopwatch.
Calendar display. Time addition. Alarm.  
Time accuracy: 100è/sec. Split/lap: split.  
Battery technology: alkaline. Single chrono time. 
Time display. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M402615  

  Aerobic Step

Good quality step for beginners and senior 
training. Antislip surface. Made out of PP and TPR.
Adjustable heights: 10cm and 15cm.
Color: black. Length: 68cm. Width: 28cm.  
Weight: 3kg. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436090

  Workout Step

High quality step constructed in one piece. 
Antislip feet and tray. Ideal for all levels.  
Made of PP, ABS.
Adjustable heights: 15, 20 and 25cm.  
Maximum user weight: 150kg.
Length: 97cm. Width: 36cm. Weight: 7kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M436120

  PedaYoga Starter Set

The perfect set to start with the PedaYoga 
method.  
Set contains: 56 mini cards poses and emotions, 
32 teacher pose sheets, 1 dice pair and 1 nylon 
carry bag to store and transport everything.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M590055  

  PedaYoga Kids Mat

This kids-sized mat is durable and fun to use, 
perfect for your little yogi! This mat provides 
a stable, non-slip surface to ensure safety and 
comfort kids need to enhance proper alignment 
and maintain poses. The mat also features a great 
board game including 36 yoga poses.  
Perfect to animate any yoga 
class with little yogis or any 
home session.  
Ideal for ages 4-8.
Material: PVC.  
Length: 150cm.  
Width: 60cm.  
Thickness: 0,5cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M590020  

  Performance 2-color Yoga Mat

Made of eco-friendly TPE, our Performance Yoga Mat is non-toxic, biodegradable and recyclable.  
This reversible mat offers two unique colors and textures with non-slip surface.  
Lightweight and durable, this mat is perfect for beginning and experienced yogis.  
Includes a carry strap for easy transport.
Material: TPE. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Color

M589000 183x61x0,5cm green/grey

M589001 183x61x0,5cm blue/grey

  Classic Yoga Block

Light, soft and space-saving, with beveled edges 
for easy gripping, the yoga block is the ideal tool 
for posture and support exercises. Place the block 
under hands, feet, or seat, it will offer height 
and support where needed. It helps to deepen 
stretches and to ensure proper alignment during 
poses.
Color: blue. Dimensions: 22,8x15,2x7,5cm.  
Material: EVA.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M588951  

PedaYoga range
Have a look at our whole PedaYoga 
product range on page 48!
PedaYoga is a simple program of body 
and mind techniques designed to 
promote movement and concentration 
of children. The PedaYoga product 
range provides simple but effective 
tools specially adapted for bringing the 
yoga concept to children.
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23cm 30cm 40cm 

RED M404201 M404205 M404207

YELLOW M404202 M404206 M404208

30cm 50cm 

RED M40422100 M40422200

BLUE M40422101 M40422201

GREEN M40422102 M40422202

YELLOW M40422103 M40422203
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  Set of 20 High Floor 
Markers

These markers make it possible to form small 
hedges by positioning milestones or sticks (like 
our M404254) but can also be used as regular 
floor markers to outline playing areas. 
Includes: 10 yellow markers, 10 orange markers 
and 1 metal carry frame. Diameter: 30cm. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Height Color

M404227 15cm yellow/orange

  Set of 48 Flow Markers

These rugged markers are a unique and 
inexpensive way to set up obstacles, provide 
visual challenge and motivation, define 
boundaries, divide activity areas and/or direct the 
flow through an activity.
Material: molded polyethylene.  
Diameter: 9,6cm.  
Weight: 45g.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Height Color

M541410 16cm 6 colors

  Set of 50 Half Cones

One of the most economic ways to outline playing 
areas. The pack includes 50 light and flexible half 
cones assorted in various colors.
Diameter: 19,5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Height Color

M404230 5,5cm multicolor

  Set of 10 Numbered 
Cones

These cones feature a number printed on the 
front for a variety of uses. Set includes numbers 0-9.
Material: durable plastic construction. Sold by: set.

Ref. Height Color

M404215 25cm yellow 

  Classic Cone

These versatile cones are great as markers, 
targets, boundaries and more.
Material: LDPE. Sold by: each.

  Set of 6 Flexible Cones

Designed to delimit playgrounds and create 
training courses. Thanks to their flexibility, these 
cones guarantee a better safety in case of falling.
Material: soft PVC. Sold by: set.

Ref. Height Color

M212085 15,5cm red

M212086 15,5cm yellow

  Set of 10 Cone Covers

Set of 10 Cone Covers in different colors and 
numbered from 1 to 10.  
These covers are designed for all standard cones 
(30-50cm) like our M404205 and M40422100.  
Textile composition: 100% polyester.
Color: orange/yellow/blue/green/purple.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404216  

  Cone with Holes

This cone is designed to increase game possibilities 
while improving safety and easy manipulation. It 
supports sticks (i.e. M404255) and flat rings  
(i.e. M404248) to create obstacle courses, targets 
and many more.
30cm cone has 12 holes, 50cm cone has 16 holes.
Material: polypropylene. Sold by: each.

  Set of 40 Dome Markers

The Dome Markers are a real landmark for all your 
exercises outdoors and indoors. Their built-in 
storage system allows you to transport and store 
them easily and organize your exercises quickly.
Color: red/white/blue/yellow. Height: 10cm. 
Diameter: 20cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404235  
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  Set of 4 Flat Rings

Lay them down on the floor or use them with our 
cones with holes (M40422100), in combination 
with our multipurpose clips (M404258). 
Possibilities are endless!
Sold by: set.

Ref. Diameter Color

M404246 35cm blue/yellow/red/green

M404247 50cm blue/yellow/red/green

M404248 60cm blue/yellow/red/green

  Heavy Black Cone

Heavy black rubber cone. Ideal to use with 2,5cm 
sticks (M404255) to create obstacles.  
Stick not included.  
Cone weight: 1,25kg.
Color: black. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404146  

  Multipurpose Base

To easily set-up any kind of obstacle course or 
throwing targets use our small yet stable bases 
in combination with our flat rings (i.e. M404248) 
and sticks (i.e. M404255). Possibilities are 
endless! Base can be weighted with sand or 
water. Weight when empty: 620g.
Color: yellow. Height: 14cm. Diameter: 23cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404225  

  Set of 4 Multipurpose Clips

Combine our flat rings (i.e. M404248) and 
round sticks 2,5cm (i.e. M404255) with these 
multipurpose clips to create obstacle courses or 
throwing targets. Very easy to use.
Color: yellow. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404258  

  Set of 4 Sticks

Plastic sticks provided with end caps. Use 
them by themselves or in combination with our 
multipurpose base (M404225), heavy black cone 
(M404146), cones with holes (M40422100) or 
high floor markers (M404227) to create obstacles 
and targets. They are available in 4 sizes.  
Each set includes 2 red and 2 yellow sticks.
Color: red/yellow.  
Diameter: 2,5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M404254 L: 80 cm

M404255 L: 100 cm

M404256 L: 120 cm

M404249 L: 150 cm

  Soft Dome

Soft but heavy dome.  
Can be used with our 2,5cm diameter’s sticks  
(i.e. M404255) to create obstacles.
Color: yellow. Diameter: 24cm. Weight: 800g. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M404231  

  Set of 4 Multipurpose 
Buckets

These highly durable buckets can be used for 
many activities in your PE lesson: during relay 
races, as throwing targets, for color recognition 
tasks or bucket stacking. Combine them with 
sticks (M404254), bases (M404225) or bricks 
(M403611) and flat rings (M404246) to turn 
them into a basketball goal or to integrate them 
into your obstacle course!  
Color: blue/yellow/red/green. Height: 20cm.
Material: polypropylene. Diameter: 16,5cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403610

  Set of 4 Multipurpose 
Bricks

Combine these light yet resistant bricks with our 
flat rings (M404246), sticks (M404254), clips 
(M404258) or buckets (M403610) to set-up very 
easily any obstacle course or throwing target. 
Possibilities are endless!  
These bricks can also be walked on.
Color: blue/yellow/red/green. Length: 35,5cm. 
Height: 9cm. Material: polypropylene.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403611  

  Multipurpose Motor Skill Starter Set

The different elements of this set allow you to set up an obstacle course and to work on different motor 
skills: balancing, jumping, crossing, targeting, tossing...  
This set is ideal for small spaces. 
Set is composed of:
- 4 multipurpose bricks
- 4 multipurpose buckets
- 8 sticks of 80cm (4 red and 4 yellow)
- 4 flat hoops with diameter 35cm and 4 flat 
hoops with diameter 50cm
- 2 multipurpose bases
- 16 multipurpose clips adaptable on sticks 
and hoops
- 12 bean bags
- 1 rocking balance board
- 1 storage bag
As from 2 years old.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M504100  
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  Set of 30 Floor 
Stuff Spot Markers

Floor stuff is an assortment of 
non-slip, PVC floor markers to mark 
locations to stand on, toss to or give 
direction.  
Set includes 6 of each: arrows, 
donuts, bases, hands, feet.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541630 Set of 30 spot markers

  Set of 6 Floor 
Stuff Arrows

Arrow-shaped, non-slip, PVC floor 
markers. Ideal to mark locations to 
stand on, toss to and give direction. 
Dimensions: 46x8x15cm.
Color: 6 colors. Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541631 Set of 6 arrows

  Set of 6 Floor 
Stuff Donuts

Donut-shaped, non-slip, PVC floor 
markers. Ideal to mark locations to 
stand on, toss to and give direction.
Color: 6 colors. Diameter: 38cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541632 Set of 6 donuts

  Set of 6 Floor 
Stuff Bases

Base-shaped, non-slip, PVC floor 
markers. Ideal to mark locations to 
stand on, toss to and give direction.
Color: 6 colors. Length: 31cm.  
Width: 31cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541633 Set of 6 bases

  Set of 6 Floor 
Stuff Hands

Hand-shaped, non-slip, PVC floor 
markers. Ideal to mark locations to 
stand on, toss to and give direction.
Color: 6 colors. Length: 16cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541634 Set of 6 hands

  Set of 6 Floor 
Stuff Feet

Foot-shaped, non-slip, PVC floor 
markers. Ideal to mark locations to 
stand on, toss to and give direction.
Color: 6 colors. Length: 23cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541635 Set of 6 feet

  Instant Bounds 
Corners and Lines

Allows you to mark a tennis court 
or any other court in just a few 
minutes. Set composed of 20 lines 
(10 blue, 10 yellow) and 4 corners 
(2 blue, 2 yellow).  
Dimensions: 36x7cm (lines) and 
28x28x7cm (corners). Made of vinyl.
Color: blue/yellow. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541600  

  Set of 6 Round 
Spot Markers

Ref.

M541500  

  Set of 10 Small 
Numbered Spot 
Markers

Small Round Spot Markers are 
numbered from 0 to 9. Made of TPR 
with a non-slip surface on back 
side. Ideal to be used as targets for 
sports like table tennis or as activity 
station markers in a small facility.
Color: red. Diameter: 10cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541520  

These round spot markers are 
designed to help designate 
positions, distances and obstacle 
courses but can also be used as 
targets, stepping stones or seats. 
The textured vinyl back keeps disk 
securely in place.
Color: 6 colors. Diameter: 25cm.  
Sold by: set.

  Set of 10 Curved 
Lines

Curve-shaped floor markers made of 
antislip vinyl material. These floor 
markers are ideal to create a circle 
or to delimit scoring zones for sports 
like Hockey and Handball.
Color: orange. Length: 40,5cm. 
Width: 7,5cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M541210  

  Set of 24 Small 
Spot Markers in 
Neon Colors

Set of 24 Small Spot Markers in 
4 bright neon colors. Ideal to be 
used for station or field marking or 
as targets. Made of non-slip TPR. 
Includes a convenient metal carry 
frame.
Color: neon orange/neon yellow/
neon pink/neon blue.  
Diameter: 15cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M403620  

  Pair of 5m Field 
Marker Lines

A quick and safe way to mark 
out your flooring for games, 
sport activities and PE lessons. 
Manufactured from a non-slip 
compound that ensures they can be 
used safely indoors on hard flooring. 
Material: TPR. Color: yellow.  
Length: 5m. Sold by: pair.

Ref. Width

M403600 5cm 
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Simply squeeze the base of this hand whistle to 
produce a whistle sound. The handheld design 
reduces risk of spreading germs. The soft vinyl 
construction is comfortable to touch and includes 
grooves to improve grip.
Sold by: each.
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  Set of 12 Memory Relay Poly Spots

These 12 colored Memory Relay Poly Spots have one number and one shape 
each. These spots enable you to set up the Memory Relay game: the first 
player runs and turns around a poly spot and shows it to his team. He then 
puts it back on the ground again, shape and number downwards. The following 
players try to find the poly spot double (number or shape). The team wins if all 
poly spots pairs have been found and brought back to the team. Educational 
assets of this game: offers a relay game in a fun way, trains memory skills, 
observation and orienteering initiation.  
Mix two colors for more difficulty and fun.
Diameter: 25cm.  
Sold by: set.

Ref. Type

M541550 red

M541551 yellow

  3-Teams Table Scoreboard

Foldable scoreboard with 6 equally sized number 
sheets allows scoring three teams at the same 
time! This gives you new and exciting game 
possibilities. Made of PVC and cardboard.
Height of figures: 14,3cm. Dimensions: 58x30,5cm. 
Numbering: from 0 till 99. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435302  

  Foldable Table Scoreboard

Use a tabletop flip scoreboard for a manual 
approach to scoring a wide variety of games! This 
economical approach to scoring can be quickly set 
up and easily used by anyone, with numbers that 
are easily visible. Cardboard covered with PVC. 
4 black number sheets ranging 0 till 9 and 2 set 
sheets ranging from 1 till 7 in red color.
Dimensions: 48x31cm. Numbering: from 0 till 99. 
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M435300  

  Stopwatch
Economy stopwatch. Calendar display.  
Time addition. Alarm. Time accuracy: 100è/sec. 
Split/lap: split. Battery technology: alkaline.  
Single chrono time. Time display. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M402615  

  Set of 12 Black Whistles

Economy black plastic whistles 
useful for any kind of sports game.  
Without lanyard. Sold by: set.
Ref.

M214152

  Easy Boundaries

Set up courtlines (indoor and outdoor) fast and 
easily, thanks to our Easy Boundaries.  
The weight (650g) at both ends of the boundaries 
makes them stay on the ground.  
The set includes 4 weighted boundaries of 10m 
(each), 4 winders for easy storage and 1 handy 
carry bag. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M404270  

  Sense-Of-Timer

Sense-of-Timer provides a visual sense of time 
passing instead of an exact countdown time. 
They are ideal for self-governing activity periods, 
games, exercises, discussion groups, tests, time-
outs and more.  
Each of the 6 Sense-Of-Timers is easily identified 
by their color-coded sand and clearly marked caps.  
High-impact plastic construction makes them 
extremely durable.
Base diameter: 11,4cm. Height: 24,5cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Features Color

M592150 30 sec. red

M592151 1 min. yellow

M592152 2 min. blue

M592153 3 min. green

M592154 4 min. purple

M592155 5 min. orange

  Set of 5 Sensory Texture Mats

Set includes 5 Sensory Texture Mats with different shapes, colors and 
textures: 1 yellow circle with a circled surface, 1 green square with a lined 
surface, 1 orange triangle with a triangular surface, 1 pink flower with a 
bumpy surface and 1 blue hexagon with a spiked surface.
Material: silicone. Diameter: 25cm. Sold by: set.

Ref.

M492732  

  Hand Whistle

Ref.

M492752
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Ref. Dimensions Number of balls Storage space

M499011 53x25x35cm 6-8 60L

M499010 80x30x40cm 10-12 90L
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  Big Red Wheeled Duffle

This Big Red Wheeled Duffle is as rugged as it is functional. 
Its heavy duty 10cm multi-terrain wheels, industrial strength 
2cm zipper, and heavy-gauge steel frame and pull handle 
give it rigidity, durability and support.
Color: red.  
Textile composition: 100% Nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Number of balls Storage space

M598135 45x45x102cm 20 190L

  Big Mesh Duffle Bag

High quality mesh bag. Supertough, 
reinforced nylon bottom extends the bag's 
lifetime.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Number of balls Storage space

M598145 91x47cm 15 198L

  Big Red Megabag

The Big Red Megabag was specially 
designed for physical educators.  
It has 11 purposefully designed pockets. 
Top and bottom flaps with lockable 
zippers. Can be pushed or pulled thanks 
to its non-marking wheels.  
When empty, the bag can be used for 
ball throwing activities.
Color: red.  
Textile composition: 100% Nylon.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Number of balls Storage space

M598140 45x45x90cm 15-20 175L

  Megaform Sportbag

Heavy duty Megaform Sportbag.  
Made out of 100% polyester material.
Color: blue.  
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. 
Sold by: each.

  Megaform Long Equipment Bag

Convenient long storage bag.
Color: black. Textile composition: 100% Nylon. Sold by: each.

Ref. Dimensions Storage space

M115103 150x20x20cm 12 sticks

  Mesh Equipment Bag

This oversized Mesh Equipment Bag, with top heavy-duty zipper and handles 
stores plenty of equipment. You can easily see its content and the content 
can easily air dry.
Color: yellow.  
Length: 91cm. Width: 38cm.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Number of balls

M598110  10-12

  Set of 6 Mesh Storage Bags

Lets you see the contents inside the 
bag and allows wet equipment to dry.  
Control equipment distribution 
through color coding.  
Tight 70g mesh, drawstring bags.
Color: 6 colors. Material: polyester. 
Sold by: set.

Ref. Dimensions Number of balls

M598130 91x61cm 10-12

  Foldable Ball Cart

This folding cart is an essential training 
accessory. Thanks to its aluminium frame,  
it is lightweight and folds easily.
Color: blue. Material: aluminium.  
Non-lockable storage.  
Length: 56cm. Width: 56cm. Height: 100cm. 
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Number of balls

M598152 Without top 15-20
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  Set of 10 Training Vests

Training vests made from very durable synthetic mesh fabric. 
Available in 6 different colors.  
These vests are packed individually but sold in a set of 10.
Vest height per size: XSmall: 45cm, Small: 54cm,  
Medium: 60cm, Large: 63cm, X-Large: 68cm.
Textile composition: 100% Polyester.  
Textile care advice:  
don’t put in the dryer, 
washing at 30°C.  
Sold by: set.

  Set of 6 Adjustable 
Belts

Set of 6 heavy duty belts available in 6 different 
colors in order to distinguish teams very easily. 
Adjustable length (from 84cm to 124cm).
Textile composition: 100% Polyester. Sold by: set.

Ref. Color

M400610  blue

M400611  yellow

M400612  orange

M400613  green

M400614  red

M400615  purple

  Waistband Pinnies

Easy in and out pinnie with full elastic 
waist band. The wide elastic band is 
encased and floats freely within a 
ruggedly sewn bottom channel.
Available in 2 different sizes:
Child:  
Height: 44cm/ Width: 27cm/ Waist: 68cm
Teenager:  
Height: 53cm/ Width: 30cm/ Waist: 74cm
Textile composition: 100% Nylon.  
Textile care advice: wash in cold water. 
Sold by: each.

  Storage Center
This Storage Center is divided into 3 parts with one big bin 1,22m  
in height and above this bin are two adjustable height shelves.  
Hang-on storage set not included (M598171).
Material: metal.  
Maximum load: 300kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref. Number of trays Dimensions

M598170  3 91,5x61x183cm

  Storage Center 
Accessories

Hang-On Storage set includes 
2 each Ball Bins, Hoop and 
ComboRacks.  
It is designed to be combined 
with our Big Ball Bin (M598180) 
and our Storage Center 
(M598170).
Small Ball Bins: 60x31x22cm. 
ComboRacks: 53,3x12,7cm.  
Hoop Racks: 29,2x12,7cm
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M598171  

  Big Ball Bin
This trolley can store a big quantity of balls and 
other accessories.  
Hang-on storage set not included (M598171).
Material: steel. Maximum load: 150kg.  
Lockable storage. Sold by: each.

Ref. Type Dimensions

M598180 With top 91x61x91cm

  Odor Remover DENAA+

DENAA+ Odor Remover is a sustainable hygiene 
product based on probiotics, which meets our 
company's desire to put health and well-being at 
the center of our concerns.
Spray it directly on the sources of bad smell 
to actively eliminate them. This Odor Remover 
encapsulates the molecules so that the 
microorganisms then eliminate the organic matter 
present in bad smells. Use this product on training 
vests, gloves, gym mats, lockers, etc.
Advantages: optimization of the local microflora, 
safe and eco-friendly spray, long-term action, 
non-irritating, non-toxic and dye-free.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type

M800705 300ml

M800706 5L

  Surface Cleaner DENAA+

DENAA+ Surface Cleaner is an ecological solution 
based on probiotics. It helps to keep your sport 
areas clean because health and well-being are 
certainly at the heart of your concerns, as it is 
for our company. Spray DENAA+ Surface Cleaner 
lightly on any water-resistant or moisture-
resistant surface and wipe with a clean microfiber 
cloth for deep microscopic cleaning. Easy and fast 
cleaning that removes organic matter as well as 
the molecules responsible for unpleasant odors. 
You can use it in locker rooms, on benches and 
tables, on gym mats and training equipments, etc.
Advantages: optimization of the local microflora, 
long-term freshness, eco-friendly, safe to use, 
non-irritating and economical.
Sold by: each.

Ref. Type

M800707 500ml

M800708 1L

M800709 5L

XS S M L

Blue M400490 M400500 M400510 M400520

Yellow M400491 M400501 M400511 M400521

Red M400492 M400502 M400512 M400522

Green M400493 M400503 M400513 M400523

Orange M400494 M400504 M400514 M400524

Child Teenager

Blue M593110 M593120

Yellow M593111 M593121

Red M593112 M593122

Green M593113 M593123
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ACCESSORIES

  Needles Set
Suitable to be used with 
all our compressors and 
pumps.  
Contains 3 needles and 
1 adaptator.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491103

  2-Way Hand Pump

Injected PVC hand pump. This pump gets the job 
done in half the time: it inflates your balls on the 
inward and outward stroke.  
Delivered with flexible adaptor and needle. 
Length: 20cm
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491110

  Mini Air Compressor

Light and compact oil-less air compressor with 
gauge. Delivered with 1,5m air hose and four 
different needles.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491100

  Set of 4 Replacement 
Needles for Mini Air 
Compressor

Replacement needles for 
our Mini Air Compressor.
Sold by: set.

Ref.

M491101  

  Vertical Pump

Vertical pump to inflate 
balls or tires.  
Without any needle 
(needles can be ordered 
separately: ref. M491103).
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491112

  Mini Foot Pump

Mini Foot Pump with manometer to read the air 
pressure. Ideal for filling air easily in balls and 
cycles. Compact design and rugged construction. 
Non-slip foot pedal. 0,25 liter cylinder.  
Made of steel. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491111

  Ball Compressor

This high-pressure 220 Volts pump inflates and 
deflates balls in seconds. An internal air pressure 
gauge is enclosed in the compact unit. Needle 
adaptors included. Maximum pressure: 15 bars. 
Capacity: 39 liters per minute.
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491106

  Electric Balloon Pump

This handy inflator is very easy to use. Just press 
the upper tip of the compressor in order to inflate 
balloons. The inflator is suitable for balloon 
inflating and especially for cage balls (like our 
Spordas Skyfloater Ball or Spordas Colored Cage 
Ball) and Float-R Shapes (inflated in 1min.).
Size: 19x16x18cm. 220-240 Volts.  
Pressure: 2PSI. Airflow: 520 liters/minute.
Power: 400watts. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491102

  Power Balloon Inflator
A fast and effective way to inflate all kinds of 
balloons. Filling a regular size balloon (30cm 
diameter) takes less than 2 seconds! Ideal inflator 
for Cage Balls. The impact-resistant body made 
of ABS plastic is durable and ensures optimum 
protection of the interior for a long lifetime.  
230 Volts. Airflow : 3600L/minute.
Power: 500watts. Weight: 1,2kg.  
Sold by: each.

Ref.

M715300

  Smart Ball Inflator

Digital inflator with auto stop function.  
Pre-set pressure for 5 different types of balls. 
Quick and easy pressure adjustment. Oil-less 
design. Maintenance free. Easy-to-read white LED 
backlight. Built-in storage compartment.  
Inflation kit included. 230 Volts.  
Airflow: 22 liters/minute at 10PSI.  
Maximum setting pressure: 30PSI.
Weight: 1kg. Sold by: each.

Ref.

M491109
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

3-Legged Race Bands 58
8-sided Creative Dice 5-37
Abiligrips 65
Abiliweights 77
Accessories 115-122
Activi-T-Blanket 58
Activity Tossing Rings 40
Adjustable Basketball 
Goal-Set

89

Adjustable Belts 121
Adjustable Speed Hurdle 106-110
Adjustable Tchoukball 
Frame

13

Air Stability Wobble 
Cushion & Pump

72-113

All Balls 30
All Round Goal 17
American Footballs 90
Angel-Stik 46
Aqua Jogging Belt 108
ARK Grabber® 79
ARK Krypto Bite Gem 
Necklace

79

ARK’s Brick Stick Chew 
Necklace

79

ARK’s Krypto-Bite Pencil 
Topper

78

Back-To-Back Goals 61
Badminton & Mini Tennis 
Net

101

Badminton Air Shuttle 2.0 9-101
Badminton Rackets 100
Bags 120
Balance Boards 53-113
Balance Sound Steps 71
Ball Compressor 122
Balloon Balls 27
Balloon Replacement 
bladder

16

Balls Eye Glove 41
Baseball 23
Basketballs 88-89
Beach Balls 108
Beach Volleyball 94
Bean Bag Animals 34
Bean Bags 35
Bean Balls 46
Beanless Airbags 52
Big Ball Bin 121
Big Foot Striders 52
Big Red Base and 
Accessories

60-62

BittyBottom 72
Blaster 79
Blindfolds 80
Boccia 5-82
Bonkerball 23
Boundary Cords 96
Bumball 15
Can Toss Set 42
Cardiogoal 12-62
Cardiogoal Pop-up 
Baskets

12

Cast Iron Shot 105
Catch-a-Ball 39
Catchball 38
Caterpinch 65
ChewEase Pencil Topper 78
Chewlery Necklaces & 
Bracelets

79

Color N’ Shape 
Recognition Dice

18

Colored Twist Balls 12
Comfy Bean Bag Cushion 73
Comfy Noodles 108
Cones 116
Cooperative Band 57
Cooperative Band 
Walkers

58

Cooperative Blanket 57
Cooper-Ropes 5-57
Core Disk 72
Croquet 22
Curling 81
Curved Lines 21-118
Dart Squirt Gun Set 42
Deck Tennis Rings 23
Deep Pressure Roller 74
Dice 18-37-48
Discus 105
Dive Animals 34-108

Dome Markers 116
Double Dutch Jump Rope 51
Drag Parachute 111
Dribble Aid Goggles 89
Duck Walker 50
Easy Boundaries 119
Easy Flow Tridget 66
Eco Mat 113
Edubug Bean Bags 35
Educational Dice 37
Egg-Ohs! Pencil Grip 65
Electric Balloon Pump 16-122
Ellie Grip 65
Emotion Cushions 73
Emotional Faces Balls 30
E-Z Balls 30
E-Z Goal 89
Facial Balls 30
Fidget Wheel 66
Fidgety Finger Loops 66
Field Marker Lines 118
FingerLights 26
Fitballs 73-112
Flag Rugby Belts 91
Flag-A-Tag Football Belts 8-91
Flat Hoops & Rings 110-117
Fleece Balls 26
Fleece Weighted Vest 6
Fling-It Net Set 56
Float-R Shapes 57
Floor Basketball Hoop 89
Floor Hockey Balls 21
Floor Markers 116-118
Fluffballs 26
Flying Disks 40
Foam Balls 27-28
Foam Bowling Set 5-36-42
Foam Dice 37
Foam Flyers 40
Foam Javelin 104
Foam Pilates Roller 112
Foam Shuttle 39
Foldable Ball Cart 120
Foldable Hurdles 106
Football Goals 87
Footballs 85-86
Foot-Basket Game Goal 61
Frisbee Disk 40
Frog Feet Jumper 52
Fruit Balls 30
GaitSpots 71
Gel-E-Seat Cushion 7-65-72
Giant Catch Tail Balls 38
Giant Foam Dice Pair 37
Giant Target Chip 43
Giant Weighted Sensory 
Caterpillar

7-76

Gliding Foam Football 42-85
Glitter Knobby Balls 5-33-69
Global Game Paddles 44-98
GoalBall Trainer Ball 80
Golf Practice Balls 24
Golf Putters & Irons 24
Golf Targets 24-60
Grabballs 32
Grabits 68
Grab-N-Balls 33-67
Grab-N-Rings 33
Graduated Mat 104
Grotto Grips 65
GumFun Finger 
Strengthener

66

Hand Whistle 8-119
Handballs 84
Handheld Ball Rebounder 84
Hang-A-Hoop 89
Health & Fitness 109-114
Hedgehog Stones 52
Hexagonal Agility Ring 
Set

110

Hockey sticks 20
Hoop N’ Target Bag 41
Hoops Set 110
Hopsackers 51
Hula Hoop Ring 47
Hula Hoop Target Set 41
Hurdles 106-110
Inflatable Animal 
Bouncers

50

Inflators 16-122
Innocent Playballs 29

Innovations 4-9
Instant Bounds Corners 
and Lines

118

Intercrosse 22
Javelins 104
Jigglers Pair 78
Jingle Trainer 80
Juggle Bean Balls 46
Jugglebug Clubs 46
Juggling Scarves 46
Jump Bands 51
Jump Ropes 51-111
Kendo Bat 14
Kickboards 108
Knead-A-Balls 37-68
Kwik Net Tennis 99
Lacrosse 22
Lay-On-Me Blanket 77
Long Jump Mat 105
Loons Paddles 45
Loop Tennis Balls 41
manimo® Weighted 
Animals

75

Massage Balls 112
Mat 113
Medicine Balls 111
Memory Relay Poly Spots 17-119
Mini Air Compressor 122
Mini Boccia Set 5-82
Mini Breathing Sphere 66
Mini Cardiogoal Goal 12
Mini Handball Goal 84
Mini Stability Ball 27-112
Mini SwingSkill Football 85
Mini Torpedos 38-104
Mini Trampoline 53-112
Mix-N-Mats Hopscotch 51
Mono Fling Set 44
Moonhopper 50
Move Cubes 37
Mr. Veggie & Mr. Fruity 76
MudBalls 33-67
Multi Ramp 50
Multipurpose Motor Skill 
accessories

117

Multipurpose Motor Skill 
Starter Set

117

My first Finnish Skittles 36
MyKatchers 59
Needles Set 122
New Sport Games 10-24
Nimbly - Educational 
Play Mat

18-54

No-Bounce Balls 23
Numbered Bean Bags 35
Numbered Spot Markers 103-118
Nutrition Bean Bags 35-55
Nylite Ball 27
Obstacle Course Set 49
Octo Pad 78
Octo the Octopus 56
Odor Remover DENAA+ 121
On the Move Skillastics 18
Parachute Packs 56
Parachutes 55-56
Park&Sun Portable 
Volleyball Net Systems

94-95

Pebbles Bocce Balls 42
Pebbles MultiUse Balls 31
PedaYoga Range 48-114
Pelletz-N-SuperSafe Ball 30
Physical Education 25-62
Pickleball Set 99
Pilates Ring 112
Pinnies 121
Play Balls 31
Playground Balls 29-31
Playground Packs 43
Plush Marble Maze 7
Plyometric Platforms 111
Pocoball 38
Pom Pom Balls 26
Pool Volleyball Net 
System

96

Pop up Goal N’ Target 42
Pop-UP Giant Target 24-60
Portable Badminton Net 9-101
Poull Ball 11-62
Power Balloon Inflator 16-122
Precision Arches 87
Pull Buoy 108

Pumps 122
Pursuit Ball 59
Pyramid Bean Bags 35
Pyramidballs 32
Rainbow Hoops & 
Ribbon Wands

47

RampShot 14
Reaction Balls 37
Relay Batons 106
Replacement Needles 122
Retractable Table Tennis 
Net

102

Rhythm Flags 46
Rhythmic Ladders 110
Ribbed Lap Pad 77
Ring Toss Game 36-39
Rip Tag Rugby Set 91
Rocking Balance Beam 53-71
Roller Tunnel 53-71
Roll-N-Rattle Sensory 
Balls

33-67

Roundball Goal 61
Rubbabu Balls 36-68
Rugby Balls 90
Saber Tooth Chew 
Necklace

7

Safer Pogo Bouncer 53
Sand Adapter set 96
Sand Balls 34-68
Sand Socks 97
Saturn Balls 8
Scarfballs 26
Scoop Set 39
Scooter Paddles 50
Scooters 50
Score Tossing Target 40
Scoreboards 119
Scratch’ball 15
See-Through Tunnel 49-71
Sensation Ball 68
Sensation Bell Balls 80
Sense-Of-Timer 119
Sensory Balance Pods 52
Sensory Brushes 74
Sensory Chew Necklace 
with Pendant

79

Sensory Floor Tiles 47-70
Sensory Football 80
Sensory Gloves 74
Sensory Sequin Panel 7-70
Sensory Texture Mats 74-119
Shoulder Snake 76
Shuttlecocks 9-101
Simply Shuffleboard 
Cues Set

23

Sit-N-Play Kids Balance 
Ball

73-113

Skillastics 19
Skin-Coated Foam Balls 28
Skip-N-Hops 51
Skyfloater Ball 16
Slalom Poles & Stakes 87
Sling-N-Shoot Racket Set 44
Slomo Bump Balls 32
Slow Motion Balls 80
Smart Ball Inflator 122
Smashballs 29
Smiling Star Fish 76
Sofcross-4 Lacrosse Set 22
Soft Dome 117
Soft Hammer 105
Soft Hook-N-Loop Balls 24-41
Soft Shot 105
Soft Weighted Hula Hoop 112
Softball 23
Softee Balls 41
Softy Foam Balls 27-28
Special Needs & 
Adapted PE

63-82

Spectrum Precision 
Trainer

95

Speed Hurdles 110
Speed Jump Rope 111
Speedball Rotor Spin 
Tennis Set

9

Spiderballs 26
Spordas Colored Cage 
Ball

16

Spordas Max Basketball 
Colored

19-86

Spot Markers 118

Springy Rackets 44
Squelet Ball 32-67
Squidgy Fidgets 70
Squishy Balls 6-69
Starting Blocks 106
Step-N-Stones 52
Steps 114
Sticks 117
Stilts Rolls 52
Stopwatch 114-119
Storage Bags & Carts 120
Storage Center 121
Stress Balls 68-69-74
Stretch Band 105-111
Stretch Bodysock 47
Stretch-eze® 47
Stretchy Balls 32
Success Balls 33
Super Catch Hand Wrap 41
Super Foam Croquet Set 22
SuperPuck DOM-84 21
Super Soft Touch Polo 
Game

21

SuperPuck DOM-84 21
SuperSafe Balls 29
Supersafe® Baseball Bat 23
Supersafe® Hockey Set 20
Sure Katchball 26
Surface Cleaner DENAA+ 121
Swimming Caps 107
Swimming Goggles 107
Swing Ping Pong 102
Table Scoreboards 119
Table Tennis Balls 103
Table Tennis Rackets 103
Tactile Mini Mats 74
Tail Balls 38
Tangles 64
Tchoukball Frames 13
Team Launchers 59
Team Traks 58
TeamKatchers 59
Tennis Balls 99
Tennis Rackets 98
Textured Bean Bags 35-67
Thera-Feel & Find Balls 34-67
Think-N-Roll Foot Roller 72
Torball 81
Traditional Sports 83-108
Training Hurdle 106
Training Vests 121
Trampoline 53-112
Transparent Activity Ball 27-68
TriBall Volleyball Net 
System

9-94

Tunnels 49
Turbo Javelin 104
Twidgets 66
Twirl & Jumping Stick 51
Twist Ball 90
Twist Frisbees 40
Ultra Foam Ringz 39
Ultra Foam Rocket Jr 57
Ultrafoam Crawlgates 49
Up Rite Safe Tee 23
Utility Sequencing Balls 31
Vibrating Tactile Snake 78
Volleyball Net Systems 94-95
Volleyballs 92-93
Vortex Ball 104
Water Bead Squeeze 
Balls

69

WeaveBall 32
Webbing Boundary Cord 96
Weighted Blanket 6-77
Weighted Lap Pad 6-77
Weighted Pets 76
Weighted Sequin Fidget 7-70
Weighted Snake 76
Weighted Vest 6-77
Wheelchair Football 81
Whistles 119
Wooden Rocking Tunnel 53-71
XPlore Game 17
Yoga Block 114
Yoga Mats 114
Yuck-E Medicine Ball 34-111
Yuck-E-Balls 34-67
Z-Vibe 78



SENSORY  
STIMULATION

We supply INNOVATIVE and EDUCATIONAL products for

PHYSICAL  
EDUCATIONSPORTS

ORDER ONLINE!

www.megaform.com

Rue Haute, 177 - B-4700 Eupen

T : +32 (0) 87 32 17 18 - sales@megaform.com
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